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Goodbye valuable data. Unless
you have a Guardian Angel uninterruptable power source on duty.
Guardian Angel switches to 150
watts of backup power in 1/100 of a
second or less while alerting you of
blackout or brownout conditions.
Its rugged 12V battery gives you up
to six minutes (15 at half-rated
power), enough to save your data
and shut down your system if line
power does not return.
Guardian Angel is compatible
with virtually every major microcomputer system, including Apple,
IBM, H-P, TRS-80, Xerox, Eagle
and Osborne. Its transient voltage
suppressor also prevents system
damage from power spikes.
Guardian Angel simply plugs
in between your power source and
your microcomputer. Its compact
size permits either desktop use or
out of the way placement.
Protect your investment: see
your R.H. Electronics
dealer today about
Guardian Angel or
contact us at
566 Irelan Street,
Buellton, CA 93427,
(805) 688-2047.

Guarflian Angel~
with LED power
status indicator,
automatically safeguards data from
blackouts, brownouts
for just $595.

RHELECTRONICS, INC.
•Patents pending, UL listed, FCC approved, 240V/50 Hz version
available. Dealers and OEM inquiries invited.
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One Apple
and$l,575
can make a lot ofpies.
And charts. And graphs.
Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett-Packard

Count on it.

Now you can use your Apple® computer to generate your own presentation
charts, graphs, and pie charts. How?
Simply add on the new high
quality, low cost HP 7470A
x "' ....
Personal Computer
x .. '
.Plotter.
~-- ·<;,j:!··fl!~~~~~~
The 7470A helps you
-~~
save time, save money, and,
~ ....
lets you communicate quickly, accu~. "'
rately and effectively.

The eye is faster.

The 74 70A is built the HewlettPackard way. To last. Designed and
engineered with only a few parts, none
of which require· adjustment. And with
customized integrated circuits
that ensure reliability.

Pen Pals.
The HP 7470A has
two single-pen stables
,
that output multi-color plots in
' J-t'<I.~.,_, , your choice of ten coordinated colors. Pens
' are automatically capped and stored.

-----------_J

- - ------- ...::________, An option you'll want, too.

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes information fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presentation clearer and more readily understood. But asking your
staff to produce the graphics
for your next presentation
doesn't ensure accuracy or
artistic talent. And going to
outside suppliers can be
costly. Combined with your
Apple® computer, the new
HP 7470A plotter does the
communicating for you.
Quickly. Logically. And with
off-the-shelf software.

Fast and pretty.
The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent
line quality ... faster than any competitive small plotter.
On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design
package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it
for only $1,575. (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)

For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transparencies for overhead projectors. For "I need it tomorrow
at 9:00 A.Ml" meetings, it's a necessity.

Start plotting your next presentation today.
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and we'll send you - absolutely
free-a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a
sample overhead transparency.
Then . . . stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it
demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your
own Apple® pies. And charts. And graphs.
When performance must be measured by results

F//ffl

HEWLETT

.::~ PACKARD

Ir------------------------~
Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information.
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Company
Address
City, State & Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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_________________________...
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Send to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 -Attn: Nancy Carter

•

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Textfile
No, you're not missing an issue of Apple Orchard; our ninetimes-a-year schedule means we did not publish in January
and May; and. will not publish in July.
Herewith the June issue, on a mostly serious note after our
April diversions. First, we welcome backFRE(ED), our prodigal
predecessor, Val Golding, who gallantly responded to some
pointed remarks. As you can see, he has been restored to his
former state of 10-point grace. We can understand his
absence; he's been working hard on Call-A.P.P.LE, and it
shows in that magazine's high quality.
The concept of Special Interest Groups within the International Apple Core, as well as in local user groups, has taken off
under the firm hand of IAC Vice-President Lou Milrad. A look at
what and how they're doing begins on Page 62. These folks
embody the volunteer spirit, of which more in this month's
Planting a Seed essay. Note that you don't have to be an expert
to join in.
Semi-expert status may seem to be required for something
like burning your own EPROMs, but as Neil Lipson shows, it's

not as difficult as it first appears. As this June issue went to bed,
we received a telephone call from an excited Neil, who said that
he had come upon a group of public-domain character fonts
which could be used in a number of ways, including in
EPROMs. He's preparing that material for a future issue.
Jim Hopper and John B. Matthews, active Apple owners in
Dayton, Ohio, weigh in with some Assembly language material.
The Dayton group is an active one, and more material from the
Gem City is in the wings. While we're at it, we'll point out that
Mike Kramer and Ed Haymes are active in the Houston Area
Apple Users Group, and Mark Darlow is a member of the
Capital Area Apple Byters in Albany, N.Y. Max Nareff, Ransom
Fields, Gene Wilson and Peter Weiglin are members of the San
Francisco Apple Core. Lou Milrad hails from Toronto, home of
LOGIC, nee Apple-CAN, and Neil Lipson is a stalwart in the
Apple users' group in Philadelphia. Pretty good cross-section,
huh?

27"x24"x24"
27"x32"x24"
27"x39"x24"
27"x48"x24"
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Let us hear from you.

$45.95
$53.95
$57.95
$59.95

$26.95
$28.95
$29.95

$16.95 (12"xl2")
$19.95 (12" xl7")

Model 32 comes without a printer slot
All tops for models 32, 39, 48 come with built-in cord slot and notches for .. Data top", unless .
customer specifies otherwise
"Data top" shelf clears "Compu-table" top by a maximum of 2r
Assembly required
Send check or charge card number and expiration date
(MASTERCA RD or VISA only)
to: COMPCO IND USTRIES, INC.

159 W. Walnut St.
Painesville. Ohio

COMPARE!

MAGICALC

VISICALC

Preboot required
70 column upper and
lower case video
display
Full 80 column
board display
Individual column
widths
Invisible columns
for confidential
data
Hard disk
compatibility
Full compatibility
with VisiCalc
Program plus
128K RAM

NO
YES

YES
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

$499

$745
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There·s probably nothing that would add
more power and usefulness to your App le than
a bigger. faster disk.
Now Lobo Drives offers a whole family of
disk upgrade options - direct from the manufacturer, at substantial savings.

We cut out the middleman-not the quality.
Make no mistake- Lobo's low pri ces are
for highest quaii ty, ultra-reli able systems. We
take no shortcu ts in design , manufacturing,
testin g, and burn- in. That's why Lobo systems
are probably the on ly ones you'll find anywhere
with a 1-year parts and la bor guarantee.
Lobo uses only Shugart or Seagate
drives ·- the standards of the industry. We put
them in rugged metal cabinets ; with heavy-duty
fan-cooled power supplies and our own proven
controllers and interfaces .
So whether you want 8" floppies , a
Winchester system, or just a less expensive
Ap pl e-equ ivalent disk, Lobo delivers top quality
for less.
You 'll fi nd our disk price breakthrough
can mean a real performance breakthrough for
your Apple 111

Al l Lobo disk systems come complete
with interface card and any necessary patc hes
to DOS 3.3. Use of Apple Pascal with Lobo 8"
floppy drives req uires the Lobo Pascal Creator
disk and documentation.
Runn ing CP/M with Lobo Wincheste r
or 8" floppy systems requ ires a Microsoft
SoftCard , an Ap p le Language card (or Microsoft RA M Card), and the Lobo CP/M disk.
Pascal is not currently supported on Lobo
Winchester systems.
PASCAL CREATOR DISK AND
DOCUMENTATION
$54 .00
CP/ M DISK AND
DOCUMENTATION
$54.00
CP/ M DISK WITH MICROSOFT
$355.00
SOFTCARD
MICROSOFT16KRAMCARD
$175.00
APPLE FAN (RECOMMENDED FOR
HEAVILY LOADED SYSTEMS) CLIPS
ON LEFT SIDE OF COMPUTER
$72.00

Ordering Information

5Y•" SYSTEM: ONE 5MB HARD DISK PLUS
ONE 737 kB FLOPPY
$2675.00
Model 950A
8" SYSTEM: ONE 8 MB HARD DISK PLUS ONE
1.2 MB FLOPPY
Model 1850A
$3459.00
Both incl ude Lobo OMA interface usable in
Appl e slot 1-7 and DOS 3 .3 patches . CP/ M
optiona l (see below).

. ~I~

~

IMPORTAN T: many hard d isk systems
now bein g sold have no provision for backi ng
up the disk (using standard Apple minifloppies,
you'd need about th ree :::lozen diskettes to completely back up a 5 MB d rive!). Lobo hard disk
systems come with a built-in double-sided,
quad-density floppy drive that can store the
comp lete conter:its of the hard disk on six or
seven floppies. Th is fl oppy drive also adds the
eq uivalent of at least 5 more Apple disk drives
to your total on-l ine s.toragei

All prices inc lude shippin g and hand ling. Cal ifornia residents add 6% sales tax.
Cred it card orders shipped within 24 hours.
Persona l checks require 2-3 weeks for
clearance before shipment. Please allow up to
6 weeks for delivery.

The Lobo Warranty
All Lobo hard ware produc ts carry a
limited 1-year parts and labor warranty.
Cal l or write for com p lete warranty
statement.

© 1983 Lobo Systems

-

8" Floppy Disk Systems

CP/M is a trademark of Dig ital Research Corp .
SoftCard is a trademark of Mi crosoft.

Up to 2.2 megabytes of on-line storage
wi th two double-sided, double-density 8" floppies ( 1.1 megabytes with single-sided d rives).
DOS 3.3 capabi lities are supported. Interface
plugs into any Apple 1/0 slot (except 0)
Lobo 's optional CP/M includes a special
DENSITY command to permi t reading and writing standard single-density disks.
Optional Pascal softwa re lets you sto re the
entire Apple Pascal system on one side of one
8" disk - with lots of room left for program fi les.

Apple II is a tra demark of Apple Compuler. Inc.

TWO SINGLE-SIDED DRIVES
Model 8202CA
TWO DOUBLE-SIDED DRIVES
Model 5202CA

•-=-

ORDER NUMBERS:
(805) 683-1576 (800) 235-1245
(800) 322-6103 (In Calif.)
Telex 658482
Hours: 7 AM-5PM Pacific lime

$1625.00

Apple-Compatible Minifloppy Systems

$1925.00

Both the disk d rive and the interface card are
plug -compatible with Apple Disk II equipment.
Lobo and App le drives may be freely mixed on
a Lobo or Apple in terface card, and the Lobo
interface features a switch to select 13 or 16
sector boot. The only other difference is the
price and Lobo's unique 1-year guarantee!
DISK DRIVE WITH INTEFiFACE CARD
Model 3101-1
$455.00
DISK DRIVE ONLY
Model 3101
$385.00

Winchester Disk Systems
Programs that make heavy use of disk
files will get a spectacular performance boost
when you plug in up to 8 megabytes of ultrafast hard disk storage. And imagine the convenience of having all your program and data
files immediately avai lable whenever you boot
the sytem.

358 S. Fairview Ave ., Dept. A0583
Goleta, CA 93117
Prices subject to change without notice.
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NEW Beagle Bros Unlocked
UtiliHes!
ii\

_

~\DQUBLE-TAKE ONLY

2-WAY-LIST/MULTIPLE UTILITY 34.95
BY MARK SIMONSEN
-LISTS & CATALOGS SCROLL UP and DOWN,
making file names & program lines much easier
to access. Arrow-keys control scroll direction.
NEW LIST FORMAT lists each program statement
on new line- FAST program trace/de-bugging.
VARIABLE-DISPLAY shows all of a program's
strlnlls & variables with current values. CROSS'REFERENCE shows line nos. on which each variable/string appears. Better RENUMBER/APPEND
lets you merge programs (not just end-to-end).
Applesoft. AUTO-LINE-NUMBER as you type. Instant Hex/Dec Converter, Program Stats,-Cursor
Eliminate/Redefine, Free Space-On-Disk...

All Beagle disks are Apple II/Ile
compatible, and COPYABLE.
Don't settle for less!

;;:4

~.,..

.

FUnctlon ..

sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

(Includes Peeks/ Pokes Chart)

ALPHA PLOT

4315 SIERRA VISTA I SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
619-296-6400

ONLY
In-RES GRAPHICS/TEXT UTILITY 39.5 0
BY BERT KERSEY & JACK CASSIDY
DRAW IN HI-RES, on 2 pages, using keyboard
OR paddles/joystick. View lines before pfotting.
Mixed-colors and reverse (background opposite).
Fast circles, boxes and ellipses: filled or outlined
COMPRESS HI-RES PICS TO 1/ 3 DISK-SPACE.
Superimpose pages or re-locate any rectangular
image area an}'where on either hi-res page.
In-RES TEXT: Proportional spacing, adjustable
character size and color, upper & lower case, no
htab/vtab limits, sideways typing for graphs.

"APPLE" Is a registered trade mark of You-Know-Who.

ONLY
29.50

APPLE
MECHANIC
SHAPE-WRITER/BYTE-ZAP UTILITY

~m

BY BERT KERSEY & JACK CASSIDY
RENAME COMMANDS & ERROR MESSAGES:
"Catalog" can be "Cat": "Syntax Error" can be
"Oops" or anything you want. Protect your pro~: unauthorized save-attempt can produce
Not Copyable" message. Also LIST-prevention
and one-key program-run from catalog.
CUSTOMIZE DOS: Change Disk Volume heading to your message. Omit/ alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation and tips: hours of
juicy reading and Apple experiments.
ANYONE USING YOUR DISKS (booted or not)
will be formatting DOS the way you designed it.

BY BERT KERSEY
SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes for hires animation in your programs. Design Proportionally-Spaced TYPEFACES with special
characters. Six fonts on the disk. Listable demos
show how to use shape tables to animate games,
graphics and professlonal Charts & Graphs.
(Includes Peeks/Poke• Chart & Tip Book•2J
BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair - ....1..'·
-or alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen ~~'
ONLfi
.
29.5
· for inspection. Hex/Dec/ Ascii displays and input.
Complete instructions & experiments for making
20/40/56/70-COLUMNS-NO HARDWARE!
trick file names, restoring deleted files, etc.
BY MARK SIMONSEN
MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for
PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on the hi-res
your programs. Educational documentation.
screens with normal Applesoft commands
(Includes Peeks/ Pokes Chart & Tip Book#5)
(including Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & compressed text on same screen- no hardware!
ADD GRAPHICS TO TEXT or vice-versa. Run
ONLY
20.00
existing programs under Flex Text control. Easy
FOR APPLE MECHANIC
to use and compatible with PLE© and GPLE.©
26 NEW FONTS for Apple Mechanic programs.
DOS TOOL KIT© FONT compatibility, or use
All sizes of fully-editable characters.
Flex Text fonts. Select up to 9 fonts with ctrl-key
BEAGLE MENU: Display only filenames you commands. Print/List/Catalog in any style! Cuswant from YOUR DISKS (e.g. only Applesoft. or tom TEXT CHARACTER EDITOR included
only Locked files) for one-key selection.
70-Column• requires Monitor, not TV; (Includes Peeks/Pokies)

(Includes Peeks/ Pokes Chart - - - & Tip Book#4)
-

GOTO YOUR

Apple Soft.ware
Store for Beagle
Bros disks. If
they don't have
what you want,
tell them to GET
ON THE STICK
by phoning
Beagle Bros.
619-296-6400, or
ANY Apple

FLEX TEXT

SOFTWARE

TYPEFACES

(Includes Pecks/Pokies Chart & Beagle Menu Utility)

f

.-~"' RAM ·~i ROM
w·yy-----+---.:!.....
' //
\ ROM/...,--l\-"'·- · ...;;.•• ·

ARRAY\ :;_,

SPACE

Pronto

3
4
9
4

BOOT PRONTO disk or your updated disks.
Create new high-speed disks with normal INIT
command Compatible with ALL DOS COMMANDS and almost ALL of your programs.
LANGUAGE CARD or Ile hillh-memory can hold
DOS- 10,000 Extra-Bytes of program space!
MORE DISK SPACE: ProntoDOS frees-up 15extra-sectors per disk, almost one full track!
PWS: Auto-Free-Disk-Space, New "TYPE" Command displays Text Files, and much more...
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BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE ... ' .. ... . 10 sec.
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM .. . 16 sec.
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM . . . 24 sec.
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD . . . ... 13 sec.

(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

· Apple Mechanic's
HI-Res type routines
are usable In your
programs WITHOUT
LICENSING FEEi Just
give Beagle Bros credit
on your disk and

ProntoDOS

HIGIH>PEED DISK UTILITY
29.50
BY TOM WEISHAAR
Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal
memory, Language Card or Ile high-memory-
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DISTRIBUTOR.

TIP DISK #l

BEAQ
LE BAG
12-GAMES-PLUS ON ONE DISK

ONLY
29.50
BY BERT KERSEY
--(Includes Peeks/Pokes AND Apple Commend Charts)
~COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any o n e - g a m e r . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UIB locked-up game disk on the market today. All 12 RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail:
games are a blast, the price is riltht, the lnstruco Alpha Plot 39 50 D Pr toDOS 29 50
tions are crystal clear, AND the disk is copyable.
on
· ·
You can even change the programs or list them to
D A.Mechanic 29.50 D Tip Disk"l · 20.00
LEARN and see what makes them tick.
D Beagle Bag · 29.50 D Typefaces · · 20.00
; '""' GAMES fr
th A l
ft. Ac Bert
DOS Boss . . 24.00 D Utllity City . 29.50
TWE..,v.,
om e PP eso
e,
oD Double-Take
34.95
Kersey- TextTrain, Slippery Dilllts. Wowzo,
o FleK Text . . . 29.50 o Add me to mail list.
Buzzword, Magic Pack... ~ GREA'f'VARIETY of Io Frame-Uo . . 29.50 o I'm already ON it.
games that tap your Apples flexibility. Excellent .
AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
review in January 83 SOft.alk (page 148).
BEAGLE MENU TOO: See "Typefaces" disk.
Or onler ~
.Beagle Bros-
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ONLY
29.50
LIST FORMATTER prints each program statement on a new line. Loops indented with printer
page breaks. A great de-bugger! Also...
MULTI-COLUMN catalogs for printouts, autopost Run-number & Date fu programs, put invisible commands in programs, create INVISIBLE file
names, alphabetize/store info on disk, convert
decimal to hex or INT to FP, renumber to 65535,
append programs, dump text-screen to printer...
MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller!
(lnchules Peeks/ Pokes Chart & Tip Book#3)

ONLY

100 TIP BOOK TIPS ON DISK 20.00
BY BERT KERSEY
100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Bea.l(le Bros
Tip Books 1-4. Make your Apple do thlngs it's
never done! All programs changeable for ~rtmentation. Includes our Apple Command hart
with ALL Applesoft., Integer & DOS Commands!

(lnclude• Peeks/ Pokies Chart & Beagle Menu Utility)
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HIGH-SPEED DISPLAY UTILITY 29.50
BY TOM WEISHAAR
-Visa/MasterCard/COD, call TOLL-FREE
MAKEPROFESSIONALPRESENTATIONSofexNationWide: 1-800-854-2003 ext.827
isting hi-res, lo-res & text frames. FAST hi-res
California: 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827
loads in 2'h -secondsl Paddle or Keyboard-adAlaska/Hawaii: 1-800-854-2622 ext. 827
vance frames. UNATTENDED SHOWS optionaleach
arranged & pre-programmed to display
OR mail U.S.Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC'"
from to99 secon~. TEXTSCREENEDITORlets
to BEAGLE BROS 17th-Floor
'
you create b/w text slides". Add type "live" from
3
keyboard during shows. Send copies of presenta15 SIERRA VISTA. SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
tions-on-disk to your friends and associates.
Add 1.50 First Class Shipping, any-size order.
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(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)
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I Overseas add 4.00. COD add 3.00. California add 6%.
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ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY

INTERNATIONAL APPLE CORE

Advanced Operating Systems

450 St John Rd. Suite 792
Michigan City, IN 46360
Apple Computer, Inc.

10260 Bandley Dr.
Cupertino, CA 95014
AVS Electronics PTE Ltd.

Block 9, 11 ·A First Floor
Kallang Place, Kallang Basin Ind.
East Singapore 1233
Corvus Systems, Inc.

2009 O'Toole Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
East Side Software Co.

344 E. 63rd Street
Suite 14A
New York, NY 10021
Electronic Arts

277 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
Hayes Microcomputer

5835 Peachtree Corners
Norcross, GA 30092
Houston Instrument Division

8500 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78753
Interactive Structures

P.O. Box 404
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Leading Edge Products

225 Turnpike St
Canton, MA 02021
Legend Industries, LTD

2220 Scott Lk Rd.
Pontiac, Ml 48054
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!AC Sponsors are a special breed.
They are the organizations who con·
tribute to and support many lAC
activities. In addition, they provide us
application notes concerning their
products - notes that show new and

SPONSORING MEMBERS
different ways to utilize the sponsors'
products with modifications for special purposes. When you consider a
software or product purchase, give
our sponsors special consideration;
they have shown that they care about
their customers.

M & R Enterprises
910 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Nestar Systems, Inc.
2585 E. Bayshore Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303

GIVE YOUR APPLE®
INSTANT RECALL™
FOR JUST $59.95
Forget what you've heard about computer filing.
INSTANT RECALL just made everything easy. No
fields, no forms, no formats, no fooling . Nothing
to set up before you get started. And, best of all,
INSTANT RECALL comes at a no-kidding price of
just $59.95.
Save your notes about everything . Keep track of
appointments and important dates. Record minutes
of your meetings. Or reminders about customers
conferences, expenses, or just about anything! You
can mix up as many kinds of information as you
want, or you can organize different files on different
diskettes. Either way, INSTANT RECALL finds what
you've filed the instantyou ask, whether or not you
remember what's there.
If you've got an Apple II® or Apple II Plus® with at
least 48K, one disk drive and Applesoft in ROM,
what are you waiting for? To find your nearest dealer
or to order, call 800-428-3696 or 317-298-5566 and
reference AD343. In Canada, contact Lenbrook
Industries, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario.
_,,..

-,...~_,

..........

-

Nibble-Micro-Spare, Inc.
P.O. Box 325
Lincoln, MA 01773
Omega Microware
222 S. Riverside Dr.
Chicago, IL 60606
Rana Systems
20620 South Leapwood
Carson, CA 907 46

ll

Source Telecomputing
1616 Anderson Rd.
McLean, VA 22102
Steve Blackson Productions
4613 Redwood Dr.
Garland, TX 75043
SVA, Inc.
11722-D Sorrento Valley Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121
Syntauri, Ltd.
3506 Waverly St
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Telecom Terminal Systems
3903 Grandview Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90066

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
P.O. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Instant Recall is a t rademark of Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
Apple II and A pple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple Comput er, Inc

Verbatim Corporation
323 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Xerox Retail Division
7700 Edgewater Dr.
Suite 360
Oakland, CA 94621
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The IBM That Thinks it's an Apple
by Peter C. Weiglin

14

Apple Orchard

T

he rain was pelting the Market Street cobblestones as I
waited for the light to change. Pulling my tfenchcoat collar
a bit closer around my ears, I headed for the San
Franciscan Hotel. Darn rain, Bet this'll be the wettest March in
San.Francisco history. City looks like the inside of a sewer pipe
today.

based software. We saw games, word processing, and business software being booted and run successfully. Then; one
game, known for its Stalag 17 copy protection, failed to boot
Had the Quadlink failed? Well, the program didn't boot
properly on the nearby Apple either. Thus we found the
ultimate in copy protection: if it won't boot, it can't be pirated.

The uninhibited revelries of the West Coast Computer Faire
were going ori behind me, in Brooks Hall. The annual Bit
Bacchanale, the Festival of the Computer LED Lights, was
nothing new, I had seen it all before. This year, the 01'
Rollerskater Jim Warren had set aside an IBM Room and an
Apple Room, kind of like separate arenas. Seemed that'the
crowds were much heavier in Apple-land; among other things,
they were almost smothering Lisa to death.

The Quadlink card requires a slot in the IBM PC. But because
there are so few slots available, the trend has been toward
multifunction cards. The Quadlink contains the Apple simulator, a parallel port, a serial port, and a game port The IBM
color or monochrome monitor is used for video displays;
Apple color HiRes looked good on the IBM color monitor.

But here I was crossing Market Street, away from the $200
disk drives, away from the $800 Apple lls. But I had a job to do.
The trail of a hot story. My 4, 728th secret hotel room meeting.
Just be there, Bobby had said; hever mind why. What a
business. Get the story. Get it first Get it right Well, it had better
be good. Hmm. They're remodelling the lobby. Elevator.
Fourth Floor. Ah, there's the room. Knock
"Who's theah?" from inside. Love southern accents, but this
one was male.
"Bobby sent me." , I answered.
The door swung open to reveal the living room of a normal
hotel suite; the room without the bed. Center stage on a dresser
were an Apple II and an IBM PC, side by side, looking like Jerry
Brown and Jesse Helms on the same platform.
A personable and professional operative welcomed me,
picked up a disk, and said "Recognize this?"

The controls are simple: press one function key to become
an Apple, another to become an IBM. The hardest part, they
said, was getting the DOS worked out The IBM enhancements
are also available for use in Apple mode.
Suggested retail price: $680.

* * * * *
"All right, " I said. "Now show me the one that goes the other
way. that simulates an IBM PC in an Apple."
" Sorry. There just aren't that many people with Apples who
want them to work like IBMs. But someday, maybe . . ."
I flipped my notebook shut " Yeah. Someday." I took my
leave and headed back through the rain and the traffic to the
bright lights. It had been worth it

•

"Yeah," I replied; "ifs an Apple DOS3.3 Master." He nodded,
and inserted it into a boot drive on the Apple. Worked fine.
Then he made his first mistake, or so I thought He put it into
the boot drive of the IBM! Now, that's just plain wrong. I had
tensed a few muscles to leap the one and a half yards
separating me from the PC when I stopped dead in my tracks,
frozen with amazement

The IBM's CRT was reading '"Apple If"; the disk was
booting! Obviously, this was something big.
"O.K.," I said, " what's the answer?"

* * * * *
The answer, it turns out, is Quadlink, a new product from
Quadram Corporation. Quadram has made a name and quite
a few bucks with peripherals for Baby Blue; the Quadlink is a
multifunction board including a 6502 and other goodies which
emulate the Apple II inside an IBM PC.
What that means, of course, is that Apple-based software is
now available to be used by PC owners. Well, most Apple-
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The Volunteer Spirit
The most exciting aspect of the Apple Computer phenomenon,
as opposed to the more mundane machinery, is not the sheer
technical brilliance and humanity which Apple the Company
tells us characterizes its activities. Rather, it is the group of
Apple users and owners who have volunteered their time and
effort to help other users and owners. These folks are not paid,
are more often criticized than thanked, and are a significant
reason why, today, some others have become affluent
If you purchase an Apple or Apple-compatible computer
today, you do not have to flounder around re-inventing the
wheel to use your computer. Instead, there is likely to be a User
Group near you, offering help. That help may take the form of
classes and help sessions, publications and contributions to
them, public domain software (contributed py members),
Special Interest Group materials, Club booth work at a local
Computerfest, digging out a bargain for clubmembers on one
or another product, or the many clerical tasks common to any
volunteer organization.

The User Groups are perpetuating one of the oldest and
finest ideas of mankind: mutual assistance. Those who have
more experience (even when it's measured in months) help
those who are coming along. For many people the most
valuable activity is "random access". A problem is stated at a
meeting, e.g. "I'm having problems hooking my Frazzistat up
through the Glorffim connector." From another part of the
room comes, "I think I can help you." Helper and helpee move
to a sideline to discuss the problem. Indeed, the sideline
conversations are more interesting than a good deal of what's
going on up front ("Wanna hold the noise down back there?")

Special Interest Groups represent a more focused approach
to sharing, within and between Clubs. Elsewhere in this issue,
we describe these widespread yet intense activities. Coordinator Lou Mil rad' s wry characterization of the SIG leader's
job as one with "long hours, frustration, and totally inadequate
(i.e. nonexistent) compensation" is understood by everyone
who volunteers. Still they go on.
Every club also knows the phenomenon of "burnout",
wherein a volunteer's level of effort diminishes over time or
ceases altogether. The primary cause of burnout is simply
stated: volunteers come to feel they are outnumbered by the
complainers 10 to 1, and by the demanders, the "gimme"s,
100 to 1. The machinations of a club's amateur politicians is
another factor.
·
But even if you have never attended a Club meeting; even if
you are repell ~ d by the thought of User Groups and are the
lonest of wolves, you have benefitted because the volunteers
who are those clubs took the time to share some of their
knowledge with others.
Pause to thank them. And be thankful too that the volunteer
spirit lives on.

The Ultimate in User- Proofing
Applesoft Input
by Mark S. Darlow, P.E., Ph.D.

In order for a computer program to be successful, it must
have features which prevent the user from accidently or
otherwise "messing" it up. The best planned screen formatting
can be ruined by a user who insists on responding to queries
with unacceptable input This is particularly true for programs
which require the entry of numeric or alphanumeric data.
There is nothing quite so unnerving as spending half an hour
entering data into a program only to have it " bomb out"
because fumble fingers entered " 1 E66" instead of " l E6"; and
then to have to enter the data all over again.
A well-written program must have some compassion for
those of us with fingers just slightly larger than the keys, and
patience just slightly less thcin needed for entering rearns of
data. · Rather than be limited to rebuking the user with
" ILLEGAL INPUT - TRY AGAIN" and then try to clean up the
screen, the programmer should consider making it impossible
for the user to enter an unacceptable response. A method for
doing this is described below along with several Applesoft
routjnes and sample programs which can be adapted and
·
inserted in most any Applesoft program.
Most " good" programs do include such features, usually by
providing error mes;;ages cind other insults to direct the user to
mend his ways. In fact, many BASIC interpreters, Applesoft
included, have some of these features inherent in the execution
of their input statements. Unfortunately, these " user-proofing"
features do not always trap all possible input errors (e.g. illegally
large values) and the error messages tend to clutter the
monitor screen .and defeat the programmer's efforts toward
organized and attractive screen formatting. (In deference to the
sensitivities of the reader, the term " user-proof' is being used in
place of th~ more colloquial "idiot-proof'.)
An alternative cipproach to " bomb· out" protection is propos·
ed here, wherein the user is simply not permitted to enter an
illegal response. That is, each character of the user's response
is read and the resulting string is tested for legality before the
character is even displayed on the screen. If the input character
would render the response incomprehensible (i.e. utterly
useless), a control·G (bell) is output to wake up the user and get
him back on track Of course, this approach could be extended
b~yond the prevention of illegal input data to exclude the
possibility of inappropriate input data. The means by which this
approach may be applied is described in some detail below
along with numerous examples and sample routines using
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Applesoft BASIC. The same methods (and routines) could
also be applied, with some modification, to any BASIC
language and computer system which provides for single
character input withoµt automatic output echo.
Single Characters

This " user-proofing" approach will be described by example,
beginning with very simple situations and continuing through
to the development of some fairly sophisticated routines for
general numeric and alphanumeric input Let's begin with
single character input, the simplest case of which is " Y or N"
answers to "yes or no" questions. Single character input differs
from multiple character input in that the code can be written so
that concluding carriage returns are not required. However,
when dealing with particularly fickle users who are apt to
change their minds continually, it may be preferable to require
the concluding carriage return to confirm the response.
The following code will reject (with a beep) any answer other
than Y or N (without a concluding carriage return).
·

100 GET ZZ$ l lO IF ZZ$<> "Y" AND ZZ$ <>" N" THEN
PRINT CHR$(7);:
..
GOTO 100
120 PRINT ZZ$;

If the semicolon in line 120 is eliminated, the computer will
supply a carriage return in the output. If you want to give the
user a second chance, add these lines:

130 GET ZZ$
140 IF ZZ$ = CHR$(8) THEN PRINT ZZ$;" "; ZZ$;:GOTO 100
150 IF ZZ$ <> CHR$(13) THEN PRINT CHR$(7);:GOTO 130
Line 140 checks for a backspace " and deletes the character
on the screen if a backspace is found. With slightly more
complicated code, the cursor can be moved over the previous
response without deleting it and this response can be subse:
quently reentered with a right arrow. The procedure for right
arrow reentry is described later in this article.
Minor modifications in this code allow it to be used for other
single character inp'u t For example, replace line 110 with

110 IF ZZ$<" 1" OR ZZ$> " 5" THEN PRINT CHR$(7);:GOTO
100

r
to restrict input to a single digit between 1 and 5 (inclusive) or
'Nith
'

110 IF ZZ$<"C" OR ZZ$> "J" THEN PRINT CHR$(7)·:GOTO
100
'
to allow input of only a single letter between C and J (note that if
you have a keyboard modification the case makes a difference).
Remember that algebraic comparisons of strings are actually
comparisons of their numerical ASCII equivalents.
Multiple Characters
Now let's get a bit more involved and consider multiple
character input First, we'll look at general alphanumeric input
wher,~ _everythin~. is accepted except " left arrow" (control-H)
and nght arrow ( control-U). The left arrow 'Nill be used to
delete the previously entered character, while the right arrow
'Nill be ignored (for now). This form of input can be handled
using the follo'Ning code:
200 ZI% = O:Z$ ='"':REM NULL STRING
210 Zl% = Zl% + 1
220 GET Z1$
230 IF Z1$< > CHR$(8) AND Z1$<>CHR$(13) AND ZI%>255
THEN 400
240 IF Z1$ = CHR$(21) THEN 400
250 IF Z1$ = CHR$(13) THEN PRINT:GOTO 1000:REM
CONTINUE
260 IF Z1 $<>CHR$(8) THEN Z$ = Z$ + Z1 $:PRINT Z1 $;:GOTO 210
270 IF LEN(Z$) = 0 THEN 400
280 IF RIGHT$(Z$,1)> =""THEN PRINT Z1$; " ";Z1$;
290 IF LEN(Z$)> 1 THEN Z$ = LEFT$(Z$,LEN(Z$)-1)
300 IF Zl% = 2 THEN 200
310 Zl% = Zl% - 1
320 GOTO 220
400 PRINT CHR$(7);
410 GOTO 220

The above example deserves some explanation. Line 200
initializes the string length counter, ZI%, and the string accumulator, Z$. The next two Jines increment the counter and get a
character from the keyboard. The test in line 230 is intended to
prevent the user from making an error by entering a string
which has a length of more than 255 characters. The only legal
256th characters are a backspace " or carriage return. Line 240
disallows a right arrow input Line 250 recognizes a carriage
return as an input terminator and continues the program. If this
code were used as a subroutine, then GOTO 1000 would be
replaced by RETURN.
Line 260 determines whether the input character is a left
arrow. If not, the character is a legal input, is added to the string
accumulator and the loop is repeated for the next input
character. Lines 270 through 320 are accessed only in the case
of a left arrow input Line 270 checks to see if any characters
preceded the left arrow. If not, the left arrow is meaningless and
is ignored ('Nith a beep). Other'Nise, line 280 checks to see if the
previous character is a printing character. If so, the cursor is
backed up one space and the previous charader is erased
from the screen.
In line 290, the previous character is stripped from the string
accumulator if there is more than one character in the string
accumulator. Stripping the last character from a string 'Nith
only one character would produce an error during the execu-

tion of the LEFT$ command. Line 300 returns to the initialization of the loop if there is only one character in the string
accumulator (the left arrow is the second character). Other'Nise,
the string counter is decremented and the next character is
read.
An interesting feature of this routine is that if a non-printing
character is deleted with a left arrow, this character is stripped
from the end of the string but the cursor is not moved back over
the last printing character as would be done by Apple soft in the
same situation. Finally, lines 400 and 410 let the user know
('Nith a beep) if he has done something naughty, and loops
back to get the next character input
This general alphanumeric input routine can be modified to
allow only specific forms of input For example, entries from
only a selected list of possibilities might be desired. The string
would then be tested after each character is input to see if it
would still fall within this list A fairly common example of this is
filename input In order to restrict the user to legal filename
input, in terms of syntax only (30 characters or less; first
character a letter; no commas allowed), the follo'Ning substitutions and additions can be made to the above routine:
230 IF Z1$< >CHR$(8) AND Z1$< >CHR$(13)
AND ZI%> 30 THEN 400
235 IF Z1$ =","THEN 400
245 IF ZI% = 1 AND (Z1 $< " A" OR Z1 $>''Z") THEN 400
The change in line 230 reduces the maximum string length
to 30 characters. Line 235 disallows commas and line 245
assures that the first character is a letter.
Numeric Input
We will now venture into the much more complicated world
of numeric input General numeric input gets very complicated for a number of reasons. First, in addition to numbers, there
are other legal characters which are"+'', " -'', "." and "E" (as
well the ever present left arrow and the occasionally allowed
right arrow). However, these additional legal characters are
legal only if used in the proper places. The numbers and other
characters must also be combined so as not to produce an
illegal value (i.e. greater than 1E+38).
After each character is read in, it must be determined not
only if the character is legal, but whether it is legal in the context
in which it is being used. Additional tests can be used to
determine if the input is legal 'Nith regard to the more restrictive
~equirements of a particular application. For example, the
mp~t may be restricted to a particular range of values, or
particular values (e.g. zero) may not be appropriate input
values. How user-proof numerical input is accomplished is
described below as part of a general user-proof input program.
An Applesoft program is presented in Listing 1 which
includes general numeric and alphanumeric user-proof input
routines. Line,s 1 through 140 make up a simple calling
program whose only purpose is to exercise and demonstrate
the user-proof input routines that follow. The user-proof input
routine for numeric data is listed in lines 60000 through
60550. A number of variables are used in this routine to keep
track of the number and types of legal characters input These
variables are initialized in line 60020 and are defined below:
ZP% indicates whether a period has been input ( 1 = yes; O =
no)
ZE% indicates whether an E has been input ( 1 = yes; O =) no)
ZI% is a character input counter
ZN% is a count of the numerical characters entered prior to an
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&Other
Mysteries.
CREATE A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF POSSIBIUTIES
FOR YOU AND YOUR APPLE.
Dateline: California,
January 1983.
J.R. Programmer, bit diddler and
hardware hacker extraordinaire', wished
that his APPLE computer had 6522 1/0
capabilities available.
To have that one enhancement
would open new vistas in data acquisition
and display, complete his project, and make
him millions.
"Gosh, wouldn't it be nifty?"
exclaimed J. R.
But alas, the lack of appropriate
hardware prevented him from accomplishing
his goal.
J. R. looked everywhere in his local
computer store for an interface or expansion
board to solve his dilemma, but none were
designed for the magnificent project he had
in mind.
"Shucks . .." he stormed, "what
am I to do?"
Poor J.R.
But then, just as he was about to
give up all hope, a splash of color caught his
eye over in the book section ...

The Custom APPLE
& Other Mysteries.
"Oh joy, Oh joy!" cried our hero.
"This book gives me the information,
specifications and references I need to do the
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hardware enhancements, whether I am a
beginner or an expert, and provides me with
the basic information required to write the
software, common to many of the projects,
myself. This book is just crammed with all
kinds of neat stuff!"
J. R. left the store, also an IJG book
dealer, a very happy man.

Wil1frled llofa<-1.:er. Ekkelwrd Floegel
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A Hardware and Software
Modification Guide.
The Custom APPLE & Other
Mysteries provided J. R. with a number of
data acquisition and control projects with
camera ready printed circuit layouts like the
6522 application interface board, an 8-Bit
D/A and AID converter, a sound and noise
generator board, an EPROM burner board,
an APPLE Slot Repeater, and included
information on the APPLE as a square wave
generator, the control of two stepper motors,
connecting two 6502 systems, and lots lots
more.

Plug-In To Power
And Get Turned On!
The Custom APPLE & Other
Mysteries is available for $24.95 at computer
stores, B. Dalton Booksellers and
independent book dealers around the world.
If your dealer is out of stock, order direct
from IJG.
Include $4.00 for shipping and
handling. Foreign residents add $11.00 plus
purchase price. U.S. funds only please.
IJG, Inc. 1953 West 11th Street
Upland, California 91786
Phone: 714/946-5805

~
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Helping You Help Yourself.
TM APPLE and APPLE 11 Tradem arks of APPLE Computer In c.

E
D<% is a count of all of the characters entered following an E
ZD% is a count of the numerical characters entered between a
period and an E
Line 60047 prevents the entry of a null input or more than a
single leading zero (no beep). Deletion of the first test in this
line will result in a null entry (carriage return only) being
interpreted as the value zero. Line 60050 causes a branch to
line 60110 if the input character is not a number. Otherwise, a
series of tests are conducted to determine whether the number
read results in a legal value.
Line 60053 limits the number of characters permitted in the
exponent (the value following the E). Line 60055 assigns the
current value of the exponent to the variable ZT. Line 60058
checks to see that no more than 38 numeric characters are
entered in the mantissa (before the E). Line 60060 then tests to
make sure that the character read in would not result in a value
greater than 1 E + 38. If not, the appropriate counters are
incremented in lines 60070 and 60080, and the program
branches to line 60300 to update the string accumulator, print
the character and loop back to get the next character. ·
Line 60110 disallows spaces (no beep). A carriage return is
detected in line60120 and the value of the string accumulator
is loaded into the variable ZZ. Lines 60125 through 60130
handle input of a left arrow, as discussed above. Lines 60140
through 60160 check for the input of a plus or minus sign and
determine whether it is legal (it must be either the first
character read in or the first character after an E). Similarly,
lines 60170 through 60190 check the input of a period and
lines 60200 through 60220 check the input of an E.
Lines 60300 and 60310 add a legal input character to the
string accumulator, print the character and loop back to get
the next input character. Line 60400 beeps for an illegal input
character and loops back to get the next character. Lines
60500 through 60550 decrement the appropriate counters
following a left arrow input, and loop back for the next input
character.
An alphanumeric input routine with a filename option
follows in lines 61000 through 61410. This routine is a
modification of the one presented above for user-proof
alphanumeric input Line 61000 (or 61010) is the entry point
for general alphanumeric input, while line 61100 is the entry
point for filename input, as discussed above.
If desired, additional restrictions may be placed on the input
data by adding appropriate checks. For example, a line 60065
could be added to check that VAL(Z$ + Z1$) is within an
acceptable range of values before appending the input
character (Z1$) to the string accumulator (Z$).
An alternative programming scheme for providing this form
of user-proof numeric input is simply to compute VAL(Z$ +
Z1 $) and trap any error with an ON ERR GOTO, rather than to
perform all of the tests in the routine in Listing 1. While this
approach would be somewhat simpler and more direct, it
would trap only illegal values and not irrelevent or absurd input
(such as DUMMY or 1.1.1E+1.1). Thus, at least in my opinion,
it would not be entirely satisfactory.
Use of the left arrow as an input character to the routines in
Listing 1 results in the deletion of the last character in the string
accumulator and an appropriate adjustment of the screen
image. These routines ignore a right arrow entry. Standard
right arrow capability( character reentry) can be added to these
routines, if desired. Two principal modifications are required.

First, don't delete characters from the screen after input of a
left arrow (just backspace, if appropriate). Second, entry of a
right arrow must be detected and the screen character under
the cursor determined using a line of code lifted from page 87
of the Applesoft II Reference Manual (using the SCRN
function). A modified version of the routines in Listing 1 to
include right arrow capability are presented in Listing 2.
Note that entry of right arrows will result in reentry of printing
characters only, and that non-printing characters which are
deleted with a left arrow cannot be reentered with a right arrow.
When first writing these routines, I was concerned that, as
they got more complicated, they would get slow enough to
hinder the user. However, as presented in Listings 1 and 2, the
routines are fast enough that they will not lose any characters
even from a fast typist When using these routines in long
programs, it would be a good idea to renumber the routines
and put them at the beginning of the program so as not to slow
them down. The only time speed might be a problem would be
if Applesoft were to decide to " collect garbage" (delete old
strings) during data input To eliminate any concerns about
speed, the routines presented in this article could be rewritten
in machine language. However, I have not yet found this
necessary.
While these routines have been tested very carefully, the
bugless program is yet to be written. If any bugs are found in
these routines or a resourceful user finds a way to make them
bomb, I would greatly appreciate being notified. I would also be
interested to learn of modifications and interesting applications that other programmers come up with. Certainly, there
are an infinite variety of approaches and modifications which
may be used to provide this form of user-proof input
Happy programming, and may your users be well proofed.

" My Legend memory expansion cards enhance
my Apple and are a superb product for the Apple
Computer.·
I think the cards are mapped appropriately
for extra storage.
The software supplied makes the cards useful
even for those who can't modify DOS on their own.
I look forward to upcoming products from
Legend."
Steve Wozniak
Co-Founder,
Apple Computer, Inc.

If Steve Wozniak, Co-Founder of Apple Computer,
Inc., thinks this highly of Legend products, we're
doing something right.

Go to your nearest computer dealer today and find
out for yourseU about Legend products.
The Original HI-Density RAM Products
for APPLE II

ml

f.Gegenb 1Jnbu.strie.s f.Gtb.
U,8,A.
L1gtndlnd1.1strles, Ltd.
2220 Scotllk. Rd.
Pontiac, Ml 48054
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Versaform
Review by Gene Wilson

Versaform
from Applied Software Technology, Inc.
14125 Capri Drive
Los Gatos, CA 95030
VS· 1 (Apple II Floppy disk)
VH· 1 (Apple II Hard Disk)
VS-3 (Apple ///)
Introduction

Floppy Disk Version

Advertised as a "business forms processor", Versaform is in
fact a versatile data base management system, available for the
Apple II or the Apple ///. The group of runtime Pascal
programs that makes up Versaform is so extensive as to rival
software running on larger "mini" computers. Transaction
recording (including printouts), data processing and report
generation have been brought to a level where the computer
user needs no special tools or training. Versaform's form
design flexibility is a real plus in helping non-computer people
to understand, use and accept the system.

Versaform comes in either a floppy disk (two drives mini·
mum) or a hard disk version for the Apple II. The Apple / / /
Versaform contains two boot disks, one for two-drive systems,
and the other for 3·drive and hard disk systems. In the floppy
disk versions, each program disk covers a general function;
here is a list of the disks:

The examples in this article have been provided from a
database which was actually prepared on an Apple 11 with
Versaform to handle the daily and monthly billing and invoice
information for a West Coast truck brokerage firm. The broker
provides trucking services to clients from a pool of available
independent truck owners. The broker receives payment from
the client, makes certain deductions (including the brokerage
fee), and pays the truckers. The needs and available trucks vary
from day to day, which means that no two days are alike;
reconciliation of the data is not a simple process.
The task of separating the many daily trucking operations,
each with its own "ticket" or " day card", into the various daily
summaries and monthly invoices, statements, and reports is
one for which Versaform is well suited. Much of the labor
involved in taking the daily tickets and turning them into
computer data has been removed by features like automatic
filling, lookup tables and default values. Even the format of the
former manual trucking ticket can be reproduced on screen to
giv@ tbe company lili:nplyee3 a familiar "fill·in·the·blanks"
system ti 1at is very fast and efficient!
There are many other data ba~•e programs on the market
Versaform fills a particular function that lies somewhere
between the very rigidly structured formats of DB Master, and
the mindbending task of learning another "language" with
dBase II. The other programs are great, but only Versaform
allowed me the freedom to take a quick shot at a form design or
entry screen formats. If I don't like the end result, it only takes a
couple of minutes to make it better.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Design Program Disk;
Filing Program Disk;
Report Program Disk;
Copy/ Print Program Disk;
Tutorial Disk;
Report Work Disk

Many people are intimidated by the pile of diskettes that
comes out of the box; don't be. Disk5 is a Tutorial session, and
is not part of the ongoing system. The other five disks are
separated by activity. For example, designing a form (Disk 1) is
a task which will seldom (if ever) involve simultaneous use of
any of the other program diskettes. Filing (Disk 2) is another
task which seldom involves the generation of reports or fresh
design work
Most of your sessions with Versaform will involve only a
single system diskette. This is the reason that the Pascal
System is on each of the diskettes. This is also why you must
have a minimum of two floppy disk drives on line (the second is
for your data diskette).
Reports require Disks 3 and 6; the requirement of a Report
Work Disk(Disk6) is created by the need to store intermediate
files during the processing of reports. The Copy/ Print program
disk (Disk 4) is very handy for segmenting the data into
multiple data bases, or for elimination of old records (file
updating), etc. You select and boot with the function disk you
wish to use.
Hard Disk Version
The hard disk versions (II and ///) tie all of the functions
together with a master menu. There is a very complete

installation guide for the Corvus Hard Disk System. The eight
pages of information were presented in sufficient detail to allow
a correct installation on the first pass. Setting up 1000 blocks
(one block equals 512 bytes) for the program (as stated in the
manual) gives a pretty wide margin for later addition of files!
A look at the hard disk files shows that 728 blocks were
required for the Versaform programs. A few more blocks were
used on the boot disk for VERSAFORM. CODE (four blocks for
the menu that ties everything together so neatly), and for
BJTERM (one block), the configuration information file.
SYSTEM.LIBRARY is going to have nine blocks added.
SYSTEM.STARTUP can be set to chain directly to Versaform,
or VERSAFORM.CODE can be renamed SYSTEM.STARTUP
on the boot volume.) As a further note, only the programs on
Disks 1 through 4 need to go on the hard disk There is some
duplication of identical programs on various disks to allow the
system to run smoothly in the floppy environment (that is, to
minimize disk swapping). Only one copy of each of these
programs is needed in the hard disk system.
Why a hard disk? Speed. The hard disk is much faster than
the floppy. (We all suspected that!) Finding records in a very
large file is also faster with a hard disk Loading and swapping
program segments and messages is extremely fast (and very
pleasant for the user), as information, menus and records
literally "leap" onto the screen. but, don't look for the hard disk
to make the CPU do any magic. Looking through a huge data
base while sorting for a special report could take all night (just
like the floppy version). Be aware of the limitations while the
obvious advantages flash before you.
Configuration
The most important part of getting into Versaforrn is to read
and thoroughly understand the System Configuration Program. The true power of this program will not be seen unless
things are done correctly; the woods are full of people who
have said, " I didn't know it could do that." There are provisions
for assigning key-activated commands while in data entry
mode, and terminal initiation sequences can be manipulated
from here. You can even have a standard printer initialization
sequence, but still have .the option of entering a different
sequence at print time. This allows printing of some reports in
compressed font mode, while others can be in any font or
size/ style available on your printer or interface card. The
configuration file js named BJTERM, and it must be on every
disk to be used as a boot disk (Design, Filing, Report and
CPrint). Figure 1 shows a printout of a system configuration list
Good News - Bad News: As important as the configuration
process is, it's the LAST chapter in the User's Guide.
Time for a little philosophy. Documentat:jon isn't a major
problem. The whole series of programs called Versaform is set
up with the non-computer type person in mind. The menus are
clear and usually concise. The decision process is straightforward, and there is ample opportunity (in most cases) to "back
out" of a bad decision. There need be no fear of making a
mistake that can't be rectified without losing many hours of
work This quick experimentation can be a boon to the person
who isn't entirely sure about the final layout or appearance of a
report
Designing the Form

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
BJPROG:BJTERM
Prefix code for this terminal is: NONE
COMMAND

CODE PREFIXED

Display the cmd menu
Validate ·
Get a form
Save a form
First form in file
Last form in file
File space report
Print current form
Calculator
N!!!xt form
Back to previous form
Clear to blank form
Erase unvalidated data
Page fon..ard
Page backward
Remove the current form
Index list
Delete a line
Cur•or tq comeand line
Quit - •xit the program

3

No
l\lo
No

No
No

No

No

Illa
No

No
No
No

No
NQ
No
No
No

27

No
No
No

Video reverse type : 0 <none>
Video reverse seq : NONE
Normal video seq : NONE
Terminal initializatipn seq: NONE
Printer page width default
Printer page l~ngth default

BO
66

Printer does not have form f~ed
Printer does take LF after CR
Printer initialization seq: NONE
Operator will not be asked for
printer control sequence.
Display ~ummy data ch&r•cter is
Printer dummy data character is
Program volume names :
VC)l name for Design pgm is BJPROG
Vol. name for Filing pgm is BJPROG
Vol name for Report pgm i !i BJPROG
Vol name for Copy/Prnt pgm is BJPROG
Vol name for Rptwrk disk is ~5
Default vol name for files is BACKl
Diagnostic mode is not

s~t.

Figure 1

This is the easiest part of the whole system. Simply decide
what you want and where, answer questions regarding range
checking, length, justification, if keyboard entry is mandatory,
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look-up table, calculations, automatic filling, etc. The program
will ask all the right questions, keep track of the answers, and
even give you a hard copy of the session's results. Changes are
easy to make. The input mask can be built and then changed,
modified, or drastically altered just as quickly. Figure 2 shows
the Truck Ticket Entry Form we designed.
Filing

No secrets here, but a few pleasant surprises. Hard work can
be replaced by look-up tables, built-in calculator functions, and
default values. Yes, you can enter quantity and a stock number,
and Versaform will first look up the unit price from a lookup
table you have created, and then calculate the extended
amount Just keep dumping data into the machine. The
program will make things as tolerable as possible, and a lot of
checking can be done to see that the data entry is done
properly. Hard copy of the day's activity can be obtained as well.
There is no reason to have faulty data if a reasonable system of
checks is maintained. The data entry does not have to wait long
periods while the screen is reformatted between records. The
program is fast in that area, and will not slow you down.
The Command Line is available at any time while entering
data:

The command line doesn't include all of the possible
commands available to you; pressing "?" and «RETURN» gives
the full display of available commands:
Validate (V)
Get a form (G)
Save a form (SA)
First form in file ( F)
Last form in file ( L)
File space report (SP)
Print current form (PR)
Delete a line (D)
Next form (N)
Back to previous form (B)
Clear to blank form (CL)
Erase unvalidated data (E)
Page forward (PF)
Page backward (PB)
Remove the current form (R)
Index list (I)
Calculator (CA)
Quit - another file (Q)

CMD: .... V, G, SA. N, B, CL, PF, PB, R, I, Q

Truck Ticket Entry Form:
Semi
Job •. Ticket* .••.•• Mo
Day •• Truck• ....•. Hrsl
Rate
Code .
Owner •.•.•.•••..•••. Driver
Tr•l
Amtl
Bross Amt
Less Brok
Less PUC.
Ne\: Dua.$

10Whlr
Hrs2
R•te
49.50 Tr•2 46.30
Amt2

......

... .. .

.......

. ... ..

=========

BACK1:
TRUCK
512 Datafile
260 26-Sep-82
6
BJ WORK
12 13-Jun-82
266
512 Datafile
2
278
< UNUSED >
2/2 files<listed/in-dir>, 278 blocks used, 2 unused, 2 in largest

File #9:TRUCK
File size: 1040 storage units.
Minimum form size: 110 characters, 1 storage units.
Column line size: 0 characters
Estimated file capacity: 936 forms with no column lines.

Figure 2
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Now look at Figure 3, which shows the Checking and
Automatic Filing information for item "Mo" (month). We see
that the item Month has a minimum length of one character, a
maximum limit of two; the number is right justified; it must be
numeric, and it is mandatory (meaning you must enter data in
this item from the keyboard.) Low acceptable value is 1 and
high is 12. Any number o ut of this range will simply not be
acce pted.

CHECKING AND AUTOMATIC FILLING
Minimum-length 1.
Justify-(L/R/#) r
Numeric --- <V> y
Yes-or-no --<Y>

Maximum-l•ngth- 2.
S•lfchecking <Y> •
Date ------- <V> •
Mandatory
<V> y

EXTENDED CHECKS
Ranges <Y> y
Format <V> •

List <Y> •

Look-up Table
Now we get fancy, using the Lookup Table feature of
Versaform. Information can be stored and cross-referenced
using this feature. In our example, we tied not one but two data
items, "Owner" and "Drive r", to the 'Truck # " item. (See
Figures 4a and 4b.) You enter the truck number, and
Versaform automatically places on the form the data from the
lookup tables. The truck owner and driver were both found and
plugged into the screen form after the user had entered only
two to five digits of information. You can, if necessary, enter a
value different from what the table provided by merely typing
the new, overriding data right over the information supplied by
the table (co uldn't be easier).
This allows a tremendous speedup in data entry. It is also one
of the places where I felt the program is limited. There is
provision for only 99 lookup items per file. This could be too
small for many applications. In this data base, every truck
number is unique. This saves a great deal of time if much of the
data can be keyed to a common (but unique) item.

AUTOMATIC FILLING
Lookup <Y> •
Cale - <V>

Todaysdoat• <V> •
Column Total <V>

This item: Mo •• • ••• • •••••••••••
Figure 3

TABLE LOOKUP
The data for this item will b• obtained
by looking it up in the table below.
The item to get the lookup value from
is:
Item name Truck . # •••••••• •• •••
L#
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

l

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Look up
• • • • L •••••
J-1 •••••••
J-2 ••••• • •
J-3 •••••.•
J-4 •••••••
KB-1 ••••••
B-21 ••••••
AC-1 ••••••
H-88 ••••••
T-1 .••••••
DDL-1. ••••
DDL-6 •••••
DDL-7 •••••
H-10 ••••••
H-11 ••••••
K- 99 ••••••
K-111 •••••
R-15 ••••••
R-18 •• • •••
R-83 ••••••
0-1 ••• • •••
R-97 ••••••
505 •••••••
T-1 .••••••
G-1 ••••• • •
G-2 •••••••

Result
••••••• R•••••••
BIG.' J' • TRKG •.•
BIG. 'J'. TRKG •••
BIG.'J'.TRKG •.•
BIG.'J'.TRKG •••
BISHOP • •• • •••••
BLANCHARD ••••••
AL.CAIN ••••••••
CIRCLE.' H' •••••
DAV ID. ROGERS • • •
DDL.TRKG •••••••
DDL . TRKB •••••••
DDL. TRKG •••••••
HIGDON •••••••••
HOSKINS ••••••••
PlcK.TRKG •••• • ••
PlcK.TRKB • • •••• •
ROGERS •••••••••
ROGERS •••••••••
ROGERS •••••••••
ROGERS •••••••••
ROGERS •••••••••
TEDS.TRKG ••••••
THOMAS •••••••••
GORDON •••••••••
GORDON •••••••••

This item: Owner •••••••••••••••
Figure 4a

TABLE LOOKUP
The data for this item will be obtained
by looking it up in the table below.
The item to get the lookup value from
is:
Item name Truck.# •••••••••••••
L#
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Look up
• • • • L •••••
J-1 •••••••
J-2 •••••••
J-3 •••••••
J-4 • • •••••
KB-1 ••••••
B-21 ••••••
AC:-1 ••••••
H-88 ••••••
T-1 .••••••
DDL-1 •• •••
DDL-6 •••••
DDL-7 •••••
H-10 ••••••
H-11 ••••••
K-99 ••••••
K-111 •• • • •
R-15 ••• • ••
R-18 ••••••
R-83 ••••••
0-1 ••••• • •
R-97 •••• • •
505 • • •••••
T-1 .••• .•••
G-1 •••••••

Result
• ••••• R •••••••
BELL ••••••••••
CAMPBELL. •••••
BREAD •••••••••
LUCAS •••••••••
KARL. BI SHOP •••
L. • ANDERSON •••
AL. CAIN •••••••
J •• CHRIS ••••••
D•• ROGERS •••••
BULLOCK •••••••
W•• SMITH ••••••
BULLOCK •••••••
J •• HIGDON •••••
BEN. HOSKINS •••
K. E •• JOHNSON ••
KINNARD •••••••
R. T •• EDWARDS ••
B•• WELSCH •••••
SHELTON •••• • ••
O•• WEBB •• • ••••
APARICIO ••••••
T •• FORD •••••••
ROGER.THOMAS • •
D•• MARSHALL. ••
8-2 •••• • • • V.R •• GOfi:DON •••

This item: Driver ••••• •• •••••••
Figure 4b
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The Net-due item needed a Checking/ Filling and a calculation mechanism as part of the form design; it's calculated to
two decimal places. Calculation begins with Gross-Amt, subtracts the Less-Brok item, and subtracts the Less-PUC item.
Roundoff errors should be trapped and eliminated from the
data. (Try explaining a three-cent" bust" in the month's receipts
and you'll see the value of storing numbers rounded to two
decimal places!) Dummy (intermediate) items can be set up to
accomplish further manipulation of the data.

CHECKING AND AUTOMATIC FILLING
Minimum-length ..
Justify-<LIRI*> 2
Numeric --- (Yl .
Yes-or-no --(Y) •

CALCULATION

Maximum-lengthSalfchacking <V>
Date ------- <V>
Mandatory
<V>

.
.

The calculation may be made by adding,
subtracting, multiplying, or dividing
two items, or one item and a number.
Operations are +,-,*,l,Low<L>,High(H)

EXTENDED CHECKS
Ranges <Y>
Format <Y>

Operations

.
.

List

<Y>

.

AUTOMATIC FILLING
Lookup <V> .
Cale - <Y> Y

Todaysdate <Y>
Column Total <Y>

•

This item: Net.Due.$ ... .. ...•..

OP1: OP2: OP3: .
OP4: .
OPS: .

The whole idea of having a data base is to be able to store
and manipulate the data. The report module allows the data to
be displayed in almost any imaginable format, on pre-printed
forms, in many different sorting orders. Different combinations
of data can be readily compared.
The standard reports are handled we!L Simply move the
cursor around the entry screen and indicate which items you
want to have printed (and the order of printing). Subtotals, item
totals, and sorting criteria are all established in a fast, straight
forward manner. Changes are easily made. Figure 6 shows the
payoff: an activity summary printout for all truckers with
breakdown of hours and earnings.
The real challenge is to design a print format to fit a preprinted form, one which has critical locations for items of data.
The tools provided include a numeric scale and a "dummy"
record for the form that can be printed, using asterisks to show
maximum data fields. This removes doubt as to just where an
item will appear. Text can be added to every printed form to
further clarify the data that is output
Versaform has provided a key index for record search and
retrieval; use it Any record can be found anywhere in even the
largest of databases, but the search must be on a key item to be
really fast Use the built-in features and data can be manipulated
at amazing speeds.
Calculator

Another nice feature is the calculator, which provides a
dynamic tool for invoicing. In conjunction with column type
data entry, it can provide a very fast billing service. The standard
four functions (add, subtract, multiply, divide) are supported by
additional functions which can change sign, invert, round, total
columns, calculate a check digit, or validate data. Some
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Items/numbers
GROSS. AMT . ••.•.•••••
LESS.BROK .•.....•••.
LESS.PUC .•••••.•••••
•.•.•......•...••••.
...........••.......
•.•.•...•.•.....•••.

This item: Net.Due.$ •••••••••••

Figure Sa
Reports

I 1:
12:
13:
I 4:
15:
I 6:

Figure Sb

statistical functions aren't provided, which limits Versaform's
ability to produce many types of scientific reports. The
calculator is a good device for adding round-off routines where
necessary.
Sorting and Printing Reports

Provisions have been included to subtotal, sort and total on
any item( s) in the data base. Report Control instructions can be
filled in and then saved for repeated use. A particular instruction "form" can be called up and modified (for monthly reports,
etc.) The ease of use makes this feature a real joy.
The speed and versatility makes it possible (and convenient)
to experiment and adjust until the desired result is obtained. It
isn't necessary to have an idea for a form chiseled in concrete
before booting up. No big preparation need be done in
advance. Just get into it and see if the computer cranks out
what you thought you wanted. This is one of the best features
ofVersaform; the ability to create " on the fly" . No one likes to be
tied down to a program that demands that every little dot be
placed in an absolute location or two hours later it won't work
That doesn't happen with Versaform.
Export

Your data base probably has information that can be
collated or placed into some type of written report with a word
processor. The facility Versaform provides for this is the Export
option of the Report Definition form. An Apple Pascal text file
will be created on the data you have asked for, in the proper
order as well. This text file will not include header titles, page
numbers, etc. or other information that would clobber the entry
of this data into a word processor program (or another data
base with a completely different format than the original).
Export has some less obvious uses, including placement of
very specific data blocks into other files, data bases, etc. This

REPLAY II
Apple Program Copy And Development System
•
•
•
•

Disk Formatting Irrelevant
Does not interfere with other cards
Card is transparent until copy is desired
Copies all 64K with * no* compression

• Menu driven
& .
• Copy and restart in unel'1Yr 15 seconds
• Copies memory resident programs
• Analyze programs
• Development tool

Why ours is better!
1. Accurate copy of memory
2. Language card not needed to
copy or run - when using
Replay Card
.3. Fast copy & restart
- 15 seconds 4. Analysis programs and 60
pages of documentation
5. Copy system in eprom
- No need to boot other disks
at copy time -

REPLAY II is an interface card that is slot independent. Users can
stop a program, examine and change memory, or copy the program, and restart. Control of the APPLE is obtained by pressing
the remote switch which comes on an 1 8 inch cord outside the
APPLE. REPLAY II does not copy the original disk, rather it copies
the program executing in memory. If a copy is desired a blank disk
is inserted in drive 1 and the options on the menu are contained in
the eprom on the REPLAY II card, no other disk needs to be booted
for copying, unlike other copy cards. The very act of booting
another disk alters memory which is detectable by some protected
software .
REPLAY II does not change ANY memory. Extra money is buffered

to allow copying and analysis without altering the original memory
contents. REPLAY II faithfully reproduces the lower 48K of
memory in a fast load format. The upper 16K can also be copied
for a 64K copy. Standard DOS 3. 3 files can be created for
storage on floppy or hard disks. A RAM card is needed for this.

To order or request info:

Write or call

Micro-Analyst, Inc.
P.O. Box 15003
Austin, TX 78761
(512) 926-4527
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Cost:

$150.00 [includes postage)
Outside U.S./Canada add $10 shipping
Texas residents add $7. 50 sales tax
VISA/MASTER CARD accepted! !
REPLAY II is intended to be used as an
analysis tool, for program development, and
for making archival backup copies .

L

•Apple is a registered trademark for Apple Comput ers Inc .

REPLAY II is fully documented in a 60 page manual. Utility programs supplied with the REPLAY II card include Program Analysis,
Comparisons, Packing, and Compression. A language card is not
needed to run packed program copies. Because most programs
are written in Assembly language, the user should be familiar with
Assembly in order to fully utilize the advanced Analysis and Packing
programs.
REPLAY II can automatically move protected APPLESOFT programs to a standard DOS 3.3 disk for listing or modification.
Now game players can save a game at any level and QUICKLY
restart with the REPLAY II card. Users can freeze games, change
variables to obtain unlimited ships or power, etc., then restart the
program. Saving high scores is easy!
Minimum requirements are an APPLE II and a single disk drive.
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15
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feature is a real " sleeper" that can provide some interesting
applications for advanced users.

Pre-Printed Forms
Changing over to a computer system will create some
tension among those people in an organization who have
depended on having the data massaged in a familiar fashion
over a long period of time. Transition is much easier ifthe oldstyle forms are still used. Managers can still see the data they've
always had, but now it is more readily available, and usually
neater.
The pre-printed forms option allows the placement of data at
specific locations on the pre-printed forms. A grid system is
established with the printer. The entry locations are then
determined, and output information is relayed by the user to
Versaform. Output will then "fill" the correct boxes, columns of
information will align, and totals will be in the right locations.
With this option, ifs possible to print mailing labels, envelopes,
letters and invoices, and the bonus is that nothing need appear
to have been" computer· generated". Business can continue to
appear as if the old ways are still being observed, and that
quality is not going to be sacrificed to improve speed.
Stockpiles of old forms need not be discarded. Printing and
setup costs for new forms can be avoided entirely as well.

Documentation
Strong and weak points. The good news is first that there is a

thorough tutorial disk and very detailed Hands· On manual. The
reference Summary is well done and to the point The bad
news is that the " User's Guide" , although well-written, is not
well-presented, nor does it group information where it can be
easily located. The most important information is about the
Configuration process, and this information appears in Chapter 10, the last chapter. My advice is to read this manual
carefully, one time, then put it carefully away in a dark place at
the bottom of a drawer (preferably in another part of the
building).
There is a very good tutorial disk, a "Hands-On Experience"
manual, and a very detailed reference summary. Don't look for
configuration information in the Hands-On Manual or the
summary; it just isn't there. The simple truth is that the
program itself is so well documented that the average user just
won 't have any need (after the first use) to look at the manual.

I·
I

Summary
Versaform is a valuable tool, with a personality unlike any of
the other data base programs on the market today. Not for all
applications, it handles small and medium data base applica·
tions in a very flexible and efficient manner. Ease of use is the
key at all times. Program flow from idea to finished report is
swift and sure. Report generation is so fast that there is no
hesitation in playing "what if' with the data. The program is a
real joy for the person desiring to power up and create.

•

AppleM users: Buy Transend l rM ior
only $89. And get a valuable
subscription offer
"
irolll THE
SOURCE':
For just $89 . 'Jransend 1 software can make your Apple communicate with any computer or information service over the
telephone lines. And, for a limited time, you can take advantage of a valuable subscription offer from THE SOURCE,
AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILI1Y" 1-your connection
to up-to-the-minute business and UPI news; stock
prices; information and shopping services-virtually
unlimited uses.
Right now, SSM's complete line oflransend communication software includes this subscription offer. For details, ask your local dealer about lransend. For the name of a local SSM
dealer, please call: 800-227-2400, ext 912 (or 800-772-2666, ext 912 in California).
Offer expires June 30, 1983.
Apple is a trad e mark of Apple Compute r, In c . Transe nd is a tradema rk ofSSM Mi c rocomputer Products, In c .
THE SOURCE and AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILITY is a servicemark ofSource T e lecomputing Corporation, a sub s idiary of The Re ad e r 's
Diges t Assoc iation, In c .

Transend it.
SSM Microcomputer Products Inc.
2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 95131
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Writing Custom Utility Programs
by Jim Hopper

While there is a wide variety of disk utilities available, very few
are amenable to customizing or incorporation into a larger
program. To be truly useful in these respects, a program
should include documented source code. Until fairly recently
the user had little choice but to use the commercial programs
"as is"; however, the recent explosion of information on the
Disk Operating System (DOS) has made it relatively easy for
the user to write custom utility programs. The listing with this
article is an example of a small utility program that exercises
many of the routines used to write more complex utility
programs. This program creates a text map of a diskette's
sector usage, along with a printout of the number of free and
used sectors. It is made up of four main modules which use two
general library subroutines and several monitor routines. The
structure of these modules and the use of the monitor routines
will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
One special note: this listing was written to be assembled by
On· Line System's LISA v2.5, and as such it uses some facilities
unique to this assembler. Most of these differences are
obvious; however, the use of LISA' s local labels will need some
explanation. A local label is defined by an up arrow (Shift·N)
followed by a digit (0 to 9 inclusive). These labels can be reused
many times within the same program, thereby eliminating the
need for a unique name for every little loop or skip in a
program. Local labels are referenced by direction and name,
where the direction is defined by < to branch to the first
occurence of the label previous to the current line, or > which
will branch to the first occurence after the current line. These
labels can be replaced by a series of unique names if LISA v2.5
is not available.
The first routine executed is SCREEN which creates the
formatted display that is the background for the map. A
rectangular border of inverse hex digits is created that labels
the map locations for each track and sector on the disk An
inverse title and credit line is printed on the bottom line of the
display, and a legend explaining the map's symbolism is
printed immediately below the lower border. Two fields are
created and labeled for a free and used sector report All
access to the screen and keyboard is through a set of monitor
routines which will be breifly discussed below.
Not all these routines are used by SCREEN, but they are used
elsewhere in the program, and are included here for complete·
ness. The subroutine HOME clears the 40 column screen, and
positions the cursor at the upper left corner of the screen.
There are no inputs to this routine and the "homed" screen is
the only output The contents of both the accumulator and the
Y register are destroyed by this routine. The vertical tab
function is performed by the vrAB routine, where the zero page
variable CV is the vertical position numbered down from the
top, its values range from 0 to 23. To use this routine, the
vertical position is loaded into CV, then a subroutine call to
VfAB is executed, which destroys the contents of the accumu·
lator.
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An ASCll character is output to the screen by the COUTI
routine. It is used by loading the desired character into the
accumulator and executing a JSR instruction. The character is
printed at the position of the cursor as defined by the vrABed
position, and the contents of the zero page variable CH, which
has a range of values from 0 to 39. A carriage return is output
by the CROUT subroutine, the contents of the accumulator are
destroyed by this subroutine. In PRBYTE the contents of the
accumulator are printed to the screen; however, the value is not
treated as an ASCII character. Instead the two hexidecimal
digits represented by the accumulator value are printed.
RDCHAR reads one byte from the keyboard and returns it in the
accumulator. The program pauses until a character is input
There are three different character sets in the Apple II
computer: inverse, flashing, and normal character sets. Not all
characters are represented in all three sets. The ASCII codes for
the normal letters 'A' to 'Z' are $Cl to $EO, and the numerals 'O'
to '9' by $BO to $B9. Inverse letters are given by the hex codes
$01 to $1A, and numerals by $30 to $39. The codes forthe 16
hex digits 'O' to 'F' are thus not entirely sequential.
To print the sequence it is necessary to check for the last
digit, then change the next code to 'A'. The lines 48 to 64 of
SCREEN demonstrate this for the inverse set The character 'O'
is initialized by loading the code $30 into the accumulator. The
character is then printed by the routine COUTI , and incre·
mented to the next character. It is necessary to check for ' : ';
when this occurs the sequence is moved to 'A' by changing the
code to $01. In this routine the sequence is repeated several
times to mark every track, thus the sequence continues until 'F'
is printed. At this point, the sequence is restarted at 'O' and
continued until the character counter in the X register is zero.
The tracks are marked on the top and bottom borders, and the'
sectors are marked similarly down both sides.
The legends, labels, and title line are created using the
assembler's Psuedo Ops which generate strings of ASCll
codes from a text string. The ASC Pseudo Op generates ASCll
codes for either flashing or normal text depending upon the
string delimiters used. Inverse strings are generated by the INV
Pseudo Op, both types of delimiters generate identical code
strings. These code strings are printed using the PRINT library
subroutine; a zero is considered the end of string marker.
The diskette's Volume Table Of Contents (VfOC) is read
from track $11, sector 0 by RDVfOC. The DOS Input Output
Block (JOB) is initialized to accept any volume number, and the
correct track and sector. The buffer location is loaded both into
the IOB, and stored as a zero page pointer to the buffer. The
VfOC is then read into this one page buffer by using the Read
Write Track Sector (RWTS) routine from DOS. The VfOC
contains a bit map of the sector usage on a diskette, and a
pointer to the first sector of the catalog. The bytes $38 to $C3 in
the buffer are used as the bit map, with four bytes reserved for
each track
At the present time only two of these bytes is used to
represent the 16 sectors on each disk Thus, each of the 16 bits
is used to represent one sector on a track A '1' indicates a free
sector, and 'O' a used sector. For example, if all the sectors on a

track are free, the two bytes are $FFFF, and if used, $0000.
Partial usage of a track is indicated by a value between 0 and
$FFFF. The first byte contains the map for sectors $F@@ $8, and
the second byte $7@@$0. For example:
sectors
byte #1:
FEDC BA98
byte #2:
7654 3210.
For more information on the VTOC format see References 1
and 2.
The subroutine STATS prints the usage statistics to the
predefined fields created by SCREEN. The library routine
HEXDEC is used to convert the numbers to decimal values.
Input is via the 2 bytes at SUM and SUM 2 + 1, and output
values are stored in DECO, DECl , DEC2 with the low order two
digits stored in DECO. The output bytes are Binary Coded
Decimal (BCD) representations which are output through the
PRBYTE routine discussed above. For more information on
this conversion routine see reference # 3.
MAP is the main program and as such calls the other three
modules and translates the VTOC bit map into the text map.
Starting at track zero, the index to the VTOC buffer is computed
using the formula
Y= 4 *TRACK + $38
and the horizontal cursor position for this track is calculated by
CH= TRACK + 1.
The first eight sectors are mapped by the high byte of the pair
so the index is initially incremented to read this byte. If the byte
is $FF, all eight sectors are free and nothing is added to the
map as blank sectors are indicated by space characters. If the
byte is not$ FF, then at least one sector of the eight is used, and
the code starting at the label CHKBYTE is used to find out which
it is. A count of the number of used sectors is kept in the two
bytes labelled USED and USED + 1. The bits are rotated out
of the accumulator into the carry bit which is checked for zero
bits. If a zero bit is found that sector is marked as used by
calculating its vertical position on the map by using the formula
CV= SECTOR + 2
The cursor is positioned and an asterisk is added to the map
to indicate a used sector. A '1' is rotated back into the
accumulator for every bit taken out; thus, the byte will become
$FF when all the used sectors have been marked. The variable
FLAG is checked to see if both bytes have been tested. If not,
the index is decremented to read the first byte and the sector
number is set to eight Once a track has been mapped the two
unused bytes are skipped, and a check is made for the last
track
I hope you will find this a useful utility program, as well as an
interesting illustration of the use of several important library
and monitor routines. This program was written as part of a
much larger utility program and as such is not as flexible as it
could be. To create a stand alone program that is easy to use,
some customization is required, which is the point of this
article. I will leave you with the age old dodge used in physics
texts when a problem is too much bother for the author to
solve: "The completion of this project is left as an exercise for
the reader".
References
1. Apple Computer, Inc.: The DOS Manual, Cupertino, CA,
1980.
2. Worth Don, Lechner Pieter: Beneath Apple DOS, Quality
Software, Reseda, CA, 1981.
3. Wozniak, Steve: 'Binary·To·Decimal shortcut', APPLE
ORCHARD, pp 52-53, Daly City CA, Winter 1980-1981 .
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DEC!

FLACi
VBUF
CHAR
SPACE
S;CREEN:

;*************************************

28

29

:30

31
32
33
34
35

36

0:30:3

1):":09

0803 AA

0804 20

(Q

3'?
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48

0805

51

0:30A 85 25

OSOE: A9 01

4·;;
50

0805 20 58 FC

080~i

0805
0:::05

080~i

:0:8

0805

0805
(;805
0:305
0:305
0:::05

0::::05

0805
0805

2000

C'.

::I

(II

37

DEC2

27

11

*

11

$307
$308
$309
$2000

NONE

SUB ROUT I NE ,:;CREEN

INV

ASC

EOU
EIJ.U
EG"lU
E17iU

EOU $:306

$FDFO
$FD:3E
$FD35
$FDDA
$FC58
$300
$301
$302
$304

S TA CV

,J ,:;R HOME
LDA #$01

; CLEAR TEXT SCREEN
;POS ITION CURSOR
AT TOP ROW

;*************************************

;OUT~JT: FORMATTED TEXT SCREEN
;
;PURPOSE OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO PROVIDE
lA FORMATTED BACKGROUND FOR PROGRAM
;OUTPUT

INPUT:

DECO

us;ED

SUl"I

E@J
EIJ.U
EC!U
EOU
EQU
EOU
EIJU
EIJ.U
EQU

EPZ $25
E17!U $FC22

26

VPTR
BAS;E
CH
CV
VTAB
COUT1
CROUT
RDCHAR
PRBYTE
HOME
TRACK
SECTOR

m~r:;

0304
0306
0307

0301

0 :300

FC5:=:

FDDA

F D35

FD"O
FD8E

FC22

0024
0025

0008
0006

03(19

0:3E:3

0302

IBDRVN
IBVOL
IBTRK
IB:3ECT
IBBUFL
IBBUFH
IBCMD
LOAD

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

4

0:300 4C Fl 09

TTL "MAP OF 8ECTOR USAGE
ON DI3KETTE"
.JMP MAP
EIJ.U $B7EA
EGlU $B7EB
EOU $B7EC
EIJl_I $B7ED
EQU $B7FO
EG!U $B7F1
EIJ.U $B7F4
EOU $3E3
EIJ.U $3D9
EPZ $08
EPZ $06
EPZ $24

DCM "WRITE DIS~ MAP
II.SOURCE CODE"

B7EA
B7EB
B7EC
B7ED
B7FO
87F1
B7F4

:3

2

0:300

0800

c:

(II

3

iii

(Q

a

"O

~

s:

c:

(II

.....
0
3

c:

(')

(Q

::I

0:

~

a..

OJ

n

0
:r

ro-

)>
"CJ
"CJ

[\)

w

080C 20 22 FC

59

081B A2 23
081D
081D 20 FO FD

0829
OE:2·;1 C9 0 7

oe:e:.;;: f.8

97

95

96

94

085C 20 FO FD
0860 2 0 :3E FD

93

085A 84 24
085F 4E:

91
92

OE:55 2 0 FO FD
0:358 AO 24

89

90

~:O

0:355

085:::: A9

0:351 :35 24

084F A9 00

85

86
87
88

084A 85 25
0:34C 20 22 FC

LOOP:3:
~ISR COUT1
LDY # ! :=:6
STY CH
~l ,3R COUT l
PHA
.JSR CROUT
PLA

LDA #$02
S TA CV
~ISR VTAB
LDA #$00
STA CH
LDA #$30

LDX # ! 16
:34

JSR VTAB
JMP LOOP!

CMP CV
SEQ >1
STA CV

DEX
BNE LOOP2
LDA SPACE
~ISR COUT 1
LDA #! 18

CMP #$07
BNE >1
LDA #$30

CMP #$3A
BNE >1
LDA #$01

82
9·:.

..... 1:

·'·· 1:

..... 1:

COUT1
CLC
ADC #$01
~ISR

LDX # 1 :35

JSR COUT1
LDA #$30

LDA #$00
STA CH
LDA SPACE

.JSR VTAB

;NEXT CHAR.

; PRINT INVER,:;E:
O=>F
;REPEAT UNTIL ZERO

lPRINT INVERSE
SPACE

; FI RS:T COLUMN

; NEX T

RO~J

;RIGHT EDGE

lLEFT EDGE

;PRINT O=>F ALONG
BOTH ,3 I DES
;START AT COLUMN #2

CNO POSITION CURSOR
FOR BOTTOM

;BOTH TOP AND BOTTOM
PRINTED?

;NEXT CHARACTER

;RESTART AT ··o···

;LAST HEX DICiIT CFI?

;SKIP TO ··· A·'

;LAST NUMERAL?

MAP OF s;ECTOR USAGE ON DISKETTE

LOOF'2:

LOOP1:

80
81

79

78

77

73
74
75
76

72

70
71

69

0848 A"? 02

0840 20 22 FC
0843 4C OF 08
0846
084c. A2 10

083C FO 08
083E :35 25

08:3A C5 2 5

0838 Ao;' 12

CA
DO EB
AD 04 08
20 FO FD

DO 02
A9 30

66

67

0827 A'? 01
0828
OE:2D
082F
082F
0830
0832
0835

c.s
68

64

:3A

c·;;i

0825 DO 02

0:32:3

LI8A 2. 5

0821 69 01

0820 lE:

60
61
62
6:3

57
58

C>E:l 9 A9 :30

0:316 20 FO FD

5(:.

0813 AD 04 08

~~

.J ..;J

52
53
54

0:311 :35 24

080F A9 00

080F

VJ
VJ

VJ

......
\.0
co

(1)

:i

c

c_

DIT LINE

oeco

08C3
08C6
08C9
oecc
08CF
0802
0805
0808
0808

OSAB
08AD
0880
0882
09B4
0887
08BA
08BD

A7
AO
C5
03
04

95 .25
20 22 FC
A9 00
8:5 24
20 52 09
04 09 13
OB 20 OD
01 1020
09 09 3A ·
20 20 20
20 02 1'9
20 OA 2E
0:5 · 2E oe
OF. 10 10
05 12 20
20'20 20
2.0 20' 20
20'

0897 A7 AA
089A AO BO
0890 05 03,.
08AO C4 AO
08A3 C5C3
08A6 . CF 02
08A8 00
08A9 A9 17

$00.
tl!20
CH
PRINT

BYT
LOA
STA
JSR

= FREE
SECTOR"

; PRINT LEOEND

; SKIP . TO 'A '

;END OF NUMERALS?

120
121
122
123
124
125

STA
JSR
LOA
STA
JSR
INV

CV
VTAll
••oo
CH
PRINT
' DISK MAP III

BYT $00
LOA #!23

118
119

BY J.E.HOPPER '

!PRINT TITLE ANU

ASC '"*' "' USED SECTOR"

117

MAP OF SECTOR USAOE ON DISKETTE

LOOP3
ti! 19
CV
VTAB
11$00.
CH
PRINT
"' '

DEX
BNE
LOA
STA·
JSR
LOA
STA
JSR
ASC

CMP t1$3A
BNE )1
LOA 11$01

CLC

B::;ECT

NONE

163
164
165
16(:.
167
168

STA
LDA
STA
JSR
JSR
BCS

FO· 87
20
Fl B7
E~: 03
09 03
01

IBBUFL
/VBUF
IBBUFH
LOAD
RWTS
ERROR .

#$01
IBCMD
#$11
IBTRK ·
#VBUF

STA IBVOL

LOA #$00

;ANY VOLUME
NUMBER

;READ VTOC

;TRACK 11
;SET UP BUFFER
POINTERS

;READ MODE

;****************************************

;IS WHERE VTOC IS LOCATED.

MAP OF SECTOR USAGE ON DI SKETTE

0921
0924
o·n6
0929
092C
092F

80
A9
8D
20
20
BO

SUBROUTINE RDVTOC

;THIS ROUTINE READS TRACK $11,SECTOR 0
!WHICH ON STANDARD DOS FORMATTED · DISK ' S

; INPUT:

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA

155

090[1 A9

:
;

090F :3D EB B7
156
;SECTOR = 0
0915 A9 01
158
0917 :30 F4 87
159
091A A9 11
160
091C 30 EC 87
161
091F A9 00
162

152

153
154

149
150
151

!PRINT STATISTICS
LEOENDS

;***;************************************

BYT $00
RTS

139
140
1 11
142
143
144
145
146
147

RDVTOC~

BYT $00
LBllA#l!:SS
JSR ' PRINT
ASC "SECTORS FREE"

134
l:JS6
137
138

090[1
090[1
(H)

BvT · •oo
LDA, #!21

12x
STA CV
129
JSR VTAB
130
LOA #!OS·
131
STA CH
132·
JSR PRINT
ASC "SECTO,-S USED"

126
127

090[1

LI:O;A 2.:5

08DF 85 25
08E1 20 22FC
08E4 A9 05
08E6 8S 24
08E8 20 52· 09
B 03 CS C3
13308EE 04 CF 02
08Fl 03 AO 05
oSF4 03 C5 C4
08F7 00
08BBAA&l5t24 '
08FC 20 S2 09
08FF 03 CS C3
0902 04 CFD2
090S 03 AO C6
0908 02 cs cs
090B 00
'
090C 60
0900
0900
0900
0900
0900
0900
.,
OYOD
FFER AT VBUF
0900
0900
0900

00oc oo
0800 A9' 15

;

INC BASE

STA BASE
PLA
STA BA:3E+1

PLA

204
205
206
207
2 0:3

0950
095F
0961
0961
0963

Bl 06
FO 06

DO 02
E6 07

203

095C EA

LDA <BASE> , Y
BEQ PRIMT4

-··----~

PRIMT:3:

BNE PRINT:3.
INC BASE+l

NOP·

;GET A CHARACTER

;FIRST ou:PUT
CHARACTER

;UPDATE STORAGE TO
POINT AT

209

S THTS:

; ****************************************

217

21::::
21 9

220
221

097 4
(>';IW4

097!

2 4 :.3

25'?1

260

0 985 2 0 DA FD

257
258

2~56

2~55

254

25:3

1nAE 1'1 9 00
·· o9BO 85 2 4
0 9B2 AD'07 03

0 9 A:3 8D 0:3 03
0 9?\B 20 BF 09

09A2 8D 02 0 :3
09A5 AD 05 o:::

2~i2

250
251

09 9 •;.1 AD OB o:;:

0'?9C 20 DH FD
099F AD 04 0:3

249

o·:;;-9:;: AD 07 0 :3

0 996 20 DA FD

245

244
246
247
248

09::0:F A9 14
0991 :35 2 4

,c·
09:::A S5 .-.,;;...._1
0'?:3C 20 22 FC

0 9 ::::3 A9 15

0 9 ::::5 20 BF 09

240
··2 .4 1
242

2~:9

O'i'7D H9 0 2
0 9lF ED 0 5 0 3
09::::2 ::::D o:?. o:~:

236
2 :37
2:3:3

0 975 A'} :30
<Yi' 7 7 ED 04 0 3
0 97A 8D 0 2 0 :3

2 :35

0 974 :38

2::::3

234

091 4

2:32

0974·

2:::11

229
2 30

097 4

<Yo'74

0 9 ·7,~

226
227
22:3

0974
0 974
097 4
0974
0')74
0 974

2 2 :3

224
225

097 4·

11!2 1

----

------

CV
VTAB
II! 20
CH
DEC 1
PRBYTE
DECO
PRBYTE
USED
:3UM
u:::ED+ 1
:3UM+·1
HE XDEC
#$00
:";: H CH
LDH DECl
J SR PRBYTE

LDA
STA
,y;::R
LDA
::;TH
L.DH
.y:;R
LDA
._1::;R
LDA
:3TA
LDA
STA
._1:::R
LDH

LDH 11$:30
::me USED
'.;:;TH ::;:UM
LDH 11$02
SBC IY3ED+ 1
::;TH SUM+l
._i:::R HE XDEC

SEC

; PR INT

;POSIT ION CURSOR

;CONVERT USED SECTOR
;COUNT TO · DECIMHL

;PRINT

;CDNVERT TO
DECIMHL
;POSITION CURSOR

:~: ECTOR S

;CHLC . FREE

;****************************************

; TH Is noun NE UlLCULHTE::; THE NUMBER OF
;FREE SECTORS BY SUBTRHCTING THE USED
;SECTCm COUNT F ROM THE TC~HL POSS IBLE
; OF 560.
THI:::: VALUE HLONG WYTH THE
;NUMBER O- USED SECTORS IS PRINTED TO
; THE PF:EDEFINED FIELDS ..

; OUTPUTS: NUMBER OF U~;ED SECTORS ON DI~:K
NUMBER OF FREE SECTORS ON DU::K

:;:;UBROUT INE ST HTS

.JMP <BHSE>

;DIRECT JUMP
ro ~T~N

;UPDHTE POINTER TO

0·;:•7 4

INC BHSE
BNE PRINTS
INC BHSE+l

09:14

O't7 1

[1(1

02 .
096F E6 07

0 9~.[I

PRINT~;:

P IUl~T4:

JSR COUTl
JMP PRINT2

0971 (:.C 06. 00

210
211
2 12

21:3
214
215
2 16

o·;>6B
096B E6 06

09 .::.~5 20 FO FD
096:3 4C 5A 0·:;1

CCUl'IULATOR

INDEX
; GET RETURN ADDRESS
AND STORE

*************'
*************************"""*
LOY 11$00
; Il\II T !ALI ZE BUFFEr

PRINT2:

;

;

*******************************·*********

BYT $00
SEC
RTS

JSR· HOME
JSR PRINT
ASC "DISK YO ERROR, BAD VTOC"

RTS

MAP OF SECTOR USAGE ON DI SKETTE

095A E6 06

095A

0958 85 07

0957 68"

(Q

198
199
200
201
202

0955 85 06

c:

:I

Cll

197

0954 68

1 95

194

c:

189

178

174
175
176

ERROR:

179
180 ;
SUBROUTINE PRINT
181
;
182 ;INPUT:
THE ADDRESS OF THE OUTPUT BUFFER
18:3 ;
:
IS sTORED ON THE STACK
184 ;
185 ; OUTPUT: BUFFER IS PRINTED TO ~;GREEN
186
187
188 ; THIS ROUTINE POPS THE RETURN ADORES~;
;OFF THE STACK AND STORES IT • . THEN
1 ~1 0 ; PULLS OFF THE ADDRESS OF THE OUTPUT
191 ;BUFFER.
THE BUFFER IS PRINTED .UNTIL
192 ; A ZERO IS FOUND, AN INDIRECT ~IUMP BACK
19:3 ;TO THE MAIN PROGRAM IS THEN EXECUTED.

09
0:3
C9
CS
CF
AO
C4
D4

1'76

0952

0952
0952

0952

0952

0952

0952
0952
0Y52
0952
0952

0952
0952
0952
0952

0952

52
C9
AO
Ao·
D2.
AC
Cl
06
C3

16''1
170
171
172
17:3

0952 AO 00

52

vo

0951

0952

20
C4
CB
CF
02
D2
C2
AO
CF
00
:38

0935
c)';>:38
093B
093E
0941
0944
0947
0';>4A
094D
094F
0950

09:32
09:32 20 58 FC

09:31 60

3Cll

iii

(Q

a

~

,,

5

c::

s3

c:

(')

(Q

:I

c:

~

a.

(l

0
:r
Q>

ro-

\j

?

.jl.

l.IJ

Apple Peripherals Are All We Make
That's Why We're So Good At It!
The TIMEMASTER
Finally, a clock that does it ALL!

Super Music Synthesizer

1111

II

I

~
~

~·
• Designed in 1983 using l.C. technologies that simply did not exist
when most other Apple clocks were designed.
• Just plug it in and your programs can read the year, month, date, day,
and time - down to 1 millisecond!
• Powerful 2K ROM driver - No clock could be easier to use.
• Full emulation of most other clocks, including Mountain Hardware's
Appleclock (but you'll like the TIMEMASTER mode better).
• Compatible with all of Apple's languages, CP/M and PASCAL software
on disk.
• Eight software controlled interrupts so you can execute two programs
at the same time.
• On board timer lets you time any interval up to 48 days long down to
the nearest millisecond.
The TIMEMASTER includes a disk with some really fantastic time
oriented programs (over 25) plus a DOS dater so it will automatically add
the date when disk files are created or modified. This disk is over a
$200.00 value alone - we give the software others sell. All software
packages-for business, data base management and communications are
made to read the TIMEMASTER.

• Complete 16 voice music synthesizer on one card.Just plug it into your
Apple, connectthe audio cable (supplied) to your stereo, boot the disk
supplied and you are ready to input and play songs.
• It's easy to program music with our compose software. You will start
right away at inputting your favorite songs. The Hi-Res screen shows
what you have entered in standard sheet music format.
• We give you lots of software. In addition to Compose and Play
programs, the disk is fiiled with songs ready to play.
• Easy to program in Basic to generate complex sound effects.
• Four white noise generators which are great for sound effects.
• Plays music in true stereo as well as true discrete quadraphonic.
• Full envelope control.
• Will play songs written for ALF synthesizer (ALF software will not take
advantage of all the features of this board. Their software sounds the
same in our synthesizer.)
• Automatic shutoff on power-up or if reset is pushed.
• Many many more features.

If you want the most powerful and the easiest to use clock for your Apple,
PRICE $129.00
you want a TIMEMASTER.

PRICE $159.00

Z-80 PLUS!
• An on-card PROM eliminates many l.C.'s for a cooler, less power
consuming board. (We use the Z-80A at a fast 3.58 MHZ)
• Does EVERYTHING the other Z-80 boards do, plus Z-80 interrupts.
• All new 1983 design incorporates the latest in l.C. technologies.
• Complete documentation included. (User must furnish software)
The Z-80 PLUS turns your Apple into a CP/M based computer. This
means you can access the largest body of software in existence. Two
computers in one and the advantages of both, all at an unbelievably low
price.

e TOTALLY compatible with ALL CP/M software.
• Executes the full Z-80 and 8080 instruccion set.
• Fully compatible with microsoft disks (no pre-boot required).

PRICE $139.00

Analog to Digital Converter
• Eliminates the Need to Wait for
8 Channels
A/D Conversion (just PEEK at data)
8 Bit Resolution
On Board Memory
• AID Process Totally Transparent
to Apple (looks like memory)
Fast Conversion (.07 8 ms per
channel)
The analog to digital conversion takes place on a continuous, channel
sequencing basis. Data is automatically transferred to on board memory
at the end of each conversion. NoA/D converter could be easier to use.
•
•
•
•

Information on temperature sensors is given in manual.
The user connector has +12 and -12 volts on it so you can power your
sensors.
Accuracy
0.3%
Input Resistance
20K Ohms Typ
A few applications may include monitoring and control of • flow
• temperature• humidity• wind speed• wind direction • light
intensity • pressure • RPM • storage oscilloscope • soil moisture
and many more.

OurA/D board comes standard with 0, 1OVfull scale inputs. These inputs
can be changed by the user to 0, -10V, or-5V, +5V or other ranges as
needed.

PRICE $129.00

Digital Input/Output Board
• Provides 8 buffered outputs to a standard 16 pin socket for standard
dip ribbon cable connection.
• Power-up reset assures that all outputs are off when your Apple is
turned on.
• Features 8 inputs that can be driven from TTL logic or any 5 volt source.

• Your inputs can be anything from high speed logic to simple switches.

• Very simple to program, just PEEK at the data.
• Now, on one card, you can have 8 digital outputs and 8 digital inputs
each with its own connector. The super input/output board is your
best choice for any control application.

PRICE $62.00
Our boards are far superior to most of the consume r electronics made today. All 1.C.'s are in high quality sockets with mil-spec. components used throughout. P.C. boards are

glass-epoxy with gold conlacts. Made in America co be t he best in the world. All products work in APPLE lie, II and II+.
Applied Engineering's produces are fully tested with complete documentation and available for immediate delivery. All products are guaranteed with a no hassle two year
warranty.

All Orders Shipped Same Day
Texas Residents Add 5% Sales Tax
Add $10.00 If Outside U.S.A.

Send Check or Money Order to:

APPLIED ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 470301
Dallas, TX 75247

Call (214) 492-2027
lam to 11 pm 7 days a week
MasterCard & Visa Welcome
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2. 5

o:::

03

2/l.

09BF

302

~: (1 3

O~>Fl

300
301

2't6
297
29:3
2·;19

09FO 60
09Fl

09EE 68
O'i'EF A8

09ED D:3

09EB DO E2

09EA 8 8

295

29 4

MAP:

LOOPS

DEC!
DEC!
DEC!
DEC2

·-

;INPUT:

NY

; :::;LEAR DECIMAL MODE

;SHIFT IN LA5~ BIT
;REPEAT 16 TIMES

;DOUBLE DECIMAL
RESULT

;SHIFT BIT OUT OF
ARGUMENT

FREE AND USED SECTOR COUNT

VTOC FROM DISK

PROGRAM MAP

HKTRK:

; 6 502 DEC I 11m. MODE
r PREPARE FOR 16 BITS

; CLEAR RE:3UL T

; SAVE REGISTER :::

;****************************************

LDA
ADC
STA
ROL
DEY
BNE
CLO
PLA
TAY
RTS

29 2
29 3

07 03
07 O~:
07 (1:3
06 03

09DE
09El
09E4
09E7

AD
6D
8D
2E

LDA DECO
ADC DECO
STA DECO

2:39
290
291

09D~i

AD 08 o :~:
09D8 6D 0:3 o~:
09DB :30 08 0:3

#!16

r-OL :::UM+l

286

#0
DECO
DEC!
DEC2

288

AO 10

2B5

LOA
STA
STA
STA
SEO
LOY

p~

TYA

;*********************************

HEX DEC:

; tHI:::: SUBROUTINE CONVERT:3 A 2-BYTE
; UI% IONED BI NARY ARGUMENT IN ::;:UM
; (LOI,) OFmEFn AND :::UM+ 1 (HIGH ORDEFO
;TO A DECIMAL RESULT IN DECO<LOWl
;,[IEC!,AND OEC2 <HIGHI

;tHNTER 80-81 APPLE ORCHARD
;WRITTEN BY STEVE WOZNIAK

;SUBROUTINE HEXDEC

;*********************************

LDA DECO
.JSR PRBYTE
RTS

MAP OF SECTOR USAGE ON DISKETTE

09D2 2E o:;: 03

ASL :3UM

(l'~ CD

o-:.:icc: F ::::

2 84

0 9 C6 ::;:D 07 O~:
O'i'C9 8[1 06 0:3

2::::=:

2:3:2

09CO 4 :3
0 9Cl A9 00
O'i1 C:::: :3[1 O:::: 0 :3

09BF 9 8

U') Bf,;.·

0 9 Bf'

09BF

09BF

27 7
27:::
279
280
2:::1

270
271
272
273
274
275

0 9BF
OYBF
09BF
O'''BF

09BF

2 e.E:
26''i'

266
267

265

261
262
263
264

09BF

09BF
09BF
09BF
O'i'BF

0988 20 DA FD
09BE 60

09B8 AD

LI~:; A

09F1
304
30~5
09F1
09F1
306
09F1
307
09F1
30:3
F THE :::ECTOR USAGE ON DISK
09F1
310

P5

Ill

...~-c:

Ill

1

a

'ti

~

e.

a. 3
c:

0
(l
:r

ro

"O

-6'

~

w

OA3B EE 01 03
OA ~: E 4C 33 OA
OA41 AE Oi 03

OA:39 90 06

OA38 6A

OA37 :38

OA:35 FO 2C

'' 1:

35:3
::::54

:352

:351

350

349

344
345
346
347
348

CHKBYTE:

/VBUF
VPTR+l
RDVTOC
>1
END

#$00
:3ECTOR
FLAG
TRACK
CH
CH
TRACI<
TRACK
TRACK
#$38

INC SECTOR
CHl<BYTE
LDX ::;:ECTOR
~IMF'

BCC > i

ROR

SEC

CMP #$FF
BEC! NXTBYTE

LDA <VPTR),y

LDA
STA
STA
LDA
STA
INC
ADC
ADC
ADC
' ADC
TAY

~ISR SCREEN
LOA #$00
StA TRACI<

LDA
5:TA
.J::::R
BCC
.JMP

STA SUM
StA SUM+l
::::TA VPTR

MRKS ECTR:

..·.. i

; INITIALIZE LOCAL
VARIABLES

-

;ALL SECTORS FREE ?
;IF YES GO TO
NEXT BYTE
lliOTATE IN 1
; ROTATE OUT 5:ECTOR
BIT MAP
;CLEAR INDICATES
L":::ED 5:ECTOR
; NEXT ::;:ECTOR

;GET BYTE

BYTE

; Y I::;: INDEX TO
VTOC BUFFER

; CALC. VTOC OFF5:ET

INITIALIZE SECTOR
FIRST BYTE
CALC. HORIZONTAL
CURSOR POSIT I ON

;FORMAT SCREEN
; INITIALIZE TRACK

;READ VTOC

;ZEr-0 PAGE BUFFER
POINTER

MAP OF SECTOR 1 U:3AGE ON DI Sl<ETTE

STA USED
5:Hi USED+ 1

LDA #$00

;***************************************j

;PURPOSE OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO MAP THE
; SECTOR USAGE FOR A DI :3KETTE

;5:TART IHTH HIGH

24
00 03
00 03
00 (!:3
:38

OA31
OA31 Bl 08
OA3:3
OA3~: C9 FF

A:3

E6
6D
6D
6D
69

3:;:~.

335

3~:4

332
333

337
33E:
3:3'>'
34 0
341
342

00
01 03
09 0 :3
00 0 :3

329
3:30

:::2e:

OA22
OA24
OA27
OA2A
OA2D
OA2F

A9
80
E:D
AD

20 05 08
A9 OQ
8D 00 0 :3

OA20 85 24

OA15
OA17
OA 1 A
OA 1D

32~i

OA08
OAOA
OAOD
OAOD
OAlO
OA12
:326
:3 27

:32:

OA05 20 OD 0 9

90 O~:
4C 8C OA

::::22
323

31 ';I
:320
:;:21

317
31:3

:316

315

314

313

311
:::12

OA01 A9 20
OA03 85 OY

09F9 8[1 02 03
09FC 8D 03 03
09FF 85 08

LISA 2.5

09F3 8D 04 03
09F 6 ::::D 05 03

O'.:"'Fl
09F1
09Fl
09F1
09F 1 A9 00
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Writing Custom Utility Programs · Listing

CRACKING.

TECHNIQUES

Share the secrets of the world's greatest crackers ...
Axe Man, Bozo NYC, Candy Man, Cloneman,
Disk Zapper, Lock Buster, Long John Silver, Jim Phelps,
Mr. Krac-Man, Red Rebel, Trystan II, Reset Vector, The
Woodpecker, Mr. Xerox . .. and many more!
Study complete tutorials on Boot Tracing,
Software Tricks, Non-Maskable Interrupt, Ram

Card Modifications, Hardware Tricks and other
tried and true technigues. Discover indispensable
tips on over 40 specific programs for App1e users.
Customize your software to suit your own
needs! Order your copy of CRACKING TECHNIQUES '83 today. Supplied on disk for Apple
Computers.

-

For faster service, charge your order to
MasterCard or VISA.

$39.95
Call our toll free number
and ask for Operator 68

1-800-824-7888
In California, call l-800-852-7777

~PIRATES

~HARBOR
PIRATES HARBOR, INC.

P.O . Box 8928, Boston, MA 02114
VOICE: (617) 227-7760 MODEM: (617) 720-3600
Apple is a regis tered trad emark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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0 Enclosed is my check/money order for $39.95 (Massachusetts residents
add 5% sales tax) .

CITY: _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ STATE: _ _ _ ZIP: _ _ __
PHONE: ~-~-------------------~

"'PIRATES

~HARBOR
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I
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------PIRATES HARBOR, INC. , P.O. Box8928, Boston, MA02114
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So What's This Thing Called Exec?
by Mike Kramer
One very useful feature of the Apple II which is usually found
only on larger systems is the DOS EXEC command. Although
several examples of the use of EXEC files are discussed in the
DOS manual., the casual reader may not immediateiy recognize their potential uses. The EXEC command is similar to the
DOS RUN command, except that text files are used instead of
BASIC files. For most applications, text files contain data.
Although an EXEC file appears to be a data file when a diskette
is CATALOGed, it is not a data file in the normal sense. Rather,
it can contain either lines of BASIC program code, or
executable keyboard commands. If it contains BASIC program
code, that code can be entered into memory. If it contains
keyboard commands, those commands will be executed as
they are read into memory.
EXEC files can be created in several ways. One way is to write
a BASIC program which OPENs a DOS file and then PRINTs
information into it Another method is to use a text editor such
as Program ma's Apple PIE, the Apple Pascal Editor, or one of
the CP/ M word processors such as Wordstar to prepare the
desired text If the editor operates under Apple DOS and
generates 'T' type text files, the resulting files can be EXECed
directly into memory. If the Pascal Editor or a CP/ M word
processor is used, a utility program will be needed to transform
the resulting files into DOS text files. The October 1981 issue of
Call - A.P.P.L.E featured a Pascal text file conversion utility
written by Dana Schwartz of Washington Apple Pi and called
Huffin. A utility called CPMXFER is availabie from Apple CP/ M
users groups which permits conversion of Apple CP/ M text
files to Apple DOS files.
CREATION of EXEC Files from BASIC

Once a BASIC program OPENs a file and specifies a WRITE,
any output to the screen is also written to the disk The desired
output usually results from PRINT statements in the program. It
is possible, however, for output resulting from TRACE or LIST
commands or from error messages to also be written onto the
disk This should be kept in mind whenever writing to the disk,
since such surprises are usually not welcome.
As shown in later examples, PRINT statements which OPEN
and CLOSE files and specify WRITES must include ASCII
character# 4 (CTRL-D) atthe beginning of the PRINT string to
tell DOS to handle the command. The PRINT statements
which actually write the EXEC file onto the disk must not
include CTRL-D. If an EXEC file is to contain BASIC program
code, each PRINT statement must include a line number at the
beginning of the PRINT string. If there are no line numbers, the
commands written into the EXEC file will be considered
keyboard commands when the file is EXECed into memory
and will be executed as they are read in.
Saving BASIC Code in EXEC Files

The DOS 3.3 Master diskette contains a utility program
called Renumber/ Append which permits appending one
Applesoft program to another in memory. This is a useful
program, but the instructions are lengthy and the procedures
are somewhat involved. A much simpler way to append one
block of BASIC code to another is to use EXEC files. All that is
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required is typing " EXEC filename" .w here filename is an
EXEC file stored on disk The only disadvantage to using EXEC
files for this purpose is that existing lines of code will be lost if
the code being EXECed has the same line numbers. This
problem can be avoided if the code being EXECed has line
numbers higher or lower than those in memory. Thenthe new
lines can be renumbered using a utility such as Program Global
Editor or Renumber/ Append to place them where they belong.
The steps required to save a block of code as an EXEC file
are straightforward. First create an EXEC file, called CAPTURE
EXEC, by entering .and running the following short program
adapted from Charles Boody's APPLESOFT COMPARE article in the July 1980 issue of Ca ll - A.P.P.L.E.
0 D$ = CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4)
:HOME
: INPUT "FILE NAME?"; NAME$
: PRINT D$ "OPEN"NAME$; D$"WRITE" NAME$
: POKE 33,33
: LIST 1 : PRINT D$"CLOSE"
:TEXT
: END
10 D$ = CHR$(13) + CHR$(4)
: PRINT D$"0PEN CAPTURE EXEC";
D$"WRITE CAPTURE EXEC"
: POKE 33,33
: LIST -1
: PRINT D$"CLOSE"
:TEXT
: END
This program should be RUN by typing " RUN 10". When
RUN, only Lihe 10 is executed since it erids with an END
command. First file is OPENed and a WRITE is specified.
Next, the text window is reduced with a POKE 33,33 to give a
BASIC listing without imbedded blanks arid Line 0 is written to
disk Finally, the EXEC file is CLOSEd, and execution is
ENDed. CAPTURE EXEC can then be used io save lines of
BASIC code using the following steps:
I.Load the program containing the code to be saved into
memory.
2. Delete any lines which are not needed.
3.Renumber the remaining lines to start with a number higher
than the highest line number of any program to which
it might be appended, such as 30000.
4.Place your EXEC file disk in the drive and type "EXEC
CAPTURE EXEC".
5.Type " LIST 0,10" to get a listing of CAPTURE EXEC on the
screen (it will appear as Line 0). Change the line
number range in the LIST command as needed.
6. Type "RUN" to save the code specified in the LIST com'
mand as an EXEC file. Only Lihe 0 will be executed.

a

Whenever you want to append an EXEC file to a program ih
memory, just place the disk containing the disk file into a dri.ve
and type EXEC followed by the file name. The contents of the
EXEC file will then be "typed" in from disk as though entered

from the keyboard. The EXECed code can then be renum·
bered as necessary using a renumber utility to place it where it
is needed.
A collection of frequently used BASIC routines or blocks of
code can be accumulated on disk as EXEC files and EXECed
as needed. This can significantly reduce the time required to
develop a new program by reducing the amount of typing and
the time required to debug the program. Typical routines could
include printer activation, file access, error handling, titling,
copyright notice, etc.
Saving Keyboard Commands in EXEC Files

EXEC files can be used to execute often used sequences of
keyboard commands, saving the effort of remembering them
and typing them in. The following example would permit
replacing a locked INTEGER BASIC HELLO program with an
Apple soft HELLO, LOCKing it, and CATALOGing the diskette
to verify the change. Note that only the OREN, WRITE, and
CLOSE commands are preceded by a Control-D. Also, note
that D$ is defined as a RETURN (ASCII character 13) followed
by a Control-D. This permits issuing two DOS commands with
a single PRINT statement in Line 110.
100 D$ = CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4):
Fl$= "CHANGE"
110 PRINT DR"OPEN"Fl$D$"WRITE"FI$
120 PRINT "UNLOCK HELLO,Dl "
130 PRINT " DELETE HELLO"
140 PRINT "SAVE HELLO" .
150 PRINT "LOCK HELLO"
160 PRINT "CATALOG"
170 PRINT D$"CLOSE"FI$
180 END
Once the program has been typed in, RUN it to save the
EXEC file bn disk To use the EXEC, LOAD the new Applesoft
HE!.-LO into memory and insert the diskette to be changed into
Drive 1. Then in~ert the diskette c;of}taining the EXE~ file into
Drive 2 and type "EXEC CHANGE,D2 1'. Using this EXEC file
would make it possible to change HELLO programs on several
dis!<ettes with a minimum of effort
The second example below might be useful for listing
progn;ims on an Epson MX-80. Line 120 acJ:ivates Slot# 1. Line
130 shifts the printer into compressed print, tells the interface
to deactivate the screen, and.resets the line width from 40 to
120 characters. Line 150 returns the printer to normal print size
with 40 character line width, and Line 160 deactivates the
printer.
'100D$ = CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4):
Fl$= "LISTER"
110 PRINT D$"0PEN"Fl$D$"WRITE"FI$
120 PRINT "PR# l "
.
130 PRINT "?CHR$(15)CHR$(9)CHR$(49)
CHR$(50)CHR$(48)CHR$(78)"
140 PRINT "LIST'
150 PRINT "?CHR$( 18)CHR$(9)CHR$(73)"
160 PRINT "PR#O"
170 PRINT D$"CLOSE"FI$
180 END
Still another example would be to use an EXEC file to set
HIMEM to avoid overwriting a binary program with an Applesoft program. The EXEC file would BLOAD binary program,
set HIMEM, and then run the BASIC program. The BASIC
program to generate the EXEC file would be as follows:

100 D$ = CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4)
110 PRINT D$"0PEN HIMEM EXEC"; D$"WRITE
HIMEM EXEC"
120 PRINT "BLOAD DRIVEROBJ,A15360"
130 PRINT "HIMEM: 15360"
140 PRINT "RUN APPLICATION.BASIC"
i50 PRINT D$"CLOSE"
160 END
Self-Generating Code Using EXEC Files

Perhaps the most interesting application of EXEC files is in
writing programs which write other programs: self generating
code. A simple example of such a program can be found on
Page 77 of the DOS 3.3 Manual. The program listed there
creates a BASIC program that POKEs a machine language
program into memory. The steps for generating program
EXEC files are essentially the same as before. First, a file is
OPENed, a WRITE is specified, and program statements are
written onto the disk The main difference between generating
program line EXECs and keyboard command EXECs is that
the program lines contain line numbers and the keyboard
commands do not A somewhat more involved program which
accomplishes the same end results but with more efficient
generated code is described and listed below.
Automatic Poke Maker

One of the several ways to load a binary program for use with
a BASIC program is to have the BASIC program POKE the
values representing the BASIC program into memory. Automatic Poke Maker generates an EXEC file containing BASIC
code which READs a binary program from DATA statements
and POKEs it into memory using a FOR .. . NEXT loop. This
BASIC code can then be EXE Ced into your program whenever
you need to include that particular binary code. Automatic
Poke Maker can save a significant amount of effort over
manually PEEKing the values and typing them into DATA
statements. More important, however, it eliminates the chance
of human error.
Automatic Poke Mak er will generate DATA statements for
any range of memory. All that is required is entry of the location
and length of the binary program, the starting line number ahd
line increment for the BASIC program to be created, and the
EXEC file name. There is an option of using the last binary file
loaded (assuming you have 48K), entering the starting address
and byte count, or entering the starting.and ending addresses.
When you are asked to enter the EXEC file name, you can enter
"CAT' to obtain a CATALOG listing.

The DOS MON fUnction is turned on in Line 100 to permit
you to watch what is being written to disk The heart of POKE
MAKER is found in Lines 400 · 510. Lines 420 - 440 generate
the FOR . . . NEXT loop that READs the bytes from the DATA
statement(s) and POKEs them into memory. Lines 450 - 500
generate the DATA statement(s) from the memory range
specified in Lines 140 -320, converting the PEEKed values into
a string variable. Line 490 forces a DATA statement to be
written to disk when the string length reaches 200 characters or
the last memory location has been PEEKed. Actually the string
length could be permitted to reach approximately 245 characters, since the maximum permitted by Apple soft is 255. Finally,
Line 510 CLOS Es the file and turns off the DOS MON function.
Before running Poke Maker, LOAD the binary program into
memory. If necessary, use HIMEM or LOMEM to protect the
binary program from being overwritten by Poke Maker,
remembering that Applesoft programs are normally loaded
starting at memory location 2049 decimal. Maybe you could
use an EXEC command file!
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270

JLIST
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

130
140

150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

REM ************************
REM
REM
AUTOMATIC POKE MAKER
REM t
WRITTEN BY
REM t
MIKE KRAMER
REM
HOUSTON AREA
t
REM t
APPLE USERS GROUP
t
REM
REM ****~*******************
0$ = CHR$ <13) + CHR$ (4): PRINT
D$"MON,C,I,O"
HOME : LIST 10,90: POKE 33,B
: HOME : TEXT
VTAB 22: HTAB 14: PRINT "INS
TRUCTIONS? ";: GET AS: PRINT
: IF A$ < > "Y " AND A$ < >
"N" GOTO 195
IF A$ = "Y" GOTO 560
HOME : PRINT "USE LAST BLOAD
ED PROGRAM? ";: GET A$: PRINT
: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < >
"N" GOTO 140
IF A$ = "N" GOTO 230
SA = PEEK <43634> + 256 t
PEEK
(43635)
BC = PEEK <43616> + 256 t
PEEK
<43617)
PRINT : PRINT "LOAD ADDRESS
= ";SA
PRINT : PRINT "BYTE COUNT =
";BC
PRINT: PRINT "OK?";: GET A
$: PRINT : IF A$ < > "Y" AND
A• < > "N" GOTO 200
IF A$ = "N" THEN HOME : GOTO
140 '
GOTO 320
PRINT : iNPUT "STARTING ADDR
ESS? <DEC> II; A$: SA = VAL <A

**
*
*

**
*
*

*

$)

240
250

260

IF SA < 0 THEN SA = 65536 +
SA
PRINT : INVERSE : PRlNT "B";
: NORMAL : PRINT "YTE COUNT
OR ";: INVERSE : PRINT ;'E";:
NORMAL : PRINT "NDING ADORE
SS? ";: GET AS: PRINT : IF A
$ < > II B" AND A$ < > .. E.. THEN
PRINT : PRINT "INVALID CHOI
CE.": GOTO 250
IF A$ = "B" GOTO 310
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280
290

PRINT : INPUT "ENDING ADORES
S? ";A$:EA = VAL CA$)
IF EA < 0 THEN EA = 65536 +
EA
IF SA > CEA> THEN PRINT : PRINT
"ENDING ADDRESS MUST BE GREA
TER THAN": PRINT "STARTING A
DDRESS. TRY AGAIN.": GOTO 23
0

300
310

GOTO 330
PRINT : INPUT "BYTE
DEC> ";AS:BC = VAL
BC < 1 GOTO 310
320 EA = SA + BC - 1
330 PRINT : INPUT "FILE
CATALOG? ";FI$
340 IF LEFT$ <FI$,3) =
PRINT D$"CATALOG":

COUNT? (
CA$): IF
NAME OR
"CAT" THEN
GOTO 330

350

IF LEN CFI$) = 0 THEN PRINT
: PRINT "NO NAME ENTERED. TR
Y AGAIN.": GOTO 3~0
360 IF LEN <Fl$) > 30 THEN PRINT
: PRINT "FILE NAME CANNOT HA
VE > 30 CHARACTERS.": GOTO 3
30
370 IF ASC < LEFTS CFIS,1>> < 6
5 OR ASC < LEFT$ <FIS,1>> >
90 THEN PRINT : PRINT "FILE
NAME MUST START WITH A LETT
ER.": GOTO 330
380 PRINT : INPUT "STARTING LINE
NUMBER? ";AS:LN = VAL <AS>
: IF LN < 0 GOTO 380
390 PRINT : INPUT "LINE NUMBER I
NCREMENT? ";A$:IC '= VAL <AS
>: IF IC< 1 GOTO 390
400 PRINT DS"OPEN"FI$D$"DELETE"F
1$
410 ' PRINT D•"OPEN"FI$D$"WRITE"FI
$

420
430
440
450
460
470
480

PRINT LN;" FOR XX=";SA;"TO";
EA:LN = LN + IC: GOSUB 550
PRINT LN;" READ BYTE:POKE XX
,BYTE":LN = LN + IC: GOSUB 5
50
PRINT LN;" NEXT XX":LN = LN +
IC: GOSUB 550
SS$ = "":COMMA$ =
FOR XX = SA TO EA
IF LEN <SS$) < > 0 THEN CO
MMA$ = ","
SS$ = SS$ + COMMA$ + STR$ < PEEK
<XX>>
1111

490

510
520
530

540
550

560
570

580
590

600
610
620

630
640

LEN <SS$) = > 200 OR XX
<EA> THEN PRINT LN;" DAT
A ";SS$:SS$ = "":COMMA$ = ""
:LN = LN + IC
NEXT XX
PRINT D$"CLOSE"D$"NOMON"
PRINT : INPUT "ANOTHER? ";A$
: A$ = LEFT$ (A$, 1>
IF A$ = "Y" GOTO 230
HOME : END
LN = LN + IC: RETURN
HOME : PRINT "
>> AUTOM
ATIC POKE MAKER << ;,
PRINT
PRINT "THIS PROGRAM GENERATE
S AN EXEC FILE"
PRINT "CONTAINING BASIC PROG
RAM LINES THAT POKE";
PRINT "MACHINE LANGUAGE INTO
MEMORY. DATA"
PRINT "STATEMENTS CONTAINING
THE BINARY CODE"
PRINT "ARE GENERATED AUTOMAT
!CALLY. THE BASIC"
PRINT "CODE CAN BE APPENDED
TO YOUR BASIC"
PRINT "PROGRAM BY EXEC'ING I
IF

=

T •"

650
660

670
680
690

700
710
720

730
740

750
760

770
780
]

PRINT
PRINT "YOU MUST FIRST BLOAD
THE BINARY PROGRAM"
PRINT "BEFORE RUNNING AUTO P
OKE MAKER. YOU THEN";
PRINT "HAVE THE OPTION OF GE
NERATING CODE FOR"
PRINT "THE LAST BINARY PROGR
AM LOADED OR THE"
PRINT "BINARY MEMORY RANGE 0
F YOUR CHOICE."
PRINT
PRINT "THE DISK MONITOR WILL
BE TURNED ON SO"
PRINT "YOU CAN WATCH WHAT'S
GOING ON."
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "PRESS <ESC> TO EXIT 0
R <RETURN> TO RUN";: GET A$:
PRINT
IF A$ = CHR$ <27> THEN HOME
: END
HOME : GOTO 140
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Word Handler II and Screenwriter II
A Co01parative Review
by Ed Haymes

I

We all know the limitations of the Apple II in word processing.
The 40 column screen, the shift key that doesn't shift and so
on. The two programs under review here represent software
solutions to the limitations of the Apple. Both programs offer
lower case display and on-screen formatting without LC chips
or 80 column boards. They are both designed to operate
successfully on the "minimal" Apple with a single disk drive,
although both programs have capabilities that can only be
accessed with a two-drive system. It should also be noted that
both programs are available in their second major revision.
Word Handler II (Silicon Valley Systems) is perhaps the
easiest word processor to use on the market The boot brings
up a screen asking for data about the printer, but after this data
has been entered once, it no longer needs to be dealt with. The
second and all subsequent boots bring the user to the question
"Use 66-column display? Y/ N". Most users will want to use the
66 column display unless they are working with an exception·
ally bad monitor. The 40 column display breaks the lines and
indents the second halves. After answering this, the screen
changes to what will be the normal display: a separator line at
the bottom and a cursor asking for a command. A menu might
have been useful, but the most common command is simply
the name of a file. The word "Index" or a simple carriage return
will display the contents of the disk so that the user can choose
or refresh his memory about spelling or abbreviations. An
added feature is the use of short titles. The user can place a
semicolon after any part of a title and the remainder will be
displayed, but need not be entered to call up the file.
Most editing commands are CTRL plus a single letter. The
mnemonics are superior. I for insert D for delete. The cursor is
moved forward or backward through the file by using the
forward and back arrows. D( elete) or motion through the file
can be expanded by adding W(word), L(line) or P(page). The
computer stores the number of times a key is struck and
eventually carries out the number of commands entered,
although some are relatively slow. The back arrow can be used
to cancel a deletion before it . is completed. Any other key
completes it
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Insertion is fast and the text appears on the screen just as it
will appear on the page (with the exception of vertical spacing).
Justification is shown on the screen and it is possible to go
through a text and tighten it up by hyphenating words (soft
hyphens are not available).
Block moving is quite simple and the move buffer is emptied
after each write command, so there is no serious memory
problem. There are no macros and no user definable keys.
Macros can be simulated by typing an abbreviation into the text
and then using the Replace function. There is also no
convenient command telling the cursor to go to a specific
place in the text The forward/ back to (T) command can,
however, be used by homing in on a particularly unusual word
that occurs near where you want to work Moving to the end of
the text can be accomplished by typing an impossible se·
quence of letters and telling the computer to go forward to the
sequence. The program will search and then beep at the end of
the document complaining that it did not find the entered
string.
The formatting is handled by a special formatting menu,
reached from the file by CTRL·F. This menu is maintained for
each file and is easy to use. It allows starting the numbering at a
number higher than one, but not omitting the number from the
first page of a document (Numbering can be omitted entirely.)
Omission of the number from the first page can, however, be
accomplished by printing the first page without a number and
then returning to the edit mode to add numbering for a second
print run beginning with page 2. Only arabic numbering is
available. Headers and footers can be entered for left and right
pages separately.
Printing is very simple and has the flexibility to allow any
number of pages to be printed from a document The Epson
and Diablo drivers I have seen in action seem to work flawlessly.
The program will even print true superscripts and subscripts as
well as underlining on the Epson. No mean trick this. The only
drawback in printing is the necessity to push the space bar after
each page. This is a useful function for individual sheet feeding,
but one should be able to defeat it for continuous feed paper.

.,.

Screenwriter II is the much improved version of Superscribe
II from On-Line Systems. The original seemed to be full of
bugs, but the new one seems to have eliminated the most
serious of them and added very few new ones. The ease of use
of the new version is also a considerable improvement.; but it
still will take no prizes for user friendliness. The prime culprit is
perhaps the still somewhat dense documentation: One has to
read a great deal and experiment even more to find out that the
list of disk files can be called up from the line demanding an
output file (or the one demanding an input file) by simply typing
a 'c' «RETURN». If I had known this, itwould have saved me
much frustration.
The much-touted 70 column display is of little use in editing
a text It is possible to display the text being entered in any
format up to 70 columns (there are actually two fonts, a regular
40 column font and one designed for 70 columns) but the 70
column option does not display the lines, paragraphs and
pages as they will appear on the printed page. One .is thus
editing in the dark, just as with the more traditional Apple word
processors. The text is displayed as it will appear after it has
been formatted by the RUNOFF program, but any formatting
errors found · here can only be corrected by a return to the
EDITOR program. This is a time-consuming process.
Insertion of text is easy. The screen display falls behind very
quickly if one inserts text while pushing a screen of display
ahead. Word Handler II gets around this problem by blanking
out the screen from the insertion point on. Screenwriter II
allows one to overcome this problem by scrolling the cursor
down to the last line of the screen.
Editing commands are fairly standard, but the mnemonics
are no match for those in Word Handler IL CTRL-A moves the
cursor down a line. CTRL-Z moves the cursor to the next
space. CTRL-P advances the cursor a screen "page". The shift
key reverses all of these functions. Delete is limited to character
and to the line following the cursor. Block movements are easy
and the block buffer is not erased when printed out, allowing
one to repeat a piece of text several times in different places in
the document Macros (strings to be inserted by a single
character) are possible, but they must be called up by a single
keystroke, meaning that one must sacrifice a character or a
control function (almost all of the letters of the alphabet are
occupied by commands). Any character can by replaced by
any other character or by an ASCII number through the replace
command, Formatting and such functions as underlining are
managed by imbedded commands.
The formatter-printer program must be booted separately if
one does not have a RAM card. Once inside this program one
has a menu of possibilities and well-worked out "pages" to deal
with different aspects of the process. The most complex of the
"pages" is the one dealing with the printer. If one follows the
instructions in the new, much improved manual, this should
not prove much of a problem for the more popular printers:
The printer format is saved so that it does not have to be carried
out each time. There is also an "Edit Format" page that allows
setting many of the formatting functions that were covered by
imbedded commands in the editor. It is not entirely clear which
group of commands has precedence. The ambiguous use of
the word "Title" here can lead to misunderstandings.
The next stage in the printing process is the djsplay of the
formatted text At this point one invariably sees a problem that
must be remedied by a return to the editor. The RAM card
version makes this much faster, but it still does not match the
ease of Word Handler II in this respect The last operation is the

printing itself. It is impossibie to print specific pages of a
document, although one can instruct the program to stop at
the end of each page.
In short Word handler II lacks macros and the character
replace function that allows one to call up ASCII numbers that
are not on the Apple keyboard. This latter function is necessary
if one wishes to make use of the special foreign language fonts
available on many printers including the Epson. It also lacks the
ability to change format within a document Indented para:
graphs, for example, must be faked with carriage returns and
tabs.
Screenwriter II lacks true on-screen formatting in the edit
mode. It lacks the ability to print specific pages of a text, and the
necessity to go back and forth between editor and formatter
programs for minor corrections is a nuisance.
Both programs save the text to disk as they work Word
Handler II stops completely to save, while Screenwriter II may
lose a few characters in the process, although I have had no
problem there. I did once lose a whole editing session when the
Screenwriter save function overwrote the output ·file. Since
then, I have kept my files short to prevent such disasters. "this
problem must have been foreseen by the programmers, since
they have a special error message to inform the user that his
program has just eaten the text This problem can be avoided
by keeping the output file and the save file on different disks,
but this is not possible on the "minimal" Apple for which this
program was ostensibly designed.
Both systems support the hardware shift key modification,
although only the Screenwriter II documentation tells you how
to do it It is well worth the trouble.
•

SOFTWARE
AUTHORS
l

Phoenix Software is looking for state-of-theart software for Apple, Atari, and IBM-PC. We
can offer you top royalties, professional
support and expert marketing and distribution.
We also provide sophisticated copy
protection. Call or write today.

PHOENIX SOFTWARE, INC.
64 Lake Zurich Dr. I Lake Zurich, IL 60047
1-(312) 438-4850
June 1983
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B~rning

EPROMs

for the Apple II
and the Franklin Ace
by Neil D. Lipson, P.E.

O

ne of them. o.s t fascinating areas of
computers is the use of EPROMs.
First, though, let's cover a few basic
concepts and define a few terms relevant
to this.
A computer's memory chips can be
divided into two kinds: those in which the
information stored there is changeable at
any time during the course of program
execution, and those in which informa·
ti on cannot · be immediately changed.
The changeable type is called RAM, for
Random Access Memory; these are the
ones that "forget" when the power is shut
off. The noncchcingeable kind is called
ROM, for Read-Only Memory; these are
·
the ones that "remember".
Read-Only Memory chips, in turn,
come with varying degrees of perma·
nence. There are ROMS imbedded with
memory patterns in manufacturing pro·
cess, which you'll change only with a
hammer, converting them to junk Now,
that's permanent! Then there are
PROMS, or Programmable Read-Only
Memory chips, which can have a pattern
"burned" into them, once, after which
they are permanent
The EPROM is next EPROM stands for
Eraseable Programmable Read Only
Memol)r. It oiffers from a PROM in that it
can be erased, by exposure to ultraviolet
light A sub-type is the EEPROM, which is
electrically erasable. That me!'lns you can
revise the memory pattern stored on
such a chip, but the computer will think
it's permanent
·
EPROMs come in many sizes, but we'll
consider here only the models numbered
270~ 2716, 2516, 2532, 2732, 281~
2816 and the 68764. These numbers
may seem ~trange to most of you, but
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notice that the last two digits indicate the
number of bits, or approximate number
of bits, of the EPROM. Thus a 2716 would
be a 16K·bit EPROM. Because there are
eight bits to a byte, the 2716 holds 2048
bytes, but it is commonly called a "16K
EPROM".
Yes, But What Do They Do?

You can use EPROMs to replace your
existing ROMs in the Apple (with a small
wiring change), or EPROMs in the Franklin Ace with no wiring change. If you want,
you can put a 2732 (double· size) in there
and "switch" the EPROM from one side
to another. This means you could put
BASIC on one side of the EPROM, and
Pac-Man or something else (Integer,·
Pascal, Custom routine) on the other
side. Here's where it gets interesting.
You could replace the ROMs in the
Apple II with 2732' s, and put the new
Apple / / e software on one:side and the
regular language on the other. This
should allow you to run some of the / / e
software on the old II Plus. Of course,
where there are hardware differences, it
will not act the same, but in many cases, it
will.
.
The same thing applies to the Franklin
Ace 1000. You could take the Apple
monitor and Applesoft routines from
$0000 to $FFFF and burn them and
place them in the Franklin Ace 1000. You
would gain a few features and lose a few,
though. For example, .on many of the
Franklin Ace 1000 machines, there is the
space on tne circuit board for the cassette
routines. However, the Franklin Ace
monitor does not utilize them. With the
Apple routines, it will work However, you
will lose the lower case ability of the
Franklin. It is funny, but the machine will
come up and say "Apple II" on the

Franklin when you turn it on. It probably is
not very funny to Apple Computer, which
has a law suit against Franklin. We could
even have some fun, like putting our
name where "Franklin Ace" appears.
What else could we do? Well, it turns
out that there are quite a few bugs in
Applesoft that We can now fix, and then
re· burn the EPROM. The drawback to this
is that some commercial software uses
the 'bugged" memory sections, and will
be flummoxed by the corrections. That,
by the way, is why Apple didn't correct the
bugs in the / / e; they wqnted to retain
compatibility, even if imperfect
Let rne say right now that any mod·
ification will void . the warranties of the
computer, so wait until the warranty is up
before altering your machine.
.
There are many other uses. For exam·
pie, there are many fonts availa_ble for the
Yidex Videoterm. You can burn them,
and place them in the spare socket You
can even put in a third font, and by using
the switching technique, pick the font you
want The method t6 switch an EPROM
will be described lciter. It is even possible
to use a 68764, which is a 64K EPROM,
and put four sets on one chip. This could
give us a total of five fonts on one
Yideoterm caret
This approach can be used on any·
thing that uses EPROMS. This applies to
printers, computers, peripheral cards, or
anything yoµ like. Wherever there is an
EPROM, you can change it, or add to it If
yoµ wanted a dual character set for your
computer, you could replace the 2716 in
the computer with a 2732, and burn in
the other character set, even Hebrew if
you like.
Most of the graphics ROMs in many of
the printers are EPROMs. When these

companies update the graphics, they
simply are revising the EPROMs with the
new material. If a friend has another type
of computer and wants an EPROM for
himself, you can burn it on the Apple or
Franklin and give it to him with no
problems. The uses and applications are
endless.
You Can Do it Yourself

The good news is that you can " burn"
your own custom EPROM chips, using
your Apple and a peripheral card. We will
discuss the use of the Apparat EPROM
burner for the Apple, the Mountain Computer ROM PLUS card, and the Ultraviolet Products DE-4 EPROM Eraser.
Most of this is made possible by the use
of the Apparat PROM Blaster. It is priced
at about $100. There are, of course, other
EPROM burners, but very few, if any are
as inexpensive as the Apparat (most cost
over $200). It comes with personality
modules for the following: 2708, 2716 - 3
voltage, 2716 - single voltage, 2732,
2532, 2732a - 21 V, and MC 68764.
Here is a list of operations which the
Apparat can do:
1. Erase EEPROM (electrically erased
EPROMs)
2. Verify PROM is erased
3. Read PROMs
4. Fully or partially copy PROMs
5. Fully or partially program PROMs
6. Verify programming is correct
7. Load or save PROM data to disk
8. Program directly from computer
mem ory
9. Examine and/ or edit working
memory
10. Preset working memory with any
byte or sequence of bytes
Apparat recommends that you do not
change the EPROM or the personality
module with the power on, but some do,
and get away with it To be safe, turn off
the computer. You must first select the
slot and type of chip, and once this is
done, the rest is easy. First, read the
EPROM you want to copy, and save to
disk, put in a blank EPROM and burn it
The process of burning an EPROM takes
a few minutes, and verifies instantly. To
make sure everything is correct do the
following: read the EPROM, save it and
then load it back into the memory array,
and verify it against the EPROM. This
guarantees the saved information is
perfect The EPROM will get slightly warm
during the burning stage, but this is
normal.
The Apparat has an editor, so you can
even make changes to the data if you
want Every time you reboot the software

-

(which is every time you remove the
EPROM), you must set the slot and type. If
you forget to do this, you will read
whatever is in Slot 7, whether good or
bad. The card will even try to "burn" an
EPROM in Slot 7, even though it is not
there. This is one of the faults of the
software, so you must stay on your toes
when using this card. Be extra careful
with EEPROMS, as if you press the wrong
key, you will erase them, and then you'll
really be in trouble. I prefer the regular
EPROMs, and they are less expensive.
You can put the data on the disk in any
fashion you want For example, if you
want to save the F8 ROM from the
computer, you type

BSAVE ROM,A$F800,L2048
However, most of the time you have to
read the EPROM first If you have a
problem it is probably one of these four
items:
1. Card in wrong slot
2. PROM in socket backwards
3. Wrong personality module or
inserted backwards
4. Try erasing for a longer period of
time
The program runs very smoothly, and
checks the EPROM before you burn it
Once it burns it, it then checks it for
verification. I will not detail the EPROM
editor, but it is very easy to use, similar to
GDSJ (General Disk Utility) in nature.

Documentation/ Problems
The documentation is complete and
even has a parts list Because the product
is so cheaply priced, they include com·
plete schematics, parts list, diagrams and
everything. It would not be any cheaper to
build it yourself, and they know it, so they
give you this information. You have to
admire a company that prices their pro·
ducts this way!
I had one very small complaint with the
software. If you don't remember to pick:
the correct slot, the program operates as
though everything is fine, but it isn't I
would recommend to Apparat to put in
some type of slot search and automa·
tically select the slot This will eliminate
any problems. I have made this mistake
many times, so it is worth mentionin~J.
You will also just have to remember
to select the EPROM type.
One mistake that I also made, which
borders on stupidity, is that I inserted the
EPROM into the socket with the lever
closed. Yes it can be done. Look into the
socket (they use zero insertion force
sockets with a lever to open and close)
before you insert the EPROM.

The EPROM is very sensitive to static
electricity, so take precautions in hand·
ling these chips, and keep them in static
foam when not in use.
Erasures
To erase the EPROM, you must use an
EPROM eraser. It is the only source of
ultra violet strong enough to accomplish
the task I thought that if you put the chip
in the sun for a day, it would do the job.
Well, some friends of mine tried that Not
only did nothing get erased, but the
EPROM even verified perfect So much
for the sun.
The eraser I use is the Ultra-violet
Products, Inc. Model DE·4 EPROM
Eraser. The cost is about $70. This model
has some nice features; it will handle
eight EPROMs at one time, and com·
pletely eliminates UV contact with the
eyes. When the unit is new, the lamp is
much stronger, and for example after
500 hours of use, the intensity drops to
60% of new. The terminology for this is
lamp lumen depreciation, and this lamp
has a steep cu~e.
The manufacturer recommends certain
exposure times to erase their EPROM.
You take the required erase energy, such
as 10 W·Sec/ cm 2 , check the chart, and
erase for 29 minutes. The less you use
the unit, the longer the lamp will last, so
don't be hoggish. Most 2716 EPROMs
will erase in about 15 minutes or less.
Make sure, however, that you push the
drawer of the EPROM eraser all the way
in, or the EPROMs will not reach the light
source.
You could, if you wanted to, build your
own eraser. The GE germicidal lamp
G4T4/ 1 will work fine. Thelampsocketis
an Amphenol 77Ml P4 (4 pin) and the
ballast is a GE 89G435. While building
the device usually takes more time than
it's worth, some of you may want to take
this route. For goodness sakes, never
look into the UV source, or you could go
blind or crazy (I suspect this is how some
of my friends ended up).
The 2732 as two 2716's
Now let's look at the 2732 EPROM as a
replacement for two 2716' s. First burn
the 2732 (you must make sure it is a
2732 and not a 2532) with both programs
on one chip. The Apparat instructions tell
you how to do this. For example, suppose
we want to put two character fonts on the
spare socket in a Videx Videoterm card.
Well, I would load the first font into RAM,
load the second font immediately above
it, BSAVE the entire portion onto the disk,
and then use the Apparat accordingly.

You can then "switch" between one
side and the other. To switch the EPROM,
do the following. Take a 2732, erase it
completely and verify that it is erased.
Burn it as described, and then take pin 21
and bend it out about 90 degrees.
With proper grounds on yourself and
on the chip (or with a grounded soldering
iron), solder a pullout resister from the
bent out pin (21) to pin 24 (which is
normal, not bent out 90 degrees). The
pullout resistor can really be of any value
above 3K, but anything around 5K will do
fine (even 3 or 20 Kohms).
Run another wire from pin 21 through
an s.p.s.t toggle (on-off) switch to pin 12
which is also in the normal position (not
bent out). Remember that the only pin
bent out is pin 21. See Figure 1. Mount
the toggle switch securely, probably in a
small box outside the computer. Re·
member that the switch is connected to
the EPROM, not the printed circuit board;
these are delicate connections.

from Mountain Computer, Inc. This card
has been out for quite some time, but it
has tremendous potential. It has room on
the card for 6 EPROMs (27 16). However,
we can still use our trick with the 2732
and they all should work fine. This would
give 24K of EPROM on one card. You
would need a bank of 6 toggles to switch
accordinly. The card also has 4 TTL
inputs.
The ROMPlus card has 256 bytes of
RAM on board. 255 are available for use.
The RAM provides the ROM chips with
their own private storage area. This helps
minimize memory conflicts. The RAM
used is from $CFOO·$CFFE. I will not go
into detailed instruction of how to use the

ROMPlus card as the documentation is
quite good, and it uses simple commands.
You could even put programs on two
EPROMs and use them in sequence. This
is also described in the manual. On my
card I have EPROMs that contain a copy
program, Program Line Editor, Renum·
ber and Merge, Global Search and Re·
place, and a fancy catalog program. You
really could put in anything you want
Well, We've touched on a few of the
uses of EPROMs with ·the Apple and
Franklin. The ROMPlus card may not
work with some of the older Franklins
unless they have the "Control-Shift N"
feature, but this is the only limitation.
May you burn them well!

ti

s.p.s.t

12

2732
21

~I

24

Figure 1
You can then plug the EPROM into the
correct position, and switch to either side
as you wish. If you have any uncertainty
about this procedure, have someone
qualified do it for you. The Apple Orchard,
the !AC, or especially myself will not
be responsible for any problems. (Am en,
Brother! -PCW)

MULTI-TECH
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
82 - Second Avenue SE
New Brighton, MN 55112
(612) 631/3550

It is possible, of course, to do the same
thing with a 68764 (64K) which could put
four character fonts on one chip, but I do
not know the wiring changes. If I get this
information, and enough reader response
from this article, we'll update with a future
article to cover more of these tricks.
The ROMPlus Card
Another card which fits very nicely into
the scheme of things is the ROMPlus card

*Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Format-II, Enhanced Version. $150!
No other word
processing program
can compare in
power, ease of use
and value. Our new
Enhanced Version
retains all the
features of the
original Format-D

and adds more:
Copies of reviews available upon request.
Note: Format II-Enhanced Version supports Apple I le,

Apple II+ , and Franklin Computers. All popular 80 column
cards are supported including Apple Computer's 2 new 80
column text display cards, Videx, Smarterm, Visjon 80 and
Sup'R'Term, full View 80, Magnum 80.

Flexibility. Format-II, Enhanced
Version recognizes and supports all
features of Apple I l e, Apple II+ and
Franklin computers. All popular 80
column cards are supported.

htcreased storage. Up to 50 pages
of text can be stored on each disk.

Editor. Format-II, Enhanced Version
retains the same single keystroke editor.
No other editor is as fast or easy to learn.

What you see is what you get. Text
is displayed on the screen exactly as it
will print out- paragraphs, underlining,

justification , page breaks.

Standard Files. Text files are
standard DOS 3.3 and can be used

All printers are supported (including

with most popular spelling and
communications programs.

Mailing List/Database is built in; is
fast and extensive.

Hard Disks. Format-II, Enhanced

See your local dealer or order direct from
Kensington Microware, Ltd.
919 Third Avenue, New York City 10022.
(212) 486-7707 telex. 236200 KEN UR

Version is one of the few leading word
processors that can be placed onto hard
disk drives.
Format II and Format II- Enhanced Version are trademarks of
Kensington M icroware Ltd. Apple and the Apple logo are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Franklin/
Franklin Computer. Videx/ Videx Inc, Smarterm/ Advanced
Logic Systems, Vision SO/ Vista Computer, full View 80/ Bit 3
Corp., Magnum 80/Microtek.
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For Line Surge Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides essential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges
and spikes.
_j_
-.--~~..,..___

130
Volts

RMS

SYSTEM SAVER _ _ }
APPLE II

I

T

For Cooling
As soon as you move to 64K RAM
or 80 columns on your Apple II you
need SYSTEM SAVER.
Today's advanced peripheral
cards generate more heat. In addition, the cards block ahy natural air
flow through the Apple II creating
high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the
cards and the computer itself.

By connecting the Apple II
power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways: 1) Dangerous voltage spikes
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts
RMS/175 Volts de level. 2) High frequency noise is smoothed out before reaching the Apple II. A PI type
filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

SYSTEM SAVER provides correct cooling. An efficient, quiet fan
draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

Easy Installation

Compatible with Apple Stand

Just clips on.
No mounting or
hardware required.
Color matched
to Apple II.

For Operating Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER contains two

The heavy duty switch has a
pilot light to alert when system is
9n.You'll never use the Apple power
switch again!

Suggested Retail
One Year Warranty

sa 99 5

Kensington Microware Ltd.
919 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 486-7707

WAI KENSINGTON
PATENT PENDING .

- -

I~ MICROWARE.

appla tach notas
PRICE $64.95
Postage and handling included.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

Cali fornia
Res idents add

6 -1/ 2 % Tax
($4.22)

Check/
D Master
D VISA
D Money
Order
Card
Make Check/ Money O rder payable to INTERNATI ONAL AP PLE CORE. Paym ent m ust
accompa ny order and must be in U.S. funds
and drawn on U.S. bank.

NOW Available direct from International Apple Core
or from your local Apple computer dealer
Dealer's inquiries: Phone (408) 727-7652

NAME _ _____________ _ _ __ _ __
ADDRESS_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

STATE _ __ ZIP_

_ _ _ __

Interbank No.

MAIL TO:
International Apple Core
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050

Charge Card No.

Credit Card Signature

Card Expi res
INTERNATIOllAL
APPL!! CORe

Sotne people drive
flne Gertnan tnachines to work.
Sotne people drive thetn once they arrive.
The tradition of high quality, high performance German
craftsmanship and engineering is legend. And while we most
often see that tradition in action on America's streets and
highways, it is in America's business offices that its future
holds the most promise.
The BASIS 108 is the proof.
This powerful small business computer passes higherpriced competitors with ease. Its dual
processors- for CP/M®and Apple II®
compatibility - open up the largest
library of microcomputer software
and plug-in peripherals available today
This unique combination also provides
compatibility with other popular languages, including
Pascal™ and LOGO:™
The detached keyboard is a work of art and practicality
Lightweight and low profile, it features a full one-meter cord
for comfortable operation on your desk- or your lap. There's
a full 128-key ASCII character set. Fifteen user-definable
function keys that can provide access to 60 distinct functions.
A nine-key cursor control block. And a convenient eighteenkey numeric pad. For special applications, you can also
custom map the keyboard with a simple exchange of ROMs.
And there's more. RGB and composite NTSC or PAL
video. Keyboard-selectable 80-or 40-column display

High resolution color graphics. Parallel and serial printer
interfaces. Easily accessible outboard 1/0 connectors. Six
Apple II-compatible card slots for peripherals expansion.
Even a two-inch alarm or music speaker.
The BASIS chassis is cast aluminum, eliminating heat
and RFI interference problems. And there's plenty of room
for internal expansion to include hard disk drives and
other peripherals.
The BASIS 108. Microcomputing's "Best Of Both Worlds'.'
German craftsmanship and American business savvy.
CP/M-based business computing and Apple II-based personal
computing. High performance and a surprisingly low cost.
The BASIS 108. A computing machine finely tuned to handle
the fast tracks of business today
Call your BASIS dealer for a test drive.

INCORPORATED
5435 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-5804 TWX: 910-598-4512

CP/M"' is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. Apple II"' is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Pascal'" is a trademark of the Regents of
the University of California at San Diego. LOGO'" is a trademark of Logo Computer Systems, Inc.
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It's the same old
~..-.....,.....ple II.

For years, people have been
trying to build a better Apple®II.
It finally happened.
Meet the Apple Ile, an
impressive new version of a
most impressive machine.
The "e" means enhanced.
Which means a bundle of new
features:
A standard memory of 64K
(versus 48K) that's easily

expandable. So you can create
fatter files and crunch larger
numbers of numbers.
A new, improved keyboard,
with a complete set of ASCII
standard characters. Plus full
cursor controls, programmable
function keys, and a rapid
auto-repeat feature built into
every key on the board.
Both upper and lower case

characters. (And if you want
to see more of them on the
screen at one time, a low cost
80-column text card is available.)
Improved peripheral ports.
Which make it a lot easier to
connect and disconnect game
controllers, printers and all
those other wonderful things
that go with an Apple Personal
Computer.

-
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-
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Excegt for the front;.·
· back and inside.

Self-diagnostics. That's a
. And bear in mind, th~'lfo, >...
still has all those other virtues''"
special feature that·makes it
easy to give your computer a . that made the Apple II sovery ~.
, popular. Including access to '
thorough check~up.
Plus an even more reliable
more accessories, peripheral
design. Achieved by reducing · devices and software than any
the number of componentsother personal computer you
which is to say, the number of can buy.
.
·'
··· So visit any of our over 1300 .
things that could go wrong.

COMPLETELY REDESIGNED.
NOW, THE GRAPPLER+.
The original Grappler was the first
graphics interface to give you hi-res
screen dumps from your keyboard.
The new Grappler+ with Dual Hi-Res
Graphics adds flexibility with a
side-by-side graphics printout of
page 1 and page 2.
The Grappler+ can now be used
with the Apple® Dot Matrix,
the Oki~ata 84, and is Apple Ill
compatible~ln addition, the IDS
Grappler+ is currently available
with color capability, including
color graphics screen dumps.

NOW AVAILABLE

THE BUFFERED

GRAPPLER+
The best of both worlds ... the
Buffered Grappler +
ACTUAL APPLE II PRINTOUT USING GRAPPLER AND EPSON MX100 .

With The

Grapp~!:t

• 16K of Buffer
• Expandable to 64K
• Interfaces with all popular dot
matrix printers
Make the most of your Apple and
printer, with the Grappler+ or the
Buffered Grappler+ .

UP TO 64K BUFFER OPTION
An optional Bufferboard can now
be added to all existing Grappler
and Grappler+ interfaces. See
your Apple Dealer for details.

•orange micro
-

•Requires addltlonal software driver.
••Requires graphics upgrade.

©Orange Micro, Inc. 1983

All of the popular Grappler+
features with the time-saving
benefits of a printer buffer.

CP/M Is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
Apple Is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

inc.

1400 N. Lakeview Ave.,
Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 Telex: 183511 CSMA
Foreign Dealer Inquiries Welcome

·~ ··
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If your printer uses your Apple®
more than you do,
you need The BufferboarQ.
If your Apple is locked into the "PRINT"
mode so much that you've taken up solitaire to kill the boredom, you need a
buffer. And if your computer is the Apple
II or III, the only buffer for you is The
Bufferboard. Expandable to 64K of storage, The Bufferboard stores an instantaneous bucketful of print data from your
computer. Then it feeds the data to your
printer at its own printing rate. Your Apple
is set free from driving your printer and is
ready for more data from you.

or expensive power supplies are needed
because The Bufferboard fits right into
your Apple-and docks onto your existing
printer interface. The result is convenient

and economical buffering of most popular printer interfaces, including the
Grappler+ rM interface, Epson interface,
and Apple printer interface. Thirty seconds and a single hook-up are all you need
to end the printer waiting game forever.

Take your existing interfaceand buffer it!
Only The Bufferboard has a simple
Interface-Docking System. No bulky boxes

Up to 20 letter-size pages
stored at a time.
The Bufferboard comes standard with
16K, and is expandable to 32K or 64K of
buffering capacity with the addition of

memory chips. This "bucket" will hold up
to 20 pages of a print job, allowing you
freedom to use your Apple.

The Bufferboard-designed
exclusively for the Apple Computer.
Specifications:
• Versions for Grappler + interface, Epson
interface, Apple interface, and other popular printer interfaces• 16K buffer standard
• Upgradeable to 32K or 64K • Automatic
memory configuration • Automatic self
test • Includes interface docking cable.
The Bufferboard is made by Orange
Micro, Inc.; the same people who brought
you the popular Grappler+ printer interface. Both the Grappler+ and The
Bufferboard are now available at your
local Apple dealer.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
Epson is a registered trademark of Epson America, Inc.

liorange ffii~ro
-3150 E. La Palma #G, Anaheim, CAinc.
92806
(714) 630-3620, TELEX: TX 183511 CSMA

For Apples and Printers
© Orange Micro, Inc. 1982

The Apple I I e
, User Group Conference
by Ransom S. Fields
Club Management SIG Chairman
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ore than 100 representatives from Apple User Groups
worldwide gathered in Santa Clara, California between
March4 and 7, 1983 fortheApple l le User Group Conference.
It was put together in less than two months by Apple Computer,
lnc.'s Personal Computer Systems Division (PCS) and the IAC.
Travel Incentives, Inc. did a great job in bringing the out-oftowners to us, and in the administrative work of mounting such
a conference. Harlan Felt, with help from Joe Budge and other
PCS people, and from the IAC's Ken Silverman, made the
arrangements and ran the show. Harlan and Joe occupy
pivotal positions; both are part of PCS, and both are IAC
officers.
Forthe record, you'll be happy to know that Apple Computer
Inc. now has the following divisions:
PCS - Personal Computer Systems: 11e and I I/.
POS - Personal Office Systems: LISA
APD - Accessory Products Division.
PSD - Peripheral Systems Division: disk drives.
MAC - whatever that means!
As a computer manufacturer, Apple is unique in that it has a
coterie of devotees, both individual and gathered into User
Groups, which were and are instrumental in the popularity of
the various Apple computers. It had been a long time since
Apple and the groups had come together in a formal way. That
lack of communication had caused some misconceptions
about users, particularly on the part of recently-added Apple
executives who had had no experience with a company that
had fans as opposed to mere customers. At the end of the
Conference, many people from Apple Computer, Inc. came
away with a revised opinion of what and who the User Groups
and the IAC are, and the Club representatives had their eyes
opened about Apple Computer as a first-class outfit We
present here some of the Conference highlights.
Friday, March 4. Apple hosted a "Welcome Cocktail Reception and Buffet". This was the first opportunity for Apple to
meet the various leaders, Board Members, Presidents, Vice
Presidents of more than 100 of the 400 Apple User Groups.
Informal chats with Apple people and with othe r club officers
were carried on with great gusto. Paraphrased comment from
all sides: "This is amazing!"
Saturday, March 5. This was the big day. Presentations by
lots of different Apple Computer people from 9 AM to 5 PM.
Although there was a power failure in the afternoon, the mental
electricity was flowing all day.

Miscellaneous tid-bits: out of $65 million spent for Research
and Development, LISA consumed $50 million. Current
production: an Apple computer is made every20 seconds, and
one Drive II is made every 12 seconds. If all the 800,000 Apples
sold were placed on top of each other, the pile would be 59
miles high. Steve Jobs has founded a program called "Kids
Can't Wait'' which will give away 1,000 11es to schools.
The name "Apple" was created while Steve Wozniak and
Steve Jobs were getting a business license for their new
company. They were sitting in the registry office, looking
through the book containing all the names of companies
which had preceded theirs. They found that their favorites had
already been taken. Jobs told Woz that they were going to have
a name before the office closed at5 PM. At4:59, they still hadn't
agreed on a name, and, because Jobs was on a fruit diet, and
was eating an apple, . . . the rest is history.
George Johnson(/I e Product Manager) acknowledged the
past; that the Apple II was a hard act to follow. The Apple II is
simplicity in design: one printed circuit board, one keyboard
and one power supply. In December 1982, the last month of its
production, 45,000 Apple lls were produced. There are more
than 100 different personal computers in the market today.
Low cost home computers (Atari, Texas Instruments, etc.)
when configured like an Apple I I e cost about the same. But
Apple leads. "There are more people doing more things in
more places with Apples than any other computer in the
world."
Peter Quinn(/I e Hardware Manager) gave us a close look at
the I I e, and some of the reasons why things are as they are.
The fundamental improvement is that 110 ICs on the motherboard were engineered down to 31 . Why? "Steve Jobs doesn't
like fans" (presumably the kind that rotate). Steve had a lot to
do with the design of the I I e. Note that the Apple II had a
Teletype keyboard, and that the I I e keyboard, while it looks like
the I11 keyboard, does in fact have a different layout The IIe
keyboard, as well as other features, were developed with both
in-house and user group input

Apples for markets outside the U.S. are designed to be bilingual, with a "hard" switch allowing the user to switch back
and forth between character sets and keyboard configurations.
Manuals and other supporting documentation are belng

We were welcomed by Paul Dali (PCS General Manager),
who set the tone by saying that "User Groups are important for
Apple Computer", and briefly described the I le ("e" for
"enhanced").
Phil Roybal (Manager, Communications, and Employee
Number 35) followed, with a recap of Apple's history and
progress as only he can do it Phil is no stranger to user groups
or the IAC, having been "present at the creation''. Samples:

In 1976 (7 years ago), the 6502 microprocessor was selling
for $25 while others were about 10 times more expensive.
From the standpoint of the two Steves at that time, the 6502
was a choice born of necce$$ity. On May 10, 1977 (6 years
ago), the first Apple II was delivered. The business market
demanded two things: Applesoft and Disk II, which saw the
light of day in 1978. VisiCalc was released in 1979, a nd hand-inhand (bit-by-bit) both the Apple and VisiCalc climbed the
ladder of success. In 1980, Apple went public. Meanwhile, the
Apple III, LISA, and the Ile were under development
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rewritten in more than 22 foreign languages. The "Dvorak"
keyboard will also be available in the future.
If you have a / / e and the 80·column card with 64K of
memory, you can exchange your "Rev. A" board for a "Rev. B"
board at your dealer. The" B" board has double Hi· Res and a 14
Mhz clock

Finally, the //e power supply switch (a notorious source of
problems on the Apple II) is being changed, although the / / e
draws half the power of the IL (Look, Steve, no fan!)
Walt Broedner (// e Logic Designer) added some history,
and told us of the design, including the Auxiliary Slot In 1978,
the / / e design (code names: Annie to Alice to Diana) was
started by Broedner and Woz to offset perceived competition
from Atari and Texas Instruments. When this competition did
not materialize, the // e project was shelved in favor of the Apple
/ / /. In December, 1980, the // e project was restarted, and the
decision was made to use" custom" !Cs for two logic sections:
the Memory Management Unit (MMU) and the Input/Output
Unit (IOU). These two ICs control virtually everything that
happens in the / / e.

The goal here was maximum compatibility with the II, which
overrode possible "improvements" and/ or "fixes'', depending
on how you look at it Since the // e contains more keys, a built·
in 80-column board capability, on-board diagnostics, and bank
switching while allowing 95% of the existing Apple software to
run, the task of programming the F8 ROM was challenging, to
say the least
One look at the / / e monitor ROM listing will show that
because space was so limited, there is more spaghetti than in a
beginner's BASIC program; so much for structured programming. Rest assured that the // e does work Just don't jump into
the diagnostics. A programmer's aside: The //e cursor keys
are converted to their ESC I, J, K, M sequence which are then
converted to the proper ESC A, B, C, D sequence. And so it
goes in Apple land.
Sue Berman (/ / e Marketing Product Manager) had just
begun to tell us what was done to bring the / / e to the world
when the lights went out: a power failure due to a storm. (Note:
PG&E fans should know that Santa Clara has a municipal
electric utility.) Sue, in true marketing tradition, tried to keep on
talking, but it became apparent to all that her description of the
many people and many skills used would have to wait After 1
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The Auxilary Slot, which has 60 pins instead of the 50 pins in
Slots 1 to 7, integrates the needs of the 80-column card. This
Slot is also used for testing the // e on the production line. The
/ / e is a more manufacturable unit than the IL
The / / e still does not generate true NTSC, for reasons of
compatibility. However, other companies will make boards for
the Auxilary Slot which generate true NTSC, RGB, and allow
expanded memory.
Rick Auricchio (/ / e Firmware Developer) began by saying
that in the "Disneyland of Computing", you play Galaxian to
94,000 points while working with "flash" and "Superman"
prototype machines (more code names) to develop the
software and firmware for the / / e.
This approach becomes understandable when you consider
that the //e F8 ROM (the monitor ROM) needed to be
compatible with the F8 ROM in the II. In other words, all of the
listed entry points (standard memory locations used by the
Applesoft interpreter, and also, by Assembly language pro·
grammers) needed to be the same.

1/2 hours or so, the current was restored to our part of Silicon
Valley . .. sometimes, known as Silly Putty Valley.
Marketing's outstanding achievement was that over 2,000
dealers worldwide actually had // es and the vendor support
program information ready for the customers on the announce·
ment date of January 19, 1983. This was acheived by putting
together a multi-disciplinary team; in other words, the power
was on in the Apple / / e marketing effort
Sue described the "Target Consumer'', i.e., who we are. Well·
educated 25-44 year old folks (predominantly males) with a
mean income of $41 ,000. 60% of us have never touched a
computer. 42% of us are in the business environment, 20% at
home, 17% in education, 8% in science, and last but not least,
11 % hobbyist All of these have helped or will help turn the
"Success into the Successor" by word·of·mouth advertising.
Jay Quimby (Apple Service) stated the policy: Apple
Computer Inc. "recognizes the importance of service and
support", which implies that local service should be "fast, with
quality repairs, and reasonable prices". To provide this, there
are three service levels: Level 1.at Apple dealers, Level 2 at six
(U.S.) regional support centers, and Level 3 at corporate
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power of the // e. These demo disks served as an introduction
to additional members of the Apple Computer family.
Martha Steffens (Publications Manager) proved that our
favorite computer company has come along way since the
days of the infamous Red Book Various / / e manuals were
discussed and should be available in your Club library. Martha
said her group is already working on Rev. D of the // e Owner's
Manual. Soon to be released are the SOS Reference Manual
and the / / / Device Driver Writer's Guide.

Apple's new policy is that only the Owner's Manual will be
shipped with the // e, with the Applesoft manuals and the
Reference manual available at additional cost to the purchaser.
Another cost reduction for the // e, but why have an Applesoft
manual around if you only use Pascal? or CP/ M?
Peggy Miller (Training) was up next. Some of us old-timers
remember when training consisted of reading the Red Book,
the AppleSoft reference manual and the DOS 3.2 manual
while developing computer programs. Well, megabucks of
sales certainly changed all that Now, there are Product
Training Paks, which cost about $40 and provide the user with
step-by-step tutorials for many of Apple's popular programs,
such as Applewriter II. Apple is planning to put the manuals on
diskettes using CAI techniques.

Apple has realized that "hackers" are a vanishing, or maybe
diminishing breed, and has started to offer computer literacy
packages to dealers, consultants, clubs, etc. These packages
include slides, audio cassettes, training materials and teachers'
guides at retail costs between $200 to $500.

headquarters. Apple also provides a 90-day warranty for new
// es and other new equipment, the "AppleCare" -carry-in
insurance - package, RCA "On-Site" service, and a 90-day
warranty on Apple software with updates for a period of six
months.
With these and other facts out of the way, questions and
comments from the participants were entertained. It seems
that service bulletins have the strange property of staying in the
Dealers' file cabinets and hardly ever seeing the light of day.
One astute club officer asked why the clubs' couldn't receive
the service bulletins for distribution to club members, and
growing even bolder, asked why the user groups are not
allowed to perform Level 1 service. Well ....
Another Apple representative (wearing a flak jacket) said
that service problems with Apple dealers should be addressed
to the Regional Service offices. There, appropriate steps would
be taken. He then recessed the Conference with a promise to
have further discussions on the service situation on Sunday which didn't happen.
What did happen Saturday evening was dinner in "Everybody's Favorite City" - not Cupertino, but San Francisco, where
we were wined and dined to hot Dixieland band music, and the
even, hotter LISA It was a "hands-on" session.
Sunday- March 6 . //e Hands-on Session. "Don't play with
the computers until we tell you; we'll shut off the power if we
have to." There we were in a sea of // es. Blinking cursors and
ringing bells played havoc with some of the participants' eyes
and ears. It seems that we just couldn't wait to play. Anyway,
there were some diskettes available which demonstrated the
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Peggy told a few anecdotes: one person when prompted to
"HIT ANY KEY" looked for the key marked "ANY". Another
person, when told that the disk drives are used to store
information, folded a piece of paper to the exact size of the disk
drive slot and put it into the drive. Computer literacy has a long
way to go!
Jim Hoyt (Technical Support), was the appropriate choice
to handle questions & answers. Samples:

Q: ls the Apple /// viable? A: Yes, Apple Computer Inc. will

continue to support it
Q: How does Apple support programmers? A: By licensing

programmers and providing a software developers technical
support hotline.
Q: How does Apple support customers? A: Apple has set up

(finally) a Customer Relations department to handle the over
10,000 letters per day. Hopefully, Apple Computer Inc. is no
longer the "black hole".
Ed Reutemann (PCS Marketing) provided the closing
comments, reminding us of the Apple Computer values, as
formulated by Phil Roybal.
1: Computers for people with users in mind.
2: Continuing innovations.
3: Have fun.
IAC Stuff

Many of the user group officials expressed their appreciation
to Apple Computer Inc. for presenting the// e and LISA. Also;
these officials were happy to have had the opportunity to get
together with the other club's active volunteers. The !AC has a
myriad of activities and functions going on; some of which are
only dimly perceived by the members of various clubs.

If your Club has public domain, debugged, documented
software, such material will also be considered by Dr. Charles
Smith, Software Chairman, for a future !AC Disk of the Month.
While the Directors of the !AC were having a closed Board
meeting, many of the user group officers got tog~ther to
discuss what was happening with their various clubs. The
exchange provided an insight into the prosp~cts, promises and
problems of both the large and small Apple computer clubs. It
became apparent that many of the clubs were " reinventing the
wheel". Over the next year, this writer and other !AC active
volunteers will be setting up a network for club information
exchange so that ideas and practices can be circulated to
interested user groups. If the !AC member ~lubs are better
managed, we all win!
Our heartfelt thanks go to Apple Computer Inc., and
particularly to the two Apple employees who also seive the
International Apple Core: Harlan Felt, IAC Vice President, and
Joe Budge, !AC Secretary.
All of us learned a lot, at a first-class event

•

Example: if you have a single side band (SSB) short-wave
receiver, you can find facts, tips and rumors on Sundays
starting at 9 AM PST ( 1700 GMT) at 14.329 MHz, and on
Saturdays at 9 AM at 7.230 or 7.260 MHz.
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Of Special Interest
The International Apple Core's
Speci~I Interest Groups (SIG's)
by Louis H. Milrad
Vice-President & SIG Co-ordinator

The mandate of the International Apple Core is twofold:
(i) the dissemination of useful and valuable information to
Apple owners and users, and

(ii) to act as a liaison among the Member Clubs comprising the
International Apple Core.
'
In furtherance of this mandate, the International Apple Core
has, upon request from Member Clubs, isolated specific areas
of interest and appoihted responsible individuals in charge of
Special Interest Grqups (SIG's). Although there is no required
organizational aspect pertaining to these Special Interest
Groups; they have been established in a variety of ways. F.o r
example, in the case of the HAM Special Interest Group, by
regular communication over the airwaves on Sunday evenings.
This has evolved as an ihformal and voluntary exchange of
information and the persons participating in this structure have
found the actual activity as a useful medium for public-domain
program exchanges.
In other instances, the Chairmen have acted as a repository
of information, compiling such information into regular mail·
ings and newsletters, to those persons interested in the
particular discipline.
Until recently, the Special Interest Groups have worked in an
ad hoc fashion. With a growing number of Apple Owners and
the increased membership in the International Apple Core, we
are endeavouring to increase the number of Special Interest
Groups and to explore new areas, concepts and approaches
such as the formation of specialized users· groups.
As an example of this, we have established a Games Users'
Group comprised of the counterpart Games SIG's of the
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Member Clubs or any individuals belonging to a member club
and having ah interest in this particular area. This SIG would in
effect be set up as a member club with particular stated goals
and would be registered as a member club with the !AC while at
the same time its mode of communication with the Officers
and Directors of the International Apple Core is through the
Chairman of such SIG overseeing its activities.
While at the present time we have some vacant SIG
Chair,m anships, we hope to fill such vacan cies and establish
S!Gs in other stated areas of interest It is to our Member Clubs
that we look for suggestions and guidance in addition to
enthusiastic volunteers to share the attendant workload of the
particular Special Interest Groups. For example, assistance is
needed to help co-ordinate activities, in the writing of articles
for Apple Orchard and for internally prepared newsletters of
the SIG, as well as compiling and distributing the articles. This
list goes on!
·
You are invited to participate, so please get involved by
contacting the designated SIG Chairman. Only through active
involvement and participation of Apple owners tan we endeav·
or to share our collective experiences,· knowledge and resources. If you are not already involved in our shared expertise
programs, become a catalyst and take the first step. ihe
information, expertise and resources are all there, so let's share
them!
If you are interested in volunteering your time to accept any
vacant chairmanship or the appointment of the position of
Chairman for any contemplated SIG's or to assist in any other
non-financially remunerative and time consuming pos ~ti on

where the rewards are few, please contact and include your
resume to:
Louis H. Milrad
Vice-President & SIG Co-ordinator
International Apple Core
15 Sydnor Road
Willowdale, Ontario
M2M 2Z9
Currently Established SIGs:
At the present time, we have 12 SIGs established in the
following areas:
Apple Ill
Cale (SuperCalc, Visicalc, Calcstar, etc.)
Computer Generated Art
Data Management
Dental
Education
Family
Farming
Games
Ham Radio
Investments
Telecommunications

SIGS Without Chairmen:
SIGs have previously existed in the following four areas for
which the International Apple Core is presently entertaining
applications for new Chairmen:
Handicapped
Legal
Medical
Languages
Contemplated SIGS:
We hope to establishing SIG's in the following six areas for
which we are seeking interested and dedicated volunteers for
the positions of Chairmen, Co-ordinators, overall volunteers
and participants:
Accounting
Business Applications
CPIM
Engineering
Graphics
Source

b. To maintain a list of software for the Apple /// for
distribution to other Apple / // owners to assist them in their
personal or business purchases.
c. To provide advice and guidance by way of articles directed
exclusively to Apple I11 owners.
d. To develop and exchange working Visicalc models.
SIG:

CALC

Chairman:
Address:

John C. Hunter
Compu-Point Incorporated
Suite 302, 515 Consumers Road
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, M2J 4Z2
Phone: (416) 494-6674

Stated Goals and Activities:
a. T 6 allow people who are presently interested in the" CALC"
forecasting type programs a medium by which an interaction of experiences and learning will occur.
b. To make " CALC" users aware of related software, hardware,
new products, and new found details and intricacies so that
they may fully utilize the power of the "CALC" package, and
what to expect in the future.
c. To allow a method by which resulting templates and ideas
constructed in one " CALC" package can be transferred to
another "CALC" package.
SIG:

COMPUTER GENERATED ART

Chairman:
Address:

Stephen W. Long
39 Scanboro Beach Blvd.
Toronto, Ontario,Canada,M4H 2W9
(416 )-694-8892

Phone:

Stated Goals and Activities:

a. The sharing of research and experimentation and exchange
of information regarding this relatively new phenomenon.
b. The defining of computer-based art activity as distinct from
computer and video graphics.
c. To establish formal working relationships with other artists
having interest in this particular discipline_
d. To share information in this field through newsletters,
telephone communications, seminars and conferences.
SIG:
DATA MANAGEMENT
Chairman:
Address:
Phone:

Present SIG Activities:
All of the present SIG' s, their stated goals and activities and
Chairmen are briefly described; should you require further
information or are interested in becoming actively involved in
these SIG' s, please contact the respective Chairmen directly.
SIG:

APPLE I I I

Chairman:
Address:

Don Norris
P. 0. Box 813
San Francisco, CA 94101 U.S.A
(415) 673-7635

Phone:

Stated Goals and Activities:

a. To encourage and assist in the development of local Apple
/ / / user groups with an emphasis on application ideas and
uses of available and new software.

Malcolm Slavin
10515 Tabor Street, No.1
Los Angeles, CA 90034 U.S.A
(213) 837-3741

Stated Goals and Activities:
a. To assemble and disseminate concepts used in file management systems or data base systems without regard to
any particular applications, profession or discipline.
b. Reviews of file management and data base systems.
c. The publishing of articles concerning general principles of
data base design and implementation and data management techniques (e.g. virtual processing).

d. Specific applications using existing and new data management techniques.
SIG:

DENTAL

Chairman:
Address:

Ellis (Skip) Neiburger
33263 No. Cove
Wildwood, IL 60030 U.S.A
(312) 223-5077

Phone:
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Stated Goals and Activities:

Stated Goals and Activities:

a. The identification of quality software for use in dental offices
on the Apple Computer.

a. To serve those groups of people who use their Apples for
entertainment, including ideas exchange through newslet·
ter on a regular basis and exchange of member-developed,
public-domain software.

b. The exchange of ideas and experiences among members of
the profession.
c. Assisting computer novices by providing advice and exper·
ience and implementation of a computer bulletin board as
well as software exchange of public-domain software.
SIG:
Chairman:
Address:
Phone:

EDUCATION

SIG:

HAM RADIO GROUP

Ted Perry
2331 Rainbow Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95821 U.S.A
(916) 485-1690

Chairman:
Address:

James E. Hassler
2203 Park Avenue
Orchard Valley
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82007 U.S.A
(307) 632-4934

Stated Goals and Activities:
a.

The Educational SIG has been mostly an information,
referral and reference source. Common questions covered
include assisting in the identification of preferred software
applications that cover a given subject; comparison of
projects being conducted in the classroom; consideration
of networking concepts for particular applications; discus·
sion of the ability to locate computer literacy curriculums
and how to fulfill a child's educational need with an Apple.

b. The group would continue as an information and referral
service in anticipation of developing a national network of
educators willing to help novices including the publication
of regular newsletters and a column in the Apple Orchard.

SIG:
Chairman:
Address:
Phone:

FAMILY
David Stern
6921 Old Stage Road
Rockville, MD 20852 U.S.A
(301) 881-2543

Stated Goals and Activities:
a.

To develop a newsletter and exchange member-develop·
ed software;
b. To participate in regional Applefests and encourage
member creativity and proficiency in basic, LOGO, ma·
chine language, graphics and to some extent games.
c.

To encourage "FAMILY' participation in the use and
application of the Apple Computer.

SIG:
Chairman:
Address:

Phone:

b. The development and exchange of public·domain games
discs with the ultimate goal being to reach the
individual through the games he plays and exchange of
information and evaluations on such games.

FARMING
Susie Allen
c/ o Farmplan Computer Systems Inc.
1055 Sunnyvale-Saratoga Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 U.S.A
(408) 746·0636

Stated Goals and Activities:
a. To explore and implement the use of the Apple Computer in
support of the farm community by the contribution of
articles to the Apple Orchard and other publications,
through the holding of conventions, conferences and
various seminars.
SIG:
GAMES
Chairman:
James Shook Eatherly
3342 18th Street N.W.
Address:
Washington, DC 20010 U.S.A
Phone:
(202) 232-6046
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Phone:

Stated Goals and Activites:

a. The HAM SIG is probably the most active and oldest SIG, and
was in fact established before the International Apple Core.
It meets every Sunday night at OlOOGMT on 14.329MHZ.
The Chairman acts as Net Control and since inception has
never missed a Sunday night The main goal of the HAM
SIG is to inform Hams and Short Wave Listeners of the latest
available software and peripherals for the Apple Computer
and to exchange information with others on the latest
software and hardware. To date more than six hundred
Hams with Apple Computers have checked onto the Net
(not including the number that merely listen).
SIG:

INVESTMENTS

Chairman:
Address:

John F. McMullen
P. 0. Box 230-Perry Street
Jefferson Valley, NY 10535 U.S.A
(914) 245-2734

Phone:

. Stated Goals and Activities:
a. The evaluation and review of business· related software and
exchange of information among members including publi·
cation of reviews in the Apple Orchard. Proliferation at a
geometric rate in areas such as time-sharing firms with
market prices, historic price and dividends, fundamental
data, commmodity history, etc. as well as evaluation of Dow
Jones Service indicators have been covered.
SIG:
Chairman:
Address:

Phone:

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Craig W. Vaughan
c/ o Software Sorcery, Inc.
Suite 400, 4927 Jones Branch Drive
McLean, Virginia 22102 U.S.A
(703) 471-0572
ABBS (703) 471-0610
Source ID · TCA099

Stated Goals and Activities:

a. To promote the interchange of information on telecom·
munications both between user groups and other interest·
ed parties and organizations. In the past have coordinated
efforts with the Standards Committee in development of
standards in the telecommunications area.
b. To promote the establishment of a proposed file exchange
standard for telecommunications.
c. To promote the use of the Apple Computer as a means for
telecommunications among the deaf.
d. In the past have worked with DCLDEAFNET.
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PRINT FRE( ED)

by Val J. Golding
·Editorial Associate

Making Points
Making Points
'Making Points
Making Points
M~ldng

Point is a descriptiv~ term which generally refers to the
measurement of the vertical component of a typeset character. For example, the text you are reading at this moment is
set in 9 1/2 point type. There are 12 points to a pica, and six
picas to an inch.

Our esteemed editor and close friend Peter Weiglin has
threatened us with extinction - a case in (of?) point - by
reducing, a point at a time, the size of the type in which our
name appears on the Apple Orchard masthead.
Peter made the point quite clear at the West Coast
Computer Faire by pointing out that our name had been
reducecl to 8 point size in the March issue. "Produce or be
pointed out," he boomed in his powerful manner.
Thus, after allowances for Peter's homespun-but sick sense
of humor, ancl his pointed remarks, we figured it was
pointless to procrastinate further and we should get down to
the business of writing a column.
Attempts at humor aside, the point is: The Apple community is changing its image rapidly. In 1978 and 1979, a
large majority of Apple users - and thus the image of the
user group - were hobbyists.
Today, hobbyist numbers have not changed substantially,
but the ratio of hobbyists to other users has undergone a
drastic revision. More Apple computers today are being sold
for business and educational users than any other single area.
The membership of Apple user groups, we believe, accurately reflects this change. Nowhere Was this attested to more
vehemently than by Dave Lingwood' s eloquent plea to Apple
Computer, Inc., at a recent Apple-IAC- //e getogether. .
Obviously, Apple Computer, Inc., is in step with the times.
First the Apple ///, then the recent introduction of the Apple
/ / e and Lisa, to be followed shortly by Macintosh.
We were faced with a decision when the /// became a
rea"lity. Should we (the IAC) support it? The answer to that one
was. easy. After all, if was an Apple, and it moreover could
·
emulate the Apple II.

Points

Now comes a situation not at all analogous: Lisa. Lisa not
only does not emulate the II or ///, it does not even share the
6502 microprocessor, relying instead on the 16-bit 68000.
But as evolutionary/ revolutionary as was the original Apple H
in hardware design arid innovation, Lisa plays second fiddle
to none in terms of its'software design ancl engineering. Truly
the fourth generation, Lisa will be the leader in her field for
many years to come, as was (and is) the Apple Hand its kin,
the Apple / / e.
If we are to support Lisa, then what form will that support
take? Certainly Lisa can run BASIC, arid other language;> as
well. But how many users - and remember, we are thinking
almost exclusively of the l::Jusiness community-will have an
interest in anything other than Apple's smooth and supersophisti<;:ated software, supplied with Lisa, plus the promise
of similar packages to be supplied by outside vendors~
This is all good wholesome food-for-thought, but let us first
answer the question of to support or not to support How can
we make this determination? Frankly, the thought scares us.
Remember, Lisa is a teh grand machine. Most of us wiU not
run out and buy one for the home, another for the office and a
third for a spare.
·
We think it behooves us to poll our members. If they could
afford it, woulq Lisa be a machine they would want to use. If
we were to publish Lisa-related material, how many Lisa users
would join our dubs, read our magazines?
These are just a couple of the questions that must be
asked, only the tip of the iceberg. Brainstorm it Get some
good questions going. Ask your members. Send the questions
to Peter to print; send him the answers, too.
"Get the point, Peter?"
"Got it. "

"Good."
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Converting Hex to Dec
by John B. Matthews, M.D.

The majority of this planet's natives are born with a
complement of ten fingers: five on each of two hands. This is
o~en cited as a reason for ,the popularity of the decimal (B(!se
10) numbering system. Computers have only two fingers and
count in binary (Base 2). Computer programmers find binary
digits hard to read and, since they seem to have sixteen fingers
anyway, the hexadecimal (Base 16) System is t1sed.

A complete discussion of these numbering systems and
their interconversion is beyond the scope of this article. The
principles involved are usually introduced at the junior high
school level. For a data processing oriented description see
Benice, Chapter Three, in the references.
The tedious process of converting hexadecimal and decimal
numbers is ideally handled by a computer and no less than
eight programs have appeared ori the Apple-Dayton Disk-ofthe-Month to perform the conversions. The trouble with these
is that they are written in BASIC and invariably run at
inconvenient locations in memory. The author inflicts yet
another Hex/Dec conversion program on the gentle reader
since this one is in machine language and can oe assembled to
run at some more convenient location in memory such as a
ROM or a DOS buffer.

0800
0800
0800
0803
0803
0024
0025
OOZF
003A
003C
0050
0054
OOF9
OOFA
OOFB
OOFC
OOFD
0200
E003
F940
FC22
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
z1
~2

23
24

'

The program listing was produced with the LISA V2.5
assembler. A few psuedo-opcocies may need to be changed to
work with other assemblers: EPZ is the same as EQ(J but forces
zero-page addressing; HEX is similar to DFB in standard MOS
syntcpc; ASC < delimited string> should assemble characters
with the high order bit set (i.e. negative ASCII) if output is to the
Apple screen. External references to routines in the Apple
rrionitor are more fully documented in the Apple II Reference
Manual.
This utility should help make the assortment of PEEKs,
POKEs, and CALLs in a program a bit less mysterious.
Happy programming!
References
BENICE, D., Introduction to Computers and Data Processing,
Prentice- Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970.
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1979.
WOZNIAK, S., "Binary-to-Decimal Shortcut", in CONTACT
section of Apple Orchard, Vol.1, No. 3, lnternatonal Apple
Corps, Daly City, Californaa, 1180.

HEX/DEC Conversion by John B ,
3/ZQ/80; I as t update 1/9/82

CH
CV
INDEX
TEXTPT
A1
MP

ML
LO BYTE
HI BYTE
DECO
LEC1
DEC2
BUF
BASIC2
PRYX
VTAB

ORG $803
OBJ $803
EPZ $24
EP Z $ 2 5
EPZ $2F
EPZ $ 3A
EPZ S3C
EPZ $ 5 0
EPZ $54
EPZ SF9
EPZ $FA
EPZ

; i f

Matthews ,

run

; cursor

; cursor
; to BUF

M,D ,

from

Applesoft

hor
v er

pas ,
pos

t _

; mu 11 ' p I : e r I r e s \, l t
; mul '. 1plicand

0

f

MUL

$ FB

i:;PZ

$FC

EPZ

$FD

EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU

$200
SE 00 3
SF 9 'l 0
SF C2 2

; keyb oa rd buffer
; BASIC w a rmst a rt
; o utput YY. as 'l hex
, v er t
t a b t 0 CV

digits

FC5 8·
FD6F
FDSE
FDDA
FDES
FDED
FFA7
FFC7
0803
OB03
0806
OB09
080B
OBOE
0811
OB111
0817
OB1A
0810
081F

o!izz
OSZS
OBZS
08ZB
OBZE
083i
083Z
OB311
OB37
OB3A
0830
OBllO
OBll3
0846
OBllB
OBllB
0811E
OB51
OSSll
OBS7
OSSA
08SB
0'.3E
OB61
0864
OB67
OB6A
086D
086E
OB71
0874
OB77
087A
087D
08BO
0883
0884
0887
OB89
088B
088C
088F
0891
0893
0896

HOME
GETLN
CROUT
PRBYT
PRHEXZ
COUT
GETNUM
ZMODE

EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU
EOV

$FD8E
SFDDA
$FDE5
$FDED
$FFA7
$fFt7

ENTRY

36
37

JSR
JSR
HEX
ASC

HOME
PRTEXT
8CBD
: ascii
" HEX/DEC -ONVERblON "

AO
AO
011
CS
AC
Cl!

3B

ASC

"BY J

39
CS
CS
CE
CZ
AO
AO

II 0

HEX BD8D
ENTER NUMBER TO BE"
ASC "

CF
CS
CS
A6
DZ
D3

11

ASC

ZS
26
Z7
28

Z9
30
3 1

3Z

$FC58

, home and clear scteen
; get.:?. line , n o prompt
; C L t p U t
( C ·- >
;output <,as hex to . . 255J
;outp ~t A as hex
CD . 1SJ
; output A as ascii
;get hex number
;set mode 0 tor GETNM

HD6F

33

20 SS
60
BC SD
AO CS
DB AF
CS C3
C3 CF
06 CS
D3 C9
CE AO
CZ D9
CA AE
CD C1
DI! CB
D7 D3
CD AE
AE
SD 8D
AO AO
CE DI!
DZ AO
DS CD
CS DZ
DI! CF
C2 CS
AO C3
CE D6
DZ D4
C4 AO
AO DO
CS D3
8D
BC D2
DI! DS
CE BE
AO DO
CS CS
CS CS
AO
CB CS
AO D7
D4 CB
All BB
D1 AO
CF AO
DS C9
cio
zo 60
SD 80
A3 AO
00
20 6F
86 ZF
C6 Z5
ZO ZZ
BA

zo

FC
09
CS
Cl!
AO
CE
DZ
CF

311
35

1

MATTHE\i/S,M .f' . "

" CONVERTED & PRESS "

CS
DZ
BB
DZ
C3
Cl!

113

HEX 8D
ASC "<RETURN> ;

D8
C9
AO
AO
DI!

114

ASC

II 2

FF S. CR

"HEX \i/ITH

PREECEED

$;

Q

TO GIJI T"

01

Dll
HEX

II 5

09

FD

46
117
llB
49
50
51

sz
FC

53
511

PROMPT

00
PRTEXT
HEX 8D8D
ASC "*
HEX 00
JSR GETLN
STX INDEX
DEC CV
JSR VTAB
TXA
JSR

;X

is
;stay

line length
on input line
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OB97
0899
0898
0890
08AO
08A2
08A4
08A6
OBAS
OBAB
OBAC
08AF
0882
OSBS
OBB6
0888
088A
O!!BD
OSBF
OBCl
08C3
OBC6
08C9
OSCA
OSCB
OSCC
OSCE
OBOO
0802
0804
0806
OBOB
0808
OBOE
08E1
08E4
0SE6
OBEB
OSEA
OBEC
OBED
OSFO
·oaF2
08F4
OBFS
08F7
OBF .9
OBFB
OBFO
OBFF
0901
0904
090~

09Q7
090A
090C
0900
090E
()90F
0910
0913
0911J
091S
0916
0917

69

as
AO
89
C9
FO
C9
DO
ZO

02
24
00
00 02
Dl
3A
.\4
3C
C7 FF

55
S6
57
58
S9
60
6 1
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

es
ZO
ZO
AO
00
A6
AS
20
AS
C9
90
ZO
AO
AD
00
38
A9
ES
B5
A9
ES
A6
20
4C
ZO
4C
AO

A7 FF
60 09
BO AO
3C
30
9D 09
30
80
Cl
60 09
BD AO

00
3C
3C
00
30
3C
90
84
SE
03
00
89 3C
B4 3D
A6 2F
CA
BD 00
C9 AD
FO 46
3B
E9 BO
BS 54
A9 00
BS SS
BS S2
BS 53
B9 56

16
77
78
79

so
B1

as so

Al
Al+l
PRDEC
Al+l
#SSO
PROMPT
PRTEXT
" =

HEX
SEC
LDA
SBC
STA
LDA
SBC
LDX
JSR
JMP
JSR

00

H

$

11

BASIC
DEC

#$00
Al
Al

; > 32767

form

;subtract

Al

;DOS hooks unchanged

INDEX

LOA
CMP
BEG
SEC
SBC
STA
LOA
STA
STA
STA
LOA
STA
INY
LOA
STA
TYA
FHA
TXA
FHA

8UF,X
#SAD
NEG

;start with

#$BO

;

ML

;init

0j

1 11
12
13
14
1s
16
17
1B

JSR

FLA
TAX
FLA
TAY
CLC

0

from

Al

LDX
DEX

NXTDIG

complement

llSOO

PRDEC
PROMPT
CROUT
JJ1P 8ASIC2
LDY #$00

STY

Z's

A1+1

92
93

104
10s
10 6
10 7
10 8
109
110
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LOX
LOA
JSR
LOA
CMP
BLT
JSR
ASC

i

;if not $ then decimal
; set hell mode
;skip the $ sign
;hell num to Al

STY Al+l

9q

1

09

00

lt$00

BUF, Y
tlSDl
BASIC
#$A4
DEC
ZMOOE

9 0
9 1

95
96
97
9B
99
100
101
102

CB
89 S6 09
BS 51
98
4B
BA
<i8
20 7F 09
6B
AA
68
AS
lB

68 Apple Orchard

7s

02

HEX

,advance CH to
; line length -+· 2

11

11

09
OB
FD
EO

#$02
CH

GETNUM
PRTEXT
ASC
= "

72
73
74

82
83
84
BS
86
87
BB
89

ADC
STA
LDY
LDA
CMP
BEG
CMP
ENE
JSR
INY
JSR
JSR

A 1.

II

0

last

digit

II

ML with digit

#$00

ML+l
MP+2
MP +3
F\i/R,Y
MP

;and MP with power

of

P\i/R, Y
MF+l
;save X & Y

MUL

;multiply ML by MP
;32 bit result in MP

ten

091S
091A
091C
091E
0920
0922
0924
092S
0926
092S
0928
092E
092F
0'?30
0932
093'1
0937
093A
0930
0940
09'11
0942
09'14
0946
0948
094A
094C
094E
0950
09S3
0956
0958
09SA
09SC
09SE
0960
0960
0960
0960
0960
0960
0960
0960
0961
0963
0964
0966
0968
096A
096C
096E
0970
0972
097S
0976
0978
097A
097B
0970
097E

AS
6S
S5
AS
6S
SS

SO
3C
3C
Sl
30
3D

cs
CA
10
20
AO
A4
00
A6
A'I
20
4C
20
AO
00
3S
A9
ES
8S
A9
ES
S5
A6
20
'IC
01
OA
64
ES
10

11 9
120
12 1

122
123
124

12S
12 6

cs

127

60 09
BD AO

128

3C
3D
40 F9
84 oa
60 09
BD AO

HEX

129

132
13 3
1 3 'I

NEC

136
13 7
13
14
1 'I
14
14
14

9
0
1
2
3

'I
1 'IS

146

147
1 'I 8

P\.IR

1 49
1s0
1s1

1S2
153
1s4
1s 5
1s6

3A

3B
00
3A
02
3B
3A
FD 06
20 ED FD
18
90 FO
AS 3B
48
AS 3A
'18
60

,
,

160

PRTEXT

161

162
16 3
164

177

HEX
LDX
LDY
JSR
JMP
JSR

00
Al

A1+1
PRYX
PROMPT
PRTE XT
·ASC
=
HEX 00
SEC
LDA 11$00
SBC Al
S'TA Al
LOA

H 00

SBC
STA
LDX
JSR
JMP
HEX
HEX
HEX
HEX
HEX

A1+1
Al+l

H

Al

PRDEC
HEX

0100
OAOO

6400
EBO 3
1027

; 1
; 10
;100

; 10 0 0
;10000

Print text starting after
JSR PRTEXT and ending tSOO
A & Y destroyed; X intact.

1s8
1s 9

165
166
16 7
168
169
170
1 71
172
173
1 7 'I
17S
176

NXTDIG
PRTEXT
ASC " = S

PRTEXT (relocatable>

1S7

68
8S
68
8S
AO
E6
DO
E6
Bl

;add to Al

; next power of t en
;next digit

II

138
00
3C
3C
00
30
30
3C
9D 09
28 09
00
00
00
03
27

MP
Al
Al
MP+l
A1+1
A1+1

11

13 0
13 1

13S

LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
INY
DEX
BPL
JSR

PRTEXT1

PRTEXT2

PRTEXT3

PLA
STA
FLA
STA
LDY
INC
BNE
1 NC
LDA
BEG
JSR
CLC
BCC
LDA
PHA
LDA
PHA
RTS

TEXTPT
TEXTPT+1
11$00
TEXTPT
PRTEXT2
TEXTPT+ 1
<TEXTPT>,Y
PRTEXT3
COUT
PRTEXT1
TEXTPT+l

;get return addr~ss
;as text pointer.

; O is

end o f

s tr i ng

;branch always
;restore return address

TEXTPT
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097F
097F
097F
097F
097F
0981
0983
09 8 4
0986
0987
09B9
09BB
09BO
09BF
0990
0992
099'l
0996
0997
0999
099A
099C
0990
0990
0990
0990
0990
099F
09Al
09A3
09A5
09A7
09A8
09AA
09AC
09AE
0980
0982
09B'l
0986
0988
09BA
09BC
0980
09BF
09CO
09C2
09C5
09C7
09CA
09CC
09CF
09DO

70

AO
A5
'lA
90
18
A2
BS
7S
95
EB
DO
A2
76
CA
10
BB
DO
60

86
B5
A9
85
85
FB
AO
06
26
AS
65

10
50

oc
FE
5'l
56
5'l
F7
03
50
FB
E5

F9
FA
00
FB
FC

10
F9
FA
FB
FB
as FB
A5 FC
65 FC
85 FC
26 FD
88
DO EB
DB
AS FD
20 E5 FD
AS FC
20 DA FD
A5 FB
20 DA FD
60

Apple Orchard

17 8
179
18 0
181
182
183
184
18 5
18 6
187
18 8
189
190
191
192
19 3
19 4
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
20 3
204
205
2·0 6
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
2 1q
21S
216
217
2 18
219
220
221
222
223
224
22S
226
227
228
229
230

'

MULTIPLY MP by ML and s a. v e in MP
a. f t er \Joznialc: Apple monitor

MUL
MULZ

MUL3

MUL4
MUL5

LDY
LOA
LSR
BCC
CLC
LOX
LDA
ADC
STA
lNX
BNE
LDX
ROR
DEX
BPL
DEY
BNE

ts 1 0

; indeH

for

1 6 bi ts

MP

MUL4
#HE
ML,X
ML+Z,X
ML,X

; SF E =

-2 in z-page,K
addressing mode

MUL3
IS 0 3
MP,X
MULS
MUL2

RTS

PRO EC
a f t er

PRDEC

PRDEC1

X=LO, A=HI
'vloznia.k a.ndothers
STX
STA
LDA
STA
STA
SEO
LOY
ASL
ROL
LOA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
ROL
DEY
BNE
CLO
LOA
JSR
LDA
JSR
LDA
JSR

LOBYTE
H l BYTE
#$00
DECO
DEC1
#$10
LOBYTE
HI BYTE
DECO
DECO
DECO
DECl
DE Cl
DECl
DEC2
PRDECl
DEC2
PRHEXZ
DEC 1
PRBYT
DECO
PRBYT

RTS

END

; 0

f

source

•

Braindusting With Pascal
by Max J. Nareff

A flashcard program is a familiar and adaptable educational
tool with a diversity of uses. In the present instance, its use as a
foreign language study aid is demonstrated.

approach. Each question is followed, after a brief and adjustable pause, by the answer. Any key will then display the next
randomly selected pair.

The basic unit consists of a two· field record of type string for
the question and answer pairs ( Q & A). The records in a lesson
are represented in an array from which each record can be read
in a random manner.

The program driver, FLIPNFLASH, uses two REPEAT loops.
The inner services the " A " mode. The outer, using the variable
"J", insures full loop access (i.e. J = SIZE).

Unit APPLESTUFF is required for the RANDOM function.
RANDOMIZE varies the sequence of numbers on successive
invocations of the program. One problem with RAN DOM is the
repetition of the numbers, particularly evident in short sequences. Unattacked, this causes recurrences of some or
many of Q & A pairs, to the exclusion of others. To obviate this,
some type of " filtering" process is required. An array of
Boolean type* is used and its values initialized as FALSE. A
generated number only becomes eligible for use in reading a
record from its array, if the Boolean array element contains the
FALSE value. Ex-#5 is generated. Boo! [5] := FALSE. #5
can be used as the element iri the record array to call up Card
[5] .Q and Card [5] .A. Once used, the Boo! [5] is changed to
TRUE, making it unavailable to any other #5 which might be
generated.
Set operations can also be used in securing non-repetition of
the random numbers.
The Q & A pairs are easily entered into an ordinary text file
using the Editor. No blank liries or header should be in the file.
The number of pairs must be carefully rioted. File under the
filename "LESSON". The number of records, 10 in this demo,
is entered in the constant SIZE and will serve as the range of the
array loops.

"LESSON.TEXT" must be on drive #5 or its location
changed in the program listing.
When the program is executed, two options are offered. "A"
mode, interactive, requires typing the correct answer. If incorrect, the prompt will recurr until the student scores or elects a
graceful exit. The second, " B" mode, presents a more passive

A small French vocabulary exercise appears below. Au
Revoir.

*

Boolean array as filtering device suggested by Steve Lloyd, San
Francisco Apple Core.

TO EAT
MANGER
TO SLEEP
DORMIR
TO SPEAK
PARLER
TO SELL
VEND RE
TO GO
ALLER
TO TAKE
PREN DRE
TO GIVE
DONNER
TO FORGET
OUBLIER
TO BUY
ACHETER
TO HEAR
ENTENDRE
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a.

QI

::r

o
(l

ro-

"Cl
"Cl

)>

-.J
l\J

2000=1.5 sec.*)
4000=2.7 SEC.*)

IF ( IORESULT = 0) THEN
BEGIN
Successful := TRUB;
GOTOXY (8,JO);
WRITELN (FileN~me,' being loa ded');
DELAY 12 000);
P/'.l.GE (Output)
3ND
ELSE

Successful := False;
RESET (F, FileName) ;

PROCEDURE GETFILE;
VAR
Error : S1'RING;
Successful : BOOLEAN: .
P·EGIN
REPEAT
PAGE (Output);
FileName := '#5:LESSON.TEXT'; (* Chan9e as req uired*)
(*$I-*)
(* Auto I /O check i ng off *I

I*
(*

(* EX.X=l000=0.9 sec.*l

________ j

IF (ModeSelect=CHR ( 27)) THEN
EXIT (PROGRAM)
ELSE
IF (ModeSelect='A') THEN
BEGIN
InteractMode := TRUE;
GETFILE;
WRITELN
('To continue>Type Ans: To stop<ESC >+< RET>');
WRITELN
(, ......... ... .. . ......................... , l ;
WRITELN;WRITELN
END
ELSE
BEGIN
GETFILE;
WRITELN
('To continue ( <ANYCHAR>}: :To stop (<ESC>} ');
WRITELN
(, . .. . ....... . ...... .. ...... . ............ . , l ;
WRITELN;WRITELN
END
END; (* START *)

PROCEDURE START;
BEGIN
InteractMode := FALSE;
WRITELN;WRITELN ('A Flashcard Progr am':29);
WRITELN;WRITELN ('Select from':26-);
WRITELN;WRITELN (' [A]: InterActive-user t y pes response');
WRITELN;WRITELN (' [B]: Passive- use r keys <ANYCHAR> next');
WRITELN ('
word.');
WRITELN;WRITE ('<A or B> to conti nue : :<ESC> to a bo r t ' ) ;
READ (KEYBOARD,ModeSelect);

IF (Ch=CHR(27)) THEN
EXIT (PROGRAM)
ELSE
PAGE (Output)
END (* Else*)
UNTIL Successful
END; (* GETFILE *)

BEGIN
Error := 'Error in FileName or disk drive';
WRITELN (CHR(7 ) ,CHR(7 ) ,CHR(7));
WR ITELN ('I/0 err code II ':~. 8,IORESULT);
WRITELN (Error:35);
(*$I+* )
WRITE
('Please correct.ANOTHER? < Ret>,Abort<esc> '~ ;
READ (KEYBOARD,Chl;

PROGRAM FLASHCARD

TEXT:
(* File ID *l
Rool
RNDFILTER;
Str
: STRING;
(* For answer inout *)
ModeSelect, Ch : CHAR;
FileName : STRING[23J;
Card
: BOOK;
(* The Flashcards *l
InteractMod e : BOOLEAN;

F

ARRAY [ l .. SIZE] of BOOLEAN;
RBCORD
0 : STRING f 151 ;
A : STRING fl5l
END;
ARRAY [l_•• SIZEl of WORDS;

PROCEDURE DELAY (X: INTEGER);
VAR
I : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I := l TO X DO
END;

VAR

~OOK

RNDFILTER
WORDS

TYPE

random function *l

of word pairs in lesson*)

<*

SIZE= 10;

CONST
jl

(* F o r

USES APPLESTUFF;

(* A l a nquaae learninq aid *)
?ROG RAM FLASHCARD;
(* l\ series of Enal ish wo rds ar·e "FLASHED" * \
(*The user has ~~o ootions,either t vpinq *) .
(* th e correct "foreign" word,or controlling *)
(* the screen response.
*)
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• Now you can use the new arcade-quality Atari®-compatible joysticks with your
Apple® II computer! (WICO® Command Control " pictured above.)
• No software drivers required. Works with all Apple® II games which use standard
or user-definable keyboard formats. (Not just a select few games, as with other
adapters.)
• Lightning-fast response as opposed to the sluggish play experienced with
resistance type joysticks (which plug into the game 1/0 port).
• Incredible action with such games as Taxman'" (trademark HAL Labs), Frogger™(trademark Sega Enterprises , Inc.), Apple Panic ™(trademark Broderbund
Software), and Gorgon ™(trademark Sirius Software, Inc.)
• Auto-repeat function , using either the joystick or keyboard.
• For REV. 4 and newer Apple® II and II Plus computers .
• Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back .
............. . .. . ... .. . $41.95
Arcade-dapter '"
Check, money order, VISA or MasterCard (provide card number, expiration date and signature).
Shipping/handling included (U.S. only). Ohio residents add 5% sales tax.
Atari® is a trademark of Atari, lnc. Apple® is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. WICO® and
Command Control '" are trademarks of WICO Corp.
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-From the IAC Office.

• •

Ken Silverman, Executive Director

The IAC has become involved in a sign ificant way with
providing IAC information for America's commun ities. Recently Apple Computer has put together a Community Affairs
Program. It is for small to medium-sized nonprofit, tax-exempt
community groups in wh ich Apple provides the tools needed
to better organize and use information critica l to effective
community work Networks are set up between cooperative
groups so information can be shared. This is accomplished by
connecting computers through the telephone system, which
brings to the groups the advantages of electronic mail,
teleconferencing, community bulletin boards, and public
information services.
Apple donates the computers to community groups who
qualify under the plan (more information can be obtai ned by
contacting Apple Computer, Inc., Community Affairs Program) , and other software and hardware manufactuers donate
useful related products to set up the networks.
The IAC involvement includes free Apple Orchard subscriptions, back issues for their reference library, and the help of a
loca l IAC club. The help of a club can be sign ificant in getting
the most out of the equipment and software donated. Apple
clubs are a great resource of information that can be helpful on
an ongoing basis.
If you as an individual wish to help your community by
donating some of your time in answering question s, please
drop us a line at the IAC office. When a gra nt is established in
you r area, we wi ll contact you.

Available from the /AC:
Apple I I I Software

Apple Orchard Back Issues

Apple-CON ( verter)
from Apple Computer, Inc.
Converts Applesoft programs to

$ 10.00
DOS to SOS Converter ... 10.00
File Cabinet I I I .......... 10.00
Business BASIC •••••••••••

Apple ] l Software
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00

Pascal Attach-BIOS disk ...
Hi-Res Games (9 on disk) ••.
Applesoft Tutorial ........
Educational Disk .•.......

Vol. 1
Vol2
Vol2
Vol2
Vol3
Vol3
Vol3
Vol3
Vol3
Vol3
Vol4
Vol4
Vol4

No. 1
No. 1
No.2
No. 4
No. 1
No.2
No.3
No. 4
No. 4
No. 5
No. 1
No. 2
No.3

.. . . . . . . .. . .
. . ..... . . .. .
.... . . .. .. . .
. . . .... . . . ..
... .. . ... .. .
. . . . .... . . . .
. . . . ... .. . . .
... .... . . . ..
. . . ..... . . . .
....... . ... .
. .. . ..... . ..
.. ...... ... .
. . . . . .. . . . . .

California residents add 60 % sales tax.

International Apple Core

908 George Street

Santa Clara, CA 95050

Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery
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$2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

fOl'biddE:ll fl'llil
NEW PRODUCTS FOR THE APPLE

Edited by
Mark L. Crosby

Producers of products for the Apple line
of computers should send news releases
two months in advance to:

Follow-{Jp

NEW PRODUCTS EDITOR

Apple Orchard
908 George St.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
The IAC cannot be held responsible for
claims made by manufacturers.

Contents:
HARDWARE
Input/ Output
Memory
Printers
Miscellaneous
SOFTWARE
Business (General)
Communications
Educational
Financial
Games/Simulations
Graphics
Languages (Programming)
Music
Personal
Utilities
Word Processing
BOOKS/CATALOGS
MISCELLANEOUS

We pass along the information that System
Fabricators in Hermosa Beach, CA, mentioned in our March issue, is not responding
to inquiries; their phone has been discon·
nected.
Control Data Corp. reports that 800-233·
3784 (Calif. 800-233-3785) are better
numbers at which to reach them than the
Minneapolis telephone number on some of
their stationery.
Statpro, a 26-diskette statistics/ data base/ graphics package mentioned in March, was
published by Blue Lakes Software. Change:
new publisher (price $1 ,995) is Wadsworth
Electronic Publishing Co., Statler Office
Bldg. 20 Park Plaza, Boston, Ma 02116.
(800) 322-2208 or (617) 423-0420.

keyboard, even back where it usually sits. It
plugs in with no soldering - $79.95 plus
$3.00 for shipping.
Accessory Ill
225 So. Rio Vista #54
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-1583

Smart-CAT modem offers a maximum of
features in a minimum of space. The 103
Smart-CAT is 300 baud; full duplex while
the 103/ 212 Smart-CAT operates at300 or
1200 baud, full duplex. Suggested retail
price for the 103 Smart-CAT is $249.00 and
for the 103/ 212 model $595.00. Features
that Novation has incorporated into the
smart modems include a built-in dialer
(Touch Tone or rotary), auto answer, direct
connect, analog and digital loopback testing, and an extensive software command
set The units also have a busy detect
capability that allows the modem to be
programmed to redial.
Novation

HARDWARE

Input/ Output
Key III is a detachable keyboard conversion
kit for your Apple // / computer. The kit
consists of a bottom keyboard cover (your
existing keyboard cover serves as the top),
extension cable, and vent cover. It also
comes with easy to follow installation instructions. The 28-inch extension cables
allow for convenient placement of the

A new, 300 baud, direct connect, auto
answer/ originate modem approximately
one-fifth the size of conventional units has
been introduced by Novation. Called the JCAT, the modem uses LSI technology. The
5-inch x 1.9-inch x 1.3-inch dimensions
allow the modem to be placed virtually
anywhere. It plugs into any modular RJl 1 C
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phone jack. It automatically switches into
the right mode (answer/ originate) . LED' s
show you status; and audio " beeps" tell
when you reach a busy signal, detect a
carrier or get a dial tone. Other features
include a disconnect/ test key, connect/break
key, self-test, low power and compatibility
with EIA-RS232C.
Novation
18664 Oxnard Street
Tarzana, CA 91356
(800) 423-5419; (213) 996-5060

Voice Input Module for the Apple II features
near perfect recognition - 98% plus. No
application programming necessary. Un-

limited vocabulary using eighty word/ phrase
subsets. Recognizes anybody's voice easily.
Multi-lingual recognition. Allows simultaneous input of voice and keyboard. Includes a
16 channel audio spectrum analyzer, 6803
high speed microcomputer, 8K bytes of
RAM, 4K bytes of ROM. Voice utility diskette
includes vocabulary builder/ editor, recognition software, prompting vocabulary trainer,
Vocabulary Tester, four vocabulary files to
allow immediate usage (Alphadigits, Blackjack, Magic Window and Apple Pie), microphone, User's Manual and all necessary
cables and connectors - $825.00
Voice Machine Communications, Inc.
10522 Covington Circle
Villa Park, CA 92667
(714) 639-6150

Multiport Smartbuffer enhances systems
with several computers and printers. It can

No matter how accurate or well designed your software is .. • it is
judged by how it looks.
Introducing Programmer's Power Tools II and///.
Take advantage of machine-language speed in your Applesoft®
programs. Expand your BASIC®. Commands like:
• Sort a string array • Search a string array • Cut garbage collection
time by 90%. •Format numeric output• Pack numbers• Read
anything from a disk• Utilize a machine language input routine whidi will
help you "rival the masters."
For the Apple ///? Get PPT ///, it does for your Business BASIC® what PPT
II does for Applesoft® . Like: Sort, Search, Format, Convert and more.
PPT II and/// offer your programs speed and power. More than ever
before. Available for just ~59.95 for PPT II and $79.95 for PPT ///,at your
computer store or order direct from:
VISA MasterCard.

support up to 4 inputs (computers, modems,
etc.) and 4 outputs (printers, plotters, modems,etc.) at the same time. Several computers can rapidly transmit data to shared
outputs, usually printers, simultaneously.
Expandable memory up to 256K. The
appropriate output device is selected by
switch or by software steering. Smartbuffer
can also perform code conversions, and is
user programmable. Available in parallel,
serial, or with both in up to 8 channels.
Data-Match Corp.
3810 Oakcliff Industrial Court
Doraville, GA 30340
(404) 441 -0408

Now you can install this externally accessible game port with expansion for Apple II
computers. The Proline X-10 simply plugs
into the game 1/0 port An external cable
and printed circuit board runs outside and
sticks onto the side of your Apple. No more
will the plug suffer bent pins or other
physical damage as you insert or remove
game controllers. An expansion socket
accepts standard game controllers for simultaneous use. Convenient external sockets have all pin-outs present Effectively
increases game controller cable length by
two feet - $19.95 plus $1.00 handling.
Pro Line Electronics
Box 735
Higginsville, MO 64037

The ANSWER is a low cost device that
enables the use of any 300 baud manual
modem in the auto-answer mode. Answers
incoming calls after the selected number of
rings, maintains the connection as long as
the calling modem is present on on the line,
and terminates the call when digital communication is complete. It allows normal
telephone operation for either acoustic or
direct connect configurations. Features an
internal ring indicator that beeps for incoming calls and a light emitting diode for
instant visual confirmation of digital communications. Talk/ Data switch allows
manual control of the unit FCC registered.
All necessary components for installation
with any 300 baud modem or computer are
included - $69.95 plus $2.00 handling and
shipping. In quantities of 10 or more the
units are $59.95 each.
Conestoga Data, Inc.
8403 121 st Place North
Largo, FL 33543
(813) 531-8517

CE SOFTWARE/ 801-73rd /
Des Moines, IA/ 50315
(515) 224-1992

Both PPT II and PPT /// ore sold on unprotected diskettes and con be included in your awn
programs. (Programs using PPT that ore to be sold nationwide may require registration and
payment of a token licensing fee.)
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Graymatter, the flexible 5%-inch Winchester disk mass storage system for microcomputers, now introduces the first selectable off-line/ real-time tape back-up option.
The system offers users ten megabytes of
storage on an economical Phillips Data
Cartridge which can be utilized either simul-

MAKES BACK-UP COPIES OF PROTECTED SOFTWARE
QUICKLY, EASILY, WIT~ JUST A PUSH OF A BUTTON.
New software locking schemes have rendered even the latest generation of
copy programs virtually unusable. Locksmith TM, Nibbles Away™ and other
"Nibble copi~rs" require complicated parameter settings, much patience and
great effort to use. More often than not, the results are disappointing. WILDCARD is different. Rather than copying disks track by track, WILDCARD
ignores the disk and any copy protection encrypted on it. Instead, WILDCARD
takes a snapshot of memory in your Apple® 11.
Now you can make back-up copies
of protected software with
the push of a button.
FEATURES
o Hardware copying device ...
push button operation.
o Copies 48K memory resident
software, most 64K software.
o No programming experience or
parameters necessary.
o Backs up DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3
disks.
o Creates DOS 3.3 unprotected
and autobooting disks.
o WILDCARD lives in any slot.
Undetectable by software.
o Produces autobooting disk in
2 minutes.
o Copies are DOS 3.3 compatible.
o Copies become accessible for
alterations.
o Simple, easy-to-use software
included.
Software is not copy protected.
System requirements: Apple II
Plus with 64K and DOS 3.3 or
Apple /le. Franklin Ace also
supported.
*Wildcard does not operate with
CP/ M ® or other microprocessor
based software.

WI LDCARD Utility Disk 1 al so incl uded, featuring:
o Automatic program compression and BRUN file maker.
o Multiple programs can be
placed on the same disk.
o Recreates basic files to load and
save.
o Files can be placed on a hard
disk ... and more.

WILDCARD
$139.95
Order direct from East Side Software Co., 344 E. 63 St., Suite 14-A,
New York City 10021, 212-355-2860.
Please include $3.00 for shipping
and handling. Orders outside
continental U.S. please add $10.00
for shipping and handling. Mail
and phone orders may be charged
to MasterCard and VISA.
N.Y.State residents add sales tax.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The WILDCARD is offered
for the purpose of enabling you to make archival
copies only. Under the Copyright Law you, as the
owner of a copy of a computer program, are
entitled to make a new copy for archival purposes only and ihe WILDCARD will enable you
to do so . The WILDCARD is offered for no other
purpose and you are not permitted to utilize it
for any other use, other than that specified.
Apple and the Apple logo are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, lnc.-CP/Mtrademark of Digital Research, Inc. Locksmithtrademark of Omega Microwave, Inc. Nibbles
Away-trademark of Computer : applications.

APPLE users
Discover the
ultimate in
quality
printing.
The Tally
MT160L
$895 complete!

The Tally MT 160 is the one
machine solution to every
application. A printer for today
that you won't outgrow tomorrow.
It does word processing duty . ..
letter quality text, proportional
spacing, margin justification, auto
centering. It faithfully captures
your Apple graphics routines. And
at 160 cps bi-directionally, it prints
reports as fast as you can use
them. Make it a point to see the
MT 160 at your computer dealer.

MANNESMANN

TALLY

8301 S. 180th St., Kent, WA 98032
(206) 251-5524
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taneously as data is updated, or as an end·
of·the·day back·up service. The tape car·
tridge, which is the same size as an audio
cassette, loads directly into the front of the
Graymatter Mass Storage System requiring
no additional surface space · $1500.00.
IQ Systems
2931 La Jolla Street
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 993·0152

The TransModem 1200 features 110/300/1200 baud operation, half and full
duplex, auto answer/ auto dial, automatic
speed detection, Touch Tone and pulse
dialing and log·on and password storage.
Included with the modem is all necessary
equipment, including a modular·style tele·
phone cable and plug and a power supply.
It can be used with any computer having an
RS232 interface. For the Apple II computer
two packages are available that include the
Tran sModem, an ASIO serial interface
card, all interfacing cables and Transend 2
($999) or Transend 3 ($1,100). Trans·
Modem alone is $695.
SSM Microcomputer Products Inc.
2190 Paragon Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 946·7400

Memory

18K Static RAM card for all Apple II compu·
ters (including the "e") contains a battery
backup system to allow memory retension
after power·down, enabling the user to
store programs and/ or special monitor
routines. The card draws very low power
and can be used in any slot A write·
enable/ write·protect switch allows the user
to protect the information in the card or
alter the data at will. This is great for those
monitor routines that are not alterable in
the ROM on the motherboard, such as
CAPTEST. One other application is to
relocate DOS into the card and install a
special " boot" routine that would automati·

cally install DOS into the machine. This
routine can be installed in the C800·CFFF
space provided by Legend on the RAM
card.
Legend Industries, Ltd.
P. 0. Box 112
Pontiac, Ml 48056
(313) 674·0953
Know· Drive 128K card for the Apple II Plus
is fully hardware/ software compatible with
any normal 128K card. It runs VisiCalc
expansion, or utilities written specifically for
other 128K cards. Compatible with major
80 column display cards. Hardswitch al·
lows ram write protect, just like a diskette
while a crafty switch gets you into the
monitor on reset, just like the Integer Card.
The board also features a power de·select
switch for invisibility. Use it as a 128K
printer buffer (software available extra)
$335.00.
Abacus Enterprises
P. 0. Box 1836
Detroit, Ml 48231
(800) 835·2236; (800) 362·2421 (Kansas)

Printers

The Transtar 315 color printer is only
$599. Its new technology four hammer
printhead keeps colors true with no cross·
color contamination. Unique diagonal rib·
bon provides simpler and more reliable
operation. Prints in 7 colors plus more than
30 shades in a single pass. Features 50 cps
operation independent of color or shade;
graphics mode; 640 horizontal per 8 inch
line; tractor or friction feed; 1O·inch maxi·
mum paper width; print head life of 80
million characters when each hammer is
used equally; 2,500 hours MT BF indepen·
dent of print head. "Copy" option permits
the printing of Hi· Res screen images at the
touch of a button (Apple II).
Transtar
P. 0. Box C-96975
Bellevue, WA 98009

Miscellaneous

Computer PAL assures pure electrical
power to computer owners; lowers risk of
expensive damage to micro circuits caused
by voltage transients, spikes and noise
interference. Provides complete three·stage

protection for your computer in any loca·
tion. Plugs into a grounded duplex receptacle. Available in a black vinyl case, covered
by a three-year warranty · $59.50.
National Field Sales, inc.
P. 0. Box 230
Broomall, PA 19008
(800) 345-1280; (215) 352-9214 (PA)

The new QPC quad power console is
provided with 4 filtered and protected out·
lets, pilot light, fuse, 7-foot cordset and
main on-off switch. Unit has 15AMP capa·
city. Protection is provided by a multi-stage
surge suppression network and dual multi·
stage low-pass noise filtering circuitry. Provides up to 60db insertion loss at 1OMHz.
Fast response time -reacts in picoseconds.
Heavy duty 45 Joule/ 4500AMPS absorption capacity. All provided in one console.
Kalglo Electronics Co., Inc.
6584 Ruch Road
East Allen Twp
Bethlehem, PA 18017
(215) 837-0700

Plug us into your Apple II.
Load up to 160 diskettes.
Touch a button to make
copies. Walk away ...
its that simple.

Under
$7,000

DISK-COPY*™
Completely automates the diskette
duplication process
Cluster/One is a local area network for up
to 65 personal computers, providing the
traditional benefits of low-cost, stand-alone
computer power as well as the advantages
of shared information storage and access
to other stations or mainframes. Supports
many operating systems (including CP/ M) ,
to access a wide variety of software packages. Each workstation can be used for
different needs at different times. Typical
applications are information processing
and analysis, electronic mail, and word
processing. Hard disks, printers, and
communication ports that link to external
computers or networks are shared. Additional stations are added by simply tapping
the existing cable; no further software pro·
gramming is required. To maximize relia·
bility and ease of installation, Cluster/ One
utilizes modular hardware components
whenever possible.
Nestar Systems Inc.
Four Embarcadero
Suite 2120
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 433-4226

--

• Significant reduction in labor costs allows fast
"write-off" of system
• Texor provided copy routine speeds up
duplication process
• Copies 80 (160 optional) diskettes on
unattended basis
• Interface to Apple II included
• Dual output bins allow automatic separation of
·~ccepted" and "Rejected" diskettes
• Also available for all other 5 V4" or 8" diskette
systems, including IBM PC

1EXOR
CORPORATION
1901 Old Middlefield Way Suite 15
Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 969-7271
*Patent Pending

Called the RM-101 Move master, this baby
robot can be programmed in BASIC and
instructed externally in simple robot language. Ten inches tall, weighs less than 18
pounds, it offers computer hobbyists and
professionals opportunities for creative
programming of a wide variety of applications. The only limitations are the robot's
one-pound payload and the three-inch
grasp of the gripper on the end of the robot
arm. The Movemaster has a maximum
operating speed of 2-% ips and a reach of
about two feet Equipped with its own
microcomputer, uses a Centronics printer
interface for connecting with a personal
computer and has functions comparable to
many industrial robots currently in use on
production lines.
Mitsubishi Electric Sales America, Inc.
Industrial Products Division
799 Bierman Circle
Mt Prospect, IL 60056
(800) 323-4216

Graphics +Plus module mates with Lower
Case +Plus (and Lower Case Plus + Ill) to
give the user a RAM based character set on
the Apple II. With this new module, the
Apple user can easily define and redefine
the characters that appear on the text
screen. Although Graphics + Plus lets you
define any character you can fit in a 7 x 8
cell, absolutely no use of the Hi-Res graphics
page is made; the 280 x 192 Hi-Res-style
graphics becomes available on the Apple' s
1 K text screen. Included are over 20 sample
fonts, font editor, several utility programs
and example files. Both Pasca l and DOS
3.3 software are provided on diskette.
Complete documentation for use and in·
stallation is provided with each board ·
$159.95.
Lazer Microsystems, Inc.
1791 Capital, Unit G
Corona, CA 91720
(714) 735-1041
MATE-1 5%-inch disk drive will mate you r
Apple II computer system in quality, func·
tion, and even cabinetry but at lower cost to
you. With a read/ write head and controller
so advanced that virtually all 1/0 errors are
eliminated, and along with a 48 hour burn·
in, you are assured of system reliability. The
track format and storage capacity are iden·
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ti cal to that of Apple II' s disk drive, enabling
you to implement MATE-1 as you see fit as
an add-on drive to your existing controller
card.
Digital Facilities Associates Limited
1062 E. 105 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
(212) 531 -29 50

Hitran Corporation has just released a
brochure describing its UPS, SFR, and UIS
series of power systems. Models include
Uninterruptible Power Systems: single
phase from 1 · 15KVA and standard three
phase models from 6 · 45KVA. Battery
packs allow an orderly computer system
shutdown. Offered also are Sinusoidal Fer·
roresonant Regulators from 0.5-20KVA,
single phase, 3·60KVA, three phase. These
regulators offer protection against short
term transients as well as brownouts or
overvoltage conditions. Ultra Isolation Sys·
tern eliminates common-mode and tran sverse-mode power line noise in single
phase from 0.5·20KVA and in three phase
from 3 through 150KVA.
Hitran Corporation
Route 31, RD 5-65
Flemington, NJ 08822
(201) 782-5525

The Mini-Patch Box allows users of devices
employing RS-232 interfaces to reconfigure
the connections, or signal paths. This is
usually necessary when interfacing new
devices such as printers and CRT terminals.
The Model 51 is equipped with a male and
female, DB-25, 25 pin connector. 23 signals
from each connector terminate on female
jack receptacles (pins 1 and 7 go straight
through). Supplied with 25 jumper plugs,
the interconnect circuitry is patched by the
user. Includes a reference manual and
.jumpers· $37.95.
Remark Datacom, Inc.
4 Sycamore Drive
Woodbury, NY 11 797
(516) 367-3806
Visi-Pac is a combination of three products
which allows th e VisiCalc user on the Apple
II Plus user with an additional 128K of
memory for spread sheet data, an 80
column video ca rd for a wider spread sheet
display, and the software necessary to
interface these products with Visi·Calc.
Priced at less than $650.
Microtek, Inc.
9514 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 569-0900
The ADAS! unit provides LED status in·
dication of all lines connecting the floppy
drive to the computer. Lines monitored
include power supply voltages, all 4 stepper
motor circuits for full and half-track analysis,
read data, write data, write request, write
protect, and th e enable lines for motor,

stepper, and read data. For ease of use, the
ADAS! daisy chains between the computer
and drive or can be used with the computer
alone. An optional test disk provides actual
test diagnostics in real time for analysis.
Three models are available: the ADAS! I,
designed for internal drive connection ·
$59.50, and the ADAS! II · $139.50, and
ADAS! Ill · $149.50, for their respective
drives with external connection.
TEACO, Inc.
2117 Ohio Street
Michigan City, IN 46360
(219) 874-6234
The Peach is the newest addition to Elec·
tronic Protection Devices crop of EMIRFI
Filters/ AC Surge Protectors. It eliminates
transients such as spikes or " glitches" while
simultaneously filtering out fuzz or noise
produced by electromagnetic or radio fre·
quency interference. Plug The Peach into
any standard 3 wire duplex outlet, then plug
what needs protection into it Each peach
has 3 outlets · $97.50.
Electronic Protection Devt'Ces
5 Central Avenue
Waltham, MA 02154
(61 7) 891 ·6602; (800) 343-1813
This RS232 Connector Matrix consists of
a 10 x 10 position mi nature matrix slide
switch, four RS232 connectors (two male
and two female) , and nine LEDs, mounted
on a 3.5 inch square printed circuit board.
This permits cross-connecting pins 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 8, 11 , 19 and 20 or any two of th e four
RS232 connectors. The LEDs monitor
RxD, RTS, CTS, DTR, DSR, DCD, as well as
pins 11 and 19. It permits RS232 cables of
any connector gender combination to be
used to connect equipment together. No
power source required - $89.00.
Bit3 Computer Corporation
8120 Penn Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55431
(612) 881-6955

The Tasman Turtle is a sophisticated yet
easy-to-use programmable robot, available
for the Apple II or other parallel interface
micros as well as those with an RS-232
interface. They also have talking turtl e with
a vocabulary of 1 50 words, expandable to
more than 600 words. Other features in·
elude an electron ic compass which, as the
Turtle moves, indicates directional change.

They can move and turn, toot their horn,
blink their eyes, draw with a pen and " feel"
through touch sensors. The Tasman Turtle
allows even the very young to develop
computer awareness and basic program·
ming concepts, draw geometric designs
and learn elements of mathematics and
artificial intelligence. More experienced
programmers can use BASIC, Logo and
other high-level languages to control it
Prices begin at $999.95.
Harvard Associates, Inc.
260 Beacon Street
Somerville, MA 02143

will allow remote monitoring and control
via any Touch-Tone phone. Prices start at
about $800.00.
Compu-Home Systems, Inc.
3333 E. Florida Avenue
Denver, CO 80210

(303) 777-6600

$295.00.

SOFTWARE

(617) 492-0660

Duosoft Corporation

1803 Woodfield Drive
Savoy, IL 61874
(217) 356-3111

Business (General)

TommorrowHouse is the first turnkey home
monitoring and control system within reach
of the average consumer regardless of
technical ability or familiarity with computers.
Based on the Apple II, it consists of a
specially built plug-in circuit card, sensors,
a junction box and related hardware for
easy hookup, all the programs to set up and
control any house, and installation and user
manuals. It monitors heating, air condition·
ing and lights and includes such conven·
ience features as an appointment calendar
and voice wakeup alarm. Monitor display
allows a status check of all security and
energy functions. Future enhancements

Business Planner provides a simulated
model of your business. By projecting
monthly income and expense figures, bud·
get allocations, and sales forecasts, you can
analyze your underlying assumptions in
depth. Real world management decisions
can be tested out before committing your·
self to potentially expensive errors. It com·
bines projects into alternative models to
predict future growth. An illustrated manual
leads you through a sample business and
explains how to create your own models ·

Qbase Personal Database/ Reports program
emphasizes file safety features. Qbase is
well suited to such tasks as "index card"
catalogs including customer records, mailing lists and inventory records. Extensive
documentation assists the novice coputer
user in designing a personal database.
Checklists may be established for any input
field to ensure accuracy of values or charac·
ters. Includes an embedded calculator with·
in each record definition. This permits
computing sales taxes, commissions, de·
predation, etc. Select by up to 27 different
conditions, sort on any three fields, pro·
duce sub and summary totals. Many for·
mats of label or printer output are available·

$189.00.
Applied Software Technology
14125 Capri Drive Suite 4
Los Gatos, CA 95030

(408) 370-2662

"Tired of mindless violence on
your video monitor? So were the
the Founding Fathers after The
Revolution. In 1787 the litera r y
talents of Thomas Jefferson were
fused with the radical hi-res
has
graphics of Ben Franklin• s
computing device.n - SOFTALK Gift Guide 12/ 82
©198J INDEPENDENCE SOF'.IWARE

INDEPENDENCE SOFTWARE

The CYPHER program allows a user who is
familiar with simple algebra to set up and
execute sequences of equations without
resorting to formal programming languag·
es. Keying in related formulae is sufficient
to establish a model, after which the value
of any dependent variable is readily available. Provision has been made to store and
recall models via text files. Major emphasis
is placed on simplicity and convenience of
use. Requires an Apple II compatible sys·
tern running under CP/ M. The package
includes a program diskette with demo files
and a 21 page manual · $75.00.
Cache Data Systems
P. 0 . Box 8684
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

Legend Mailer utilizes the powerful Disk
Emulator for storage and retrieval of data
base type records. The Legend Mailer uses
the Legend RAM card as a second disk
drive, in which the program stores vital
information such as Name, Address, City,
State, ZIP Code, Phone Number, and Notes.
All are sortable by ally one given field. This
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program comes free on the standard, copyable Legend utilities diskette with your
purchase of one of their cards. Users may
update for $8.00. ·
Legend Industries, Ltd.
P. 0. Box 112
Pontiac, Ml 48056
(313) 674-0953
Micro Assisted Seismic Analysis (MASA)
provides easy digitization of sonic logs and
plots industry standard (7.5 in/ sec) synthetic seismograms. For interpretive work, a
300 ms synthetic seismogram window can
also be generated in less than one minute
with a subsequent hard copy produced in
one minute thereafter. Editing of the sonic
log data can be accomplished through
easy insert, change, delete, and add modes
provided. Seismograms can also be placed
side by side to form a synthetic seismic
section to provide a two-dimensional seismic model of the corresponding geological
scenario. Includes a complete set of accessory programs for the geophysicist, such
as: time to depth conversion; RMS velocity
function determination from sonic logs;
incident ray tracing; source/receiver vs
depth ray tracing; sonic log expansion and
compression; append sonic logs; and several utility programs.
Sperling Geoscience DataCorp
600 Bluebell Drive
Lansing, Ml 48910
(517) 393-1296
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ACCESS database manager system allows
you to name the fields, develop forms on
screen, perform mathematic operations on
fields, enter computed fields. Permits up to
39 pages of data with fast, wildcard searching on any field in less than 3 seconds.
Multi-level sorts are supported as are global
changes. Up to 16 different report formats
may be saved for future use. Error trapping
prevents entering incorrect data and the
program can be restarted without losing
any data. Requires an Apple II plus with 48K
and 1 or 2 disk drives (2 recommended).
Versions are available to support most 80
column cards.
Spider Software
98, Avondale Road
South Croydon
Surrey, England
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The Scheduler is a complete calendar/ docket
scheduling program for professionals such
as attorneys, accountants, architects, engineers and physicians. Records client appointments and tasks and automatically
accommodates multiple occurrence dates
to prevent duplicate scheduling of time.
The 27 criteria which can be included in the
calendar or docket may include a control
number, staff member number, client
number, matter code, action code, disposition code, due date, due day, time due,
docket/ calendar control, entry date and
last action date. In addition, The Scheduler
provides eight fields which can be tailored
to the firm's needs.
Starsoft
ESQ· 1 is a complete professional time and
billing program designed to meet the specific needs of the legal profession. The easyto-use computer program records billable
and non-billable time, automatically compensating for multiple billing rates. Continually updates status and billing on work in
progress. Invoices, prepared automatically,
are reflected in accounts receivable ledgers.
Revenue, including deposits and trust (escrow) transactions, is recorded as received
and reflected in subsequent invoicing. Can
be integrated with The Scheduler, calendar
and docket scheduling and control system.
Starsoft
PROMOT is a complete time and billing
software system for professionals such as
consultants, architects, advertising agency
personnel, and others who bill on an hourly
basis. Completely automates the recording
of billable and non-billable time, accommodating variable rates. The program records,
and can add a markup to, reimburseable
costs. Records <;ill revenues, including deposits, and reflects this in subsequent invoices. The program offers automatic invoice preparation, allows for multiple invoice
formats and maintains complete accounts
receivable ledgers.
Starsoft
4984 El Camino Real #125
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 965-8000
AIDA statistical analysis package is for
production research work with large survey
data files. Provides a full range of analysis from descriptive statistics to multiple regression. Complete data manipulation,
transformation and case selection. Fast
and accurate calculations. Up to 4,000
cases and 255 variables per file - $235.00
Action-Research Northwest
11442 Marine View Drive, SW.
Seattle, WA 98146
(206) 241-1645
Instant Recall freeform filing system for the
Apple II and II Plus has been designed to
avoid the necessity of user preparation of
fields and formats. Instead, information can
be entered on a fresh screen in much the

same way as on a blank sheet of paper or
index card. Any variety of information cari
be intermixed on a single disk file, or
separate disk files can be established for
specific purposes. Retrieval time is, at most,
two seconds: the operator enters the search
criteria with the option of an AND search
against two criteria. Each screen containing the search criteria is displayed in turn,
and printed at the user's discretion. Mass
printing of selected consecutive records is
also easily accomplished. Documentation
is packaged in a handsome easel-back
binder. It includes a tutorial, a command
quick-reference card,specimen screens,
separate keyboard diagrams highlighting
special key functions, and a complete
index.
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
P. 0 . Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206
(317) 298-5708

Communications
Code Machine will both transmit and recieve Morse code. An easy interface with
amateur radio equipment allows the Apple
II to function as a Morse code terminal unit
Written in machine language for the Apple
II or II Plus using DOS 3.3, it features a
tunable audio filter (performed by the software) which improves the noise rejection.
The receiving speed of the program automatically adjusts to the sender's speed
from 6 to 60 wpm. A buffer displays the last
~ lines received. It also converts the received Morse code to ASCII and provides two
convenient methods of interfacing with a
variety of printers. A sidetone monitor m ay
be switched on to hear the code as it is
being sent Code Machine comes double
sided on a 5 1/ 4-inch diskette with ft.jll
instructions for installation and use - $29.95.
instructions for installation and use - $29.95.
COTEC
13462 Hammons Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070

Magic Window, one of the most popular
word processing packages for the Apple, is
now being offered at a 70% discount as an
option with Transend, the electronic mail
package. A special order form for Magic
Window is included with every order for
Transpak and Transend 2 or 3. Magic
Window' s unique display saves valuable
time by allowing the user to actually see the
entire formatted text as it is created, thus
eliminating the need for reformatting. Transend opens the door to electronic mail
providing Apple to Apple and Apple to
mainframe and information service communications. Transend easily sends and
receives all files created on Magic Window
regardless of length. Transend 2 sells for
$149 ; Magic Window option sells for $30.
SSM Microcomputer Products Inc.
2190 Paragon Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 946-7400

choice, true/ false, matching and completion. Numbering options, customized titles
and user-edited test taking instructions give
the program its flexibility- $139.00. Requires
48K with two disk drives and an 80 column
printer. A demonstration package is available ($25.00 deposit refundable upon purchase).
Class 1 Systems
17909 Maple Street
Lansing, IL 60438

Educational
TestRite is an educational microcomputer
program which stores test items and generates customized tests for all grade levels
from the middle elementary through college and technical schools. TestRite software embodies features which will allow the
teacher to effectively maintain curricula
referenced test item files. Whole files, portions of files, or selected questions may be
used to print a single test Large tests and
exams can be created from multiple files by
merging their questions with the program
facilities. Every question may be printed in
any of the four question formats: Multiple

Managers and businessmen can now use a
series of programs to increase productivity.
Participative Management Skills is a set of
interactive tutorial lessons designed to help
improve employee-management communications and to reverse the trend toward
declining productivity. The course has been
sucessfully used with non-profit as well as
productivity-oriented businesses. Supervisors explore ways to improve communication, increase productivity, and job satisfac-

SIMPLIFY TE
COMMUN I
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MicroTerm is a high speed terminal program. Some computers can run at up to
4800 baud null-free (9600 in some directconnect applications). Communicates in
both ASCII and the new " error-free" direct
file mode. Macro- Key function allows you to
have 10 user-defined keys that transmit up
to 64 characters at a single stroke. Dial a
phone number and transmit the buffer at a
specified time completely unattended by
the operator. Permits simultaneous operation in command mode while receiving
additional data through the RS232 cable.
You can adjust video width, turn on the
printer, open the buffer and do many other
things and then return to the terminal mode
without missing a thing. Available for the
Apple II - $79.95.
Micro-Systems Software, Inc.
4301-18 Oak Circle
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(800) 327-8724; (305) 983-3390 (FL)
Zip-Comm communications add-on for
the Zardax word processor turns Zardax
into a communicating word processor, to
send and receive text files. Talk to other
Apples, mainframes, information services,
typesetters. Includes terminal mode, 300 or
1200 baud. Works with serial, modem, and
popular 80 column cards used by Zardax
Log-on files and X-on X-off supported - $80.
Action-Research Northwest
11442 Marine View Drive, SW.
Seattle, WA 98146
(206) 241-1645

ONLY

$99.00
Apple II and Apple II

Pl~s

are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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tion. Available for the Apple II - $249.50.
Duosoft Corporation
1803 Woodfield Drive
Savoy, IL 6187 4
(217) 356-3111
Harmonic Motion Workshop visually presents the concepts associated with har·
manic motion by use of Hi·Res graphics.
The student can alter such variables as the
phase, amplitude, and the damping factor
and immediately see the effect Projectile .
Motion Workshop illustrates projectile mo·
tion under the influence of a uniform force
of gravity. The user may control the projec·
tile's initial velocity and its angle of fire.
Charged Particle Workshop simulates the
motion of a charged particle under the
influence of various combinations of elec·
tric and magnetic fields. Uniform electric
field, uniform magnetic field and crossed
electric-magnetic field are illustrated. The
packages require a 48K Apple with Apple·
soft in ROM (or a 16K memory card) and
DOS 3.3 and retail for $75.00 each ..
High Technology Software Products, Inc.
1611 N.W. 23rd Street
P. 0 . Box 60406
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
(405) 525-4359
Here's a game that may get your youngster
interested in medicine as a career. The
Doctor Game is a simplified simulation of

medical practice. Patients come to the
.. doctor" for help and become better or
worse depending on the diagnosis and
treatment by the player. It encourages the
youngster to experiment and learn by doing
simulated laboratory tests. The game is
progressively difficult but rewards the play·
er with graphics and animation. It will also
ask the player to go to the library and read
more about medicine as he plays the
higher levels of the game. Full color Hi· Res
graphics with sound effects and special
animation - $27.95.
Simulation Software Company
6035 N. Maplewood Avenue
Chicago, IL 60659
Elementary Computer Literacy System is
a four part compehensive, implementation
and
utilization
consisting
of
an
Elementary Curriculum Guide, Implement·
ing and Utilizing the Microcomputer in the
Elementary School, Computers in the Ele·
mentary School, and a Student Activity
Handbook This systemized computer liter·
acy program helps you and your students
develop a positive attitude toward compu·
ters, become familiar with computer termi·
nology, exhibit proper care of computer
hardware and software, use the computer
as a learning tool to reinforce or teach
concepts from various subject areas. Use
the computer to solve problems, become
aware of the impact of the computer in

society and everyday life ·$110.00, addition·
al student activity handbooks are available
for $5.95 each plus $1.50 shipping.
National Business Institute
407 Galloway Street
P. 0 . Box 1626
Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-8355
Career Direction program is designed for
use with junior high school and high school
students. The program is a compressed
version of the more comprehensive Com·
puterized Career Assessment and Planning
Program. This system helps students: dis·
cover what their career interests are; syste·
matically determine what occupations cor·
respond to their interests and abilities;
develop an orderly plan to enter or prepare
to enter the occupation of their choice. For
use with a wide range of students from
those who are preparing to enter college to
those wishing to directly enter the job
market Covers over 460 specific occupa·
tions that range from high-level professions
to entry-level jobs. Can be used in conjunc·
tion with other guidance programs current·
ly being used or as a stand-alone career
guidance program.
Systems Design Associates, Inc.
723 Kanawha Boulevard East
Charleston, VN 25301
(304) 342-0769
Killer T-cell is a maze game that is design·
ed to explain your body's defense mecha·
nism against cancer. A maze of green
squares, the normal cells, contains a single
orange cancer cell at the start, but it soon
divides, and the tumor cells begin to invade
and destroy the normal cells. You control a
single white blood cell, the killer T-cell, as it
searches through the maze to find and
destroy the cancer cells. The T-cell can be
guided by keyboard or joystick Requires a
48K Apple and Disk Color video is best, but
the game can be played in monochrome.
Scoring is based on the number of tumor
cells destroyed, the game level, and your
need to resort to chemotherapy for help in
destroying the tumor. Top 10 scores and
names are saved on the disk · $20.00. All
proceeds support basic cancer research.
M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tum or Institute
Box 6
6723 Bertner Avenue
Houston, TX 77030
The Celestial Simulator shows moving 3-D
simulations of the planets revolving around
the Sun. Watch the years click by. Watch
the Moon revolve around the Earth as the
Earth revolves around the Sun from differ·
ent positions in the universe. Watch a 3-D
simulation of a Solar and Lunar eclipse.
Simulate your own 3-D Solar System.
Watch your planets race around the Sun, all
at different speeds, angles, directions and
distances. Try flying through an asteroid
field to reach your mother ship. Avoid the
moving asteroids, or perish. Be a flight
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The Ultimate APPLE® Utility Program
i•
COPY II PLUS
I

Now you can back up your protected software.
Copy II Plus is the most sophisticated bit copy program available. It handles synchronized tracks, half
tracks, nibble counting, bit insertion and other protection schemes. It also includes a comprehensive
discussion of disk format and protection techniques, ·
and instructions on how to back-up dozens of
popular programs. A disk system and speed check
assure your drives are running in top condition
and a nibble editor will allow you to repair damaged diskettes, analyze protection schemes, etc.

The last DOS utility disk you will need. Fully
menu driven, the Copy II Plus utilities include a
catalog display with binary file addresses and
lengths, a disk usage map , and the ability to verify
antj compare files for differences. It can copy,
lock, unlock and delete files and DOS can be
copied , or removed from a disk to free up space.
You can change the greeting program on a DOS
disk, or initialize a disk from scratch. The Copy II
Plus sector editor will allow you to view and
modify data in either hex or ASCII format.

i•

For your convenience, Copy II Plus is not copy protected for backup.
Available at fine computer and software stores or direct from :

P.O. Box 19730-203
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 244-5782
Attention current Copy II Plus owners: Return your original disk with $19.95 for an update to Version 4.0.
Attention IBM PC owners: Call us about backing up you protected software with Copy II PC!

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-•cm•-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

StarLogicAnnounces
Savings on Apple II
Compatible Drives
Includes drive, cable, cabinet and standard
warranty which includes 90 days parts and labor
5%" standard disk drive
ThinLine half-height disk drive
Dual Thinline drives

$205.00
$185.00
$335.00

(Also compatible with Franklin ACE)

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY
MASTERCARD, VISA, CASHIER'S CHECK COD ORDERS ACCEPTED

(213) 883-0587

StarLogic
-

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

ThinLine is a registered trademark of Tandon Corporation

director and try to send a rocket into outer
space. This is the most complete package
in Astronomy ever made for the Apple. The
graphics are the highest quality, the simula·
tions are accurate to the smallest detail.
The text is full of information and ideas ·
$99.95.
Soft Images
200 Route 17
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 529·1440
The CUS/STAFF program will provide
school officials with a new, inexpensive and
innovative tool to calculate the number of
custodians needed. The program presents
an "individualized formula" approach for
determining proper custodial staffing levels
for a school district, college or university.
CUS/ STAFF includes the basic formula, "·
and then describes how to make the neces·
sary adjustments to customize the formula
to meet the specific characteristics of your
school facilities. Although the program
includes a diskette, all worksheets can be
calculated manually and a microcomputer
is not required. The program consists of a ··
comprehensive manual, an audiotape, and
a microcomputer diskette for the Apple II
Plus · $245.00.
Masbo Cooperative Corporation
99 School Street
Weston, MA 02193
(617) 647·5500
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Musical Match-Up is an instructional music
game for the Apple II microcomputer. You
play against the computer and try to match
pairs of chords played through the Apple
speaker (no additional hardware required).
Numerous options are available which per·
mit you to customize the game to fit your
abilities. These options include: staff or
chord name display, skill level of your
computer opponent, root position of inver·
sions, and types of chords. Requires an
Apple II or II Plus with 48K and DOS 3.3 ·
$25.00.
Notable Software
P. 0 . Box 1556
Philadelphia, PA 19105
Career Scan IV ($169.00) searches a data
base of 732 occupational titles, representa·
tive of most work activities in U.S. society.
College Scan IV ($195.00) searches a data
base of 1, 104 institutions. Students simply
answer questions asked by the computer.
When the search is completed, the compu·
ter provides information on each occupa·
ti on or college which matches the students'
profile. Both programs are designed to help
users to narrow their options for more
intense investigation, and both encourage
the use of inexpensive reference materials
commonly available in libraries and career
resource centers.
National Educational Software Services
1879 Locust Drive
Verona, WI 53593
(608) 845·8410

Financial
Financial Management Models for the Ser·
vice Firm is a system of VisiCalc financial
templates that will assist the manager of
service firms in such fields as Engineering,
Advertising, Architecture, Consulting, etc.
Enables you to determine billing rates,
estimate fees, forecast cash needs, budget
projects, determine staff assignments,
monitor billable time, etc. The software is
designed to be easily modified and adpated
to the individual firm's needs. Includes a
175 page manual in a three ring binder with
extensive and clearly written instructions.
Each template is explained in detail and a
glossary of key financial terms is included.
Available now for all Apple computers.
PRO/ PAC, Inc.
14925 Memorial Drive, Suite 105
Houston, TX 77079
(713) 496·1179

Health Insurance Transmission System
(HITS) is an insurance claim processing
system for the health care industry. The
system, conforming to specifications from
the Federal Health Care Financing Admin·
istration, is compatible with the Medicare
and Medicaid networks. HITS is also ap·
proved by a national clea ringhouse (NEIC)
for direct entry into the commercial pro·
cessing networks. NEIC was established by
eleven of the nation's largest private health
insurance companies; and their charter is
to develop and establish a national systems
network which will enable hospitals and
other health care facilities to submit " paper·
less" claims to private carriers. The HITS
system also fits specifications set forth by
many of the Blue Cross/ Blue Shield net·
works. Health care facilities using the HITS
system can expect to shave several weeks
off of their claims payment cycle. Require
an Apple II computer.
Intrans Inc.
2005 Texas Avenue
Shreveport, LA 71103
(318) 221 ·0225

CPApartner, a client write·up and billing
system for small to medium·sized account·
ing firms, is comprised of two modules ·
one for time management and billing,
another for client write·up. Both modules
offer system setup parameters for a variety
of peripherals, so users can customize their
systems. CPApartner manages and sched·
ules up to 500 clients and is capable of
handling up to 4,500 monthly journal en·
tries per client If the computer system
includes an internal clock card, the program
automatically tracks time spent updating
each client's books and charges the proper
amount Special features include revenue
analysis by skill level, employee and job
type; automatic posting of recurring journal
entries; flexibility for billing write·ups or
write·offs; and mailing list compilation with
sort and select functions. Client write·up
module is $695.00, for both the time man·
agement/billing and client write·up mod·
ules the price is 1,295.00.
Starsoft
4984 El Camino Real, Suite 125
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 965·8000

TaxCut, a new tax planning program for
personal computers, allows users to test
outcomes of hundreds of tax·related alter·
natives. Then, when the data is entered, the
taxpayer can print out the complete return·
including many schedules which will be
ready to sign and mail. Examples of tax·
related decisions TaxCut can handle are
IRA' s, Keogh plans, and investment in bus·
iness equipment The package will quickly
project figures for income averaging, instal·
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FINGER PRINT makes it easy to use all your printer's
capability. Once installed, simply tap your printer's panel
buttons to instantly ~elect:
Compressed, Double Wide, Emphasized, Double-Strike
printing or co~binations. And if you have Graftrax-Plus,
you can add Italics and Fine Print printing to the list.

Look for FINGER PRINT at your local computer dealer. F,or the
dealer near you, or additionai information, call (213) 914-583,1.
To order directly, call toll fr~e: 800-835-2246, Ext. 441. MC/Visa
and COD orders accepted (inc~ude $1.50 s/h; ..CA residents add
sales tax).
·

DRESSELHAUS COMPU'J'ER PRODUCTS
We make technology easy t o live with. ·
Dept. A, P.O. Box 929, Azusa, California 91702

o

For Apple ' II+, Ac e•·(othets coming) comes
with plast ic Applesoft Basic t emplate,
Pascal Template and 2 blanks.
0 For TRS-eo· Model Ill
comes wit.h 2 Blahk Plastic Templates
)\dd SB;.oo for Sh lppi ng/H~.ndli ng . $4~9. oo

INTRODUCING
lfHE MOST INNOVATIVE
PERIPHERAL OF 1983

THE FIRST USER PROGRAMABLE KEYBOARD
NO SOFTWARE INTERACTION .

• Stores up to four (62 Keys) Keyboards that' you create yourself with up to 8 characters per key - ie ..'' th~n x:::: '. '. .etc.
- lmagin~ the time saved having your Basic; Pascal or " Cale" commands pr even" text " preprogrammed!
• IT MAKES ALL SOFTWARE PROGRAMS USER FRIENDLY. Program your VIP using bur preprinted templates as a gu ide
or create your own using the blank reverse side of the template anq a pencil or marker.
Full

i Year Warranty

COBOL
.

-

Program' 'select''Key

PASCAL

PROGRAM
IT YOURSELF·ANYWAY·ANYTIME
.
'
.
'
.
.

A. TOUCH PROGRAM KEY
ON VIP to start pragrc:J,mming
B. TOUCH DESIRED KEY ON VIP to
be programmed.
.
C. INPUT UP TO 8 CHARACTERS from
·
computer keyboard.
D. TOUCH· PROGRAM KEY AGAIN to
stop programming. THAT'S IT!

L..cJ

~: ~6~~~Ts~?~0~~~~1 Kk:~sON VIP

DJ

~ indicates you're in Program mode on ~ED

r.l LED changes to reflect which 1 of 4

G. TOUCH PROGRAM KEY ON VIP and lol
repeat steps B-E.
'
~
H. TOUCH PROGRAM SELECT KEY
1. REPEAT STEPS A-G, H. till all 4
~
keyboards in memory are ·program
· ·
med.
··
BONUS ·
Switch between keyboards ~i the touch
of a button making all 248 user defined
key~ available.Reprogram any key anytime
to suit your needs, even in the. middle of
Word Proces.s i~g or your "CALC" ·Program

fiJGJ

©:Slnl

.
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LJ8'eative Computer Peripherals Inc.
Aztec J:nvirohmental Center
1044 Lacey Road, Forked River, N:J. 08731
THE BIG NAME IN SM~LL COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

SEE us IN
.

10 DAY TRIAL WITH
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

THE BO/APPLE/PC COMPUTER SHOW, APRIL 8·10 IN NYC OR
THE BOSTON APPLEFEST MAY 13·15, 1983.

keyboards you're programming . .
Decimal point appears . indicatino shift.
LED exhibits "P" a. nd decimal p~int
~nd1c~ting t hat you are programm111g a key
in sh1fted1mode.
.
LED 1nd1c_ates that you are int o the second
keyboard of 62 keys.

TURN THE POWER dFF and
when you turn it on again .
il's still there!

ORDERS ONLY 800•22S·0091
IN FORMATION 609-693-0002

~
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
·•
Appl~ II is a _regis tered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. TRS-80 is~ regis tere~ tradetTiark of Tandy Corporati~n
Ace 1s a reg1st.ered trademark of Fra nklin Computer. Inc. Visicalc is a regis!erecf trademark of Visicorp.

J
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ment sales, investment credit and others.
Includes user documentation with easy to
understand explanations. Purchasers also
receive a 12-month subscription to Taxtips,
a monthly publication designed to keep
users informed of changing tax laws $250.00.
United Micro Systems, Inc.
P. 0 . Box 3035
Tucson, AZ 95702
(800) 972-7479

Sams Financial Planning Mind Tools, de·
veloped for use with MultiPlan, VisiCalc and
SuperCalc spreadsheets to make business
planning easier. The enhancement pro·
gram offers a series of 1 7 pre-set calculators
that automatically superimpose correct
formulae and column headings on each
spreadsheet program. Each package includes a disk, a complete manual and an
easy·to·read reference guide all in a looseleaf binder. The enhancement program
gives users immediate access to compound interest rates, internal rate of return,
amortization schedules and other calcula-

tions used in financial forecasting. Prices
range from $69.95 to $89.95 depending on
the version.
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
P.O. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206

The Permanent Portfolio Analyzer is a new
investment software program based upon
the strategy of the widely-known investment
advisor, Harry Browne. Mr. Browne has cited
its usefulness for investors who wish to
follow his investment strategy. Users can
enter and analyze a long-term portfolio of
investments which is planned for a period of
ten years or so. Various scenarios are
available such as level inflation, rising inflation, runaway inflation, soft landing, defla·
tion, and uncertain. It can print a Ten-Year
Projection Analysis, or a Portfolio Balance
Sheet The user may easily change any of
the assumptions built into the program and
play any number of "what if' games with his
portfolio. Requires an Apple ///, II, or II Plus
with 48K of RAM storage, one disk drive,

GET ORGANIZED
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CLEARFORM
COMPUTER & PRINTER ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
• Modular systems
• Made from tough
disassemble for easy
transparent smoke
shipping , handling &
acrylic plastic.
storage. Assembles
Designed to take
with screwdriver .
the weight.

• Smooth rounded edges.
• Non-skid feet .

--------------------------------------------M de I
Price Shipping
0 rganizing sys em

monitor, printer ( 132 columns rec om·
mended) · $295.00.
C.R. Hunter & Associates
1527 Northwood Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45237
(513) 761-2527

The Loss Control package allows bank
security and audit personnel to track and
analyze bank losses and recoveries by operating unit and category. Users can inquire
into loss history using up to 13 different
search criteria. They can also compare
selected categories of current operating
losses with prior months and years to spot
problem trends and take corrective action $750.00. Audit Control package streamlines the production of audit reports and
ensures accurate reporting and analysis of
" findings". Descriptions of standard findings, as well as often-used text, can be saved
and then called up repeatedly as required.
Once a finding has been entered, it will
continue to show up until the branch mana·
ger verifies that it has been corrected $750.00. Both require an Apple II with 64K
and two disk drives. Soon available for the
Apple ///.
Quest Designs, Inc.
371 22nd Street
Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 839-1579
Accounting Plus Super/ e is brand new and
developed especially for the new Apple // e,
and is designed to give you total control over
your company' s fiscal operations. The system consists of five interactive modules that
efficiently and effectively handle fundamental accounting tasks for small businesses. It
incorporates General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, Inventory,
Payroll and more. Can be used with either
two or three floppy disks or a hard disk.
Maintains a complete audit trail for up to
500 accounts. With automatic posting
capabilities and an extensive reporting system. See your Apple dealer for complete
details.
Software Dimensions Inc.
6371 Auburn Boulevard
Citrus Heights, CA 9561 0
(916) 722-8000
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Computer stand
W/side case
Small printer stand

CF- 1

59.~

6 .-

CF-11

39.-

5-

49.-

6:-

Large printer stand

CF-12
Sub total
CA. res. add 6Y, % tax
ShipQin_g_

.88

Apple Orchard

City, St. Zip
Check or money order only.

'Apple 1s a<egostered lrademark o !
Apple Com pule rs Inc

CLEARFORM COMPANY

I _ _

Addres~s==-~~~~~~~~~~~

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Special discounts on large orders .

Total

-~

Name.~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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2455 OLD MIDDLEFIELD WAY
MOUNTAIN VIEW. CA 94043
PHONE 415/960-1033 - - - - - - '

Magic Quill is a complete bookkeeping and
accounting program for accountants, bookkeeping and tax professionals. The software
can accommodate up to 400 ledger accounts for an unlimited number of clients.
Magic Quill prepares all books of original
entry from virtually any source documents.
It automatically posts to the general ledger
from summarized journals, reconciles bank
accounts and accommodates recurring
entries. Also prepares working trial balances, complete financial statements,
depreciation schedules for financial and tax

Available At CompuShack Store~
Applette 1®and Appiette 2® are 100% Apple II compatible. Halftracking, DOS, PASCA L, and CP/ M®. 300% faster track to
track speed w ith I 5% greater storage capacity on a 40 track mode w ith enhancer d iskette. TEAC® mechanism and read/write
electronics. Direct shaft d rive, metal band positioner, p hoto coupler w rite-protected sensor. I 0,000 lifetime hours, and more.

One year warranty on all parts and labor.

Headquarters Telex: 18-3511

*DATA DRIVE. APPLETTE I. APPLETTE 2. and TRUMP CARD are .
reglS[ered rrademarks of TAVA Corporar1on. respectively.

TAVA

e.

CORP.

Answer Back

CSMA

(714) 730-6772
'TEAC is a reqistered trademark of TEAC Corp.

* CPI M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc.

purposes, loan amortization schedules and
after-the-fact payroll accumulation recordkeeping. ··
Starsoft
4984 El Camiho Real #125
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 965-8000
The BPI General Accounting System, the
first in a series of six BPI accounting modules
for the Apple ///, combines general ledger
With accounts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll ledgers in one software
package that meets the basic accounting
needs of small businesses. Requires a
256K Apple //I configured with monitor
and compatible printer, and a mass storage
sy5tem such as Apple' s Profile, Unifile or
buofile · $495.00.
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 973-3019

Games/ Simulations

Three new strategy games, Zendar, Frontline, and Roadblock are now available from
SubLOGIC. Choose police pursuit, military
deployment, or economic simulation on a
grand scale, ahd put your strategic skills to
the test In Frontline, enemy forces are
trying to break through one of your frontline
sectors. Defend them with the troops, tanks,
and planes in your reserve. Or try Road·
block. You, as county sheriff, dispatch your
patrol cars to surround and capture a pair
of fleeing bank-robbers. Unfortunately, their
getaway car is faster than your owh pursuit
vehicles, forcing you to think ahead and
develop g workable envelopment strategy if
you want to keep your job (and improve
your score). Zendar is a sophisticated eco·
nomic/ defense simulation that asks you to
take charge of a failing empire. You must
allocate aid and resources, annex other
countries, make trade agreements, and
defend your borders. $29.95 each.
SubLOGIC Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-8482
"Tycoon", The Commodity Market Simula·
tion, will allow the player to engage in
complex trading of futures contracts ih
gold, soybeans, U.S. Treasury bills, foreign
currency, pork bellies and other popular
commodities. Those who play the com mo·
dity market will find Tycoon to be an
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extremely entertaining and realistic simula·
tion. Those who have an interest in the
commodity market will find it to be a
painless learning experience. Also includes
a built-in program generator which will
allow the user to create new scenarios of
the simulation at any time · $79.95.
Blue Chip Software
19824 Ventura Blvd, Suite 125
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
(213) 881-8288
" Why me?" I thought as I .staggered to the
deck. My PT boat was being tossed about
the ocean by 30-foot waves. The sky was
filled with a squadron of enemy bombers,
Kamikaze fighters and helicopters with
blazing machine guns. I raced to the gun
and started blasting. I was scoring some
impressive hits and beginning to feel in
control when I noticed that the sea around
me was loaded with mines. "Oh, great!"
And what was that screaming toward me
on the horizon? An Exocet missile! My
heart was pounding as I tried to decide how
to get out of this fix. I had to act quickly!
Immediately I jerked the joystick to the
starboard while keeping my hand on the
fire button. " Ah ha! You missed me! " .
Sometimes it's hard to believe Wavy Navy is
just a video game · $34.95.
Sirius Software, Inc.
10364 Rockingham Drive
Sacramento, CA 95827
(916) 366-1195
Bolo is a new tank warfare game based on
the annals of the Dinochrome Brigade by
Keith Laumer. It is a strategic, arcade·
action game, claimed to be more complex
and challenging because of the high speed
of play and the varied "intelligence levels"
of the computer controlled opponents. You
must manipulate through a maze that is
132 times as large as the computer screen.
As the maze scrolls left and right you search
out and destroy the enemy tank bases,
while fighting off their defending tanks.
Drones cruise randomly, shooting if they
happen to sight you. Hunter/ Killers will
follow and shoot only as long as you are in
their sight Nine levels of play and five levels
of maze density· $34.95.
Synergistic Software
830 N. Riverside Drive
Renton, WA 98055
(206) 226-3216

Star Search supposes the existence of a
star base on Pluto. The satellite scanner
detects a signal from the direction of Epsi·
Ion Eridani (about 10 light years away) and
the players have their mission. Each player
is the captain of a ship. He or she must
choose his/ her crew members, supplies
and tools and search for the origin of the
signal. Players must plan for expiciring
planets discovered by the ships' automated
telescopes. The alien life forms are elusive
and if found cannot be expected to wait for
your return to be " found" again. A player
may opt to go into the asteroid belt if the
fuel supply gets low so as to prolong
exploration time and increase chances of
winning the game · $45.00.
Earthware Computer Services
P. 0. Box 30039
Eugene, OR 97403
Flip Out is a crazy little strategy game in
which each player starts with 10 marbles;
taking turns at dropping them into the Flip
Out course. But you can't drop them just
any place. Every marble dropped causes a
chain reaction, which requfres a little plan·
ning. Your goal is to get all your marbles to
fall through a series of traps and out the .
bottom before your opponent does. If you
planned right you'll Flip, if you didn't you'll
Flip Out Playable by 1 or 2 players and
features nine different game courses. Writ·
ten in Assembly language · $29.95.
Sirius Software, Inc.
·
10364 Rockingham Drive
Sacramento, CA 95827
(916) 366-1195
Graphic Turmoil simulates the playing of
actual jigsaw puzzles, by aliowing the player
to display and manipulate scrambled Hi·
Res images. The object of the game is to
unscramble the puzzle by locating the
individual puzzle pieces and placing them
in their proper positions. A unique " T ourna·
ment" feature, allowing up to 4 players to
simultaneously solve the same puzzle, cah
be selected for competition, with the com·
puter keeping score. Along with the 8 Hi·
Res pictures supplied, the player can enter
his own Hi-Res pictures. The completed
puzzle is always available for vieWing to aid
the player. Unsolved puzzles can be saved
and played at a later time · $39.95.
Soft Images
200 Route 17
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 529-1440
All hands on deck for a swashbuckling
adventure with the legendary warship Old
Ironsides. Your arch enemy is armed to the
teeth; a shoot-out could blow yoµ to smith·
ereens. Your warship is perfect · masts,
compasses, cannons, broadsides and pow·
der magazines. Your strategy is flawless.
But . .. there is also the sea; hiding in the
fog by drifting off the screen can snarl even
the best tactics. This is a test of skill and

daring in which your every move is critical.
One false step and ... KABOOM! Beautiful Hi-Res graphics and sound. Includes a
full color 14 1/ 2" x 20" Old Ironsides
poster. Free 32-page Log Book with space
to record wins and losses, secret strategies
and tactics - $39.95 plus $2.00 shipping.
Xerox Education Publications
Weekly Reader
245 Long Hill Road
Middletown, CT 06457
(800) 852-5000
Find the Orb and escape alive in "Orbquest".
The dungeon's greatest treasure is lost in
its perilous multi-level depths. Can you
learn to survive in the dungeon with only
magic spells and wit? Will you enter the
Dragon Wizard's Gate and risk it all? Orbquest is a challenge to your intellect, perseverence and courage, a world of magic and
monsters where your fate depends on the
character's innate abilities and your shrewd
guidance. No fantasy role-playing experience is needed. Orbquest comes with a
detailed primer and may be played again
and again. It requires 56K RAM, CP/M and
a 24-line by 80-column cursor-addressable
terminal. $39.95 from:
Digital Marketing
At your local dealer.
Temple of Apshai is now available in a new
version with fully animated real-time graphics and sound effects. Experience life in a
world of ancient legends, fearsome monsters, and spectacular treasures, as you
become a hero in search of fame and
fortune. The player can take the part of one
of more than 15 million new characters the
computer can generate, or can choose a
veteran of previous adventures. The display
keeps the player up to date on the outcome
of his encounters with the 30 types of
monsters that roam freely through more
than 200 rooms on the four levels of the
ruin -$39.95.
EPYX
1043 Kiel Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 745-0700
Stickybear is an animated character created exclusively for the Apple personal computer. Your Apple comes alive with a whole
menagerie of big, bubbly characters that
twirl, jiggle, bop and bounce across your
screen. Each of the three programs ($39.95
each) is full of gentle, non-threatening
pictures, sounds and jingles youngsters
adore. Stickybear ABC features big, fullscreen, full-color moving pictures representing each letter in the alphabet Stickybear Numbers teaches numbers, counting
and simple arithmetic using colorful groups
of big moving objects - trucks, ducks,
planes, etc. Stickybear Bop is an animated
shooting gallery of Stickybears, ducks, planets, balloons, etc.
Spinnaker Software

The VlsICALC®

Audio CourseM
'What If .. .'
you could have a Personal Tutor come into
your otfice (or home) and systematically
teach you the 'Ins and Outs' ot the powerful
VisiCalc " electronic spreadsheet program?
Would you be interested? (OF COURSE!)
Now you can have your own Personal Tutor'"
instructional VisiCalc " Audio Course'" tor only

$4995!
Produced By VisiCalc® Specialists:
The V!SiCalc " Audio Course was wlitten by and produced in conjunction with SpreadSott'".
The Electronic Spreadsheet Support People'". The programmers at SpreadSott'" are experts
at VisiCalc " applications. and provide insights and programming tips gained from their
creation ot V1siCalc • Business Financial and Management templates.

Contents:
TAPE ONE: The VJSICALC " Beginner TM
A 90-minute instructional tape introducing the ~siCalc commands. The Beginner will lead
you step by step through both the major commands and sub-commands. The emphasis is
on a practical demonstration ot each command using a "hands on' 'try it out and learn'
approach.
TAPE TWO: The VISJCALC · Functions™
A 90-minute instructional tape that will teach you how to use VisiCalc's:
a. Arithmetic Functions @INT. @ABS. @EXP. @LN. @LOGIO
b . Listing Functions @SUM. @COUNT. @AVE. @MIN. @MAX
c. Tligometlic Functions @SIN. @COS. @TAN. @ASIN. @ACOS. @ATAN
d . Logical Functions @TRUE. @FALSE. @AND.' @OR. @NOT. @IF. @ISNA @ISERROR
e. Special Functions @NA @ERROR. @PI. @NPV. @LOOKUP. @CHOOSE
!. Nested Functions and Boolean operators.
This tape guides the new user ot V!SiCalc without insulting the advanced user. The Functions
tape will give you a new appreciation o! how to get the most out of the built-in VisiCalc
!unctions and their usefulness.
TAPE THREE: VISICALC " Templatlng™
A culmulating high-point instructional 90-minutE;J tape designed to introduce and teach you
how to design and produce VisiCalc " templates and overlays . Using all you have learned
from the Beginner and Functions tapes you will design specific templates (spreadsheet
models ) and save to disk and reload . Detailed discussions (with examples) will address
input areas. calculation areas. reports. output areas and documentation ot templates.
Example templates include budgeting. planning. inventory. and more!

Featuring:
1. Three detailed 90-minute instructional tapes presented in a natural conversational
manner (no interrupting bells or beeps or !lipping ot the tape in the middle ot the subject);
2. A diskette complete with examples. templates. overlays and exercises;
3. A detailed Reference Guide;
4. Rugged book-like vinyl binder to store and protect your VisiCalc" Audio Course'".

Advantages of the VisiCalc® Audio Course™:
• Easy to use. ettective Audio course.
• Course authored by VisiCalc ·· Programmers.
• The course doesn't take control o! your computer away from you. but instead allows you
to obtain hands-on experience with VisiCalc "
• You don't have to be a computer programmer to learn how to use the best-selling
VisiCalc ". this Personal Tutor'" will bling it to lite at your pace.
• Excellent tor small business seminar presentations on VisiCalc ··

Requirements:
Your computer system. VisiCalc " program. Audio cassette player (no computer hookup is
necessary tor the cassette player.] Specify computer system.
To order
See your local computer dealer or order direct .
Visa/ MC. money order. or check acceptable.
Add S2.50 shipping & handling.
Dealer Inquiries.

Personal Tutor™ Associates
A Division ot ExecSysterns Corporation
Post Otfice Box 246. Clinton. MD 20735
301 / 856-2280

Personal Tutor'"
Instructional Tapes

"In Search of the Most Amazing Thing" is
designed to let your kids negotiate with
aliens instead of destroying them. Using a
B·liner (sort of a cross between a hot air
balloon and a dune buggy) they'll have to
learn how to fly it and navigate it through
storms and fog. But before they do any·
thing, your kids will have to talk to Old
Smoke. He'll tell them to avoid the danger·
ous Mire Crabs and how to get fuel for the
B·liner. Visit the Metallican Auction where
you can trade with the aliens for valuable
chips. Use these chips to buy things needed
for the trip. Learn to fly over the planet using
a jet pack.
Spinnaker Software
215 First Street
Cambridge, MA 02142

Pick That Tune is a game with versions
available for both the Apple II and the Apple
Ill. It contains 100 different tunes; Pop,
Country & Western, Children and TV cate·
gories. There are 16 different game variations and from 1 to 10 players can play.
Players bid the number of notes that they
think they will need to be able to correctly
identify the tune. Using the sound generator, Pick That Tune will begin with the
lowest bidder and play the number of notes
each player has bid until the tune has been
picked or all players have missed. Top ten
player files are automatically maintained for
each of the game variations for each cate·
gory · $29.95. Additional tune categories
may be purchased separately.
Swearingen Software
6312 W. Little York, Suite 197
Houston, TX 77088
(713) 937-6410

Graphics
TEKTERM allows any computer to draw
pictures on your Apple screen. Features a
High Resolution 70 column display and a
complete simulation of the Tektronix4010.
Any software that runs with the 401 0 will
run with TEKTERM; Communication mode
allows virtually any kind of information to be
sent or received; Macro Mode allows you to
automate all communication operations
allowing automatic dialing, log on terminal
congifuration, etc.; High Speed Terminal
operates at up to 19,200 baud. Includes a
floppy diskette and manual· $90 plus $2.50
shipping.
Fountain Computer Products
1901 Kipling
Lakewood, CO 80215
(303) 232-8346
dGRAPH enables dBASE II users to easily
produce various types of graphs including
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bar, pie, line, and pie-bar. With no program·
ming experience whatsoever, users simply
name the kind of graph they want and .
identify the data to be used and, in seconds,
the unique Autograph feature does the rest·
automatic loading, computing scales, drawing
grid lines, and labeling charts. Other fea·
tures provide automatic shading, overlay
graphs, summing, counting, and averaging
functions. Runs on any CP/M based com·
puter with at least48K. Also requires cursor
addressable 24 x 80 CRT. Works with
Epson, Oki data, NEC s Spinwriter and oth·
ers · $295.00.
Fox and Geller Inc.
P. 0. Box 1053
Teaneck, NJ 07666
(201) 837-0142
Maestro is a companion software product
for the Ceemac visual composition system
for the Apple II computer. The program
supports users of the language in assembl·
ing "albums" of their own visual creations
complete with documentation and neces·
sary runtime modules · $35.00.
Vagabondo Enterprises
1300 E. Algonquin · 30
Schaumburg, IL 60195
(312) 397-8705

Languages
BASIC Tutor makes learning BASIC easy,
giving step·by·step instruction in handling
all the fundamental elements of the BASIC
language. It begins by assuming you have
no knowledge of programming. By the end
of the last lesson you will be writing carefully
planned, well· constructed programs of your
own. It is interactive, prompting you with
questions to which you will respond at the
keyboard. Positive reinforcement is given
with each correct answer, and specific aid is
provided with each incorrect answer to help
lead you in the right direction. Frequent
summaries and review help make your new
knowledge stick. You can work at your own
pace to optimize your learning curve ·
$99.00. Requires an Apple II with 48K and
DOS 3.3.
SuperSoft
P. 0. Box 1628
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-2112
SMC BASIC is now available for Apple's
newly announced Lisa computer. This
BASIC was chosen by Apple because of its
ease of use, powerful business features and
its compatibility with Microsoft's XENIX and
Open Systems accounting software. This
will extend Lisa's market reach to small
businesses that require multi· user account·
ing systems. It is an extremely fast, easy to

Apple disk copy card

THE FIRST ... AND
STILL THE BEST
PEELINGS 11 magazine compares
SNAPSHOT with Wild Card and Crack-Shot:

' 'Overall, with one of the supported
RAM cards, SNAPSHOT, at
$109. 95 is the best buy. ''
"The copy procedure is perhaps
the easiest and clearest
of the three cards. "
SNAPSHOT has been a best-seller in England since ea rly 1982. It will copy any memory-resident prog ram th at runs on
the 48K Apple. SNAPSHOT uses your 16K RAM card * to interrupt a ru nni ng program and dump the entire contents of
48K and registers to an unprotected backup disk. SNAPSHOT backs up programs that baffle nibble copiers like Locksmith without any complex parameter changes or trial-end-error hassle. And SNAPSHOT is still more effective, less
expensive and easier to use than its imitators.
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have full, normal use of your other
hardware and software: you don 't need to open
ihe Apple's lid.
Ideal tor debugging or analyzing programs.
Freeze-frame your game. Print the graphics on
your Epson printer and resume play.
Shooting down space invaders and the phone
rings? Interrupt your game until later, or
tomorrow. Save your high scores!
Repeatedly interrupt and resume running
programs.
Faster and easier to use than nibble copiers or
other copy cards.

•

•

•
•

Full monitor capabilities to examine, modify,
trace, single-step or disassemble any
interrupted program ... Print the graphics on
your Epson printer.
Suspend work with one program while you use
another (for instance, interrupt word-processing
a letter to look up an address in database, then
resume the letter exactly where you left off.)
Move protected programs to hard disk or 8"
disk; copy several programs onto the same disk.
List " unlistable" Basic programs; make custom
modifications.

SNAPSHOT has many more features for programmers, gamesters, and more. Write for our info packet or leave your address and questions with our an swering service at (413) 584-7600. We regre: that we cannot return all calls.
TO ORDER: Mail check payable to Dark Star Systems . Add $3 for shipping in the U.S. ($7.50 to Canada ; $15 elsewhere).
Mass. residents add $5.50 tax. COD costs $5 extra (not available outside U.S.). Dealer Enquiries Invited.

*One drive and 16K card required. Works with most popular ca rds, including Apple, Microsoft, Ramex, Digitek, MPC, RH Electronics, Orange, Franklin,
etc. Other brands: specify when ordering . Works on Apple II and Apple II+, and Franklin 100 and 1000. Apple, WildCard, Crackshot, and Locksmith are
reg . trademarks respectively of Apple Computer, EastSide Software, Pirate's Harbor and Omega Microware.

-----

learn and use business BASIC that has
proven an excellent tool for developing
business applications. SMC BASIC retains
the simplicity and mathematics capabilities
of Dartmouth College BASIC while being
enhanced to include business·oriented
functions for application programming and
an interactive, time-sharing environment
SMC Software Systems
1011 Route 22
P.O. Box 6800
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
(201) 685-9000
EnBASIC, for the Apple II plus is an enhancement of BASIC for improved humancomputer interaction. All features of BASIC
are still present Key buffering allows rapid
entry without loss during heavy computa·
tional loads. Lower case characters and
keyboard re-assignment are added. Char·
acter design and display options allow
proportional spacing, super·and sub-scripts,
underlining, and automatically backspaced
diacritical marks. Spelling and typing errors
can be automatically indicated and synonym
lists and embedded string variables are
allowed as part of expected responses.
Commands allow timed pauses or can
force judging at an input if an answer has
not been entered before a specified time
has elapsed. Includes a 94 page manual
with tutorial, pocket guide, diskette with
many utilities and character sets, demos,
etc., a duplicate master diskette for backup
- $150.00.
COMPress
P.O. Box 102
Wentworth, NH 03282
(603) 764-5831

Music

Music Maker provides unsurpassed sound
quality and ease of use. Now any Apple II
owner can create and play 4-voice (to Nvoice) music on the Apple II with no
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additional hardware. Sophisticated software
permits you to enter whole to 256th notes,
dotted notes, triplets, quintuplets, staccato,
regular, or legato notes, all sharps and flats.
The range of fifty tones from F below Low C
to F# above High C gives the notes necessary for virtually every melody ever written.
Editor features include Insert, Delete, Repeat, Edit, Key Set and Change Tempo
functions for added versatility and ease of
use. The manual includes a tutorial, a
music refresher and a section on technical
information for those wishing to incorporate completed songs into their own control
programs - $39.95 plus $1.50 shipping.
SubLOGIC Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-8482

Personal

Fitness Logger is a miniature personal
ambulatory blood pressure and ECG re·
cording system using a Sony Walkman·
type stereo recorder and an Apple II com·
puter. It was designed for individuals interested in their body' s response to the stress
of daily activities whether running, working,
sleeping or working at the computer. The
system includes a pocket-sized recorder,
standard blood pressure cuff, ECG elec·
trodes, FM recording module and an Apple
interface card. An accompanying diskette,
" A Very Personal History" contains eight
fitness and personal history programs, and
also allows body signals to be presented on
the display in the familiar ECG strip chart
format, heart rate, blood pressure waveform, computed systolic, diastolic and mean
arterial pressure. This data can then be
compared with past history in assessing
personal fitness developmer:it At less then
$500.00 the Fitness Logger system is an
automatic method for privately tracking personal fitness.
Vitalcomp Inc.
Chanhassen, MN 55317-0175
(612) 934-6166
Health-Aide contains features not found in
any other nutrition program. Designed by
nutritionists, it is now being used by professional dieticians, hospitals, diet and fitness
centers, weight watchers, schools and individuals interested in their health. 32 nutrient
values, plus cost and food group, are stored
for over 800 foods, RDA for all nutrients is
computed for each individual. This may then
be modified and saved to disk A complete
nutrient analysis (including protein completeness) by meal and by day is displayed
on the screen and on the printer. Each user
may store 10 personal daily values for blood
pressure, pulse, running times, etc. Monthly

and yearly graphs may be produced plotting
all daily amounts. Recipes and menus may
be created and saved on disk, as well as
summarized shopping lists. 21 balanced
menus for different caloric levels are supplied. You may instantly substitute for foods
within the same food group to create individualized, balanced menus - $79.95. Requires
an Apple II or Ill (emulated) with 48K, DOS
3.3 and one disk drive.
KNOSSOS, Inc.
422 Redwood Avenue
Corte Madera, CA 94925
(800) 227-3800 ext467 ; (800) 792·0990 ext
467 (CA)
Frustrated golfers who don't have as much
time to spend on the practice tee as they
would like can now improve their game with
the help of a computer and a new golf
software program called Statistician. Creat·
ed by PGA golf pro and former PGA tour
player Dave Haberle, Statistician is a self-help
program for use with the Apple II Plus
computer. It examines golfs primary analysis factors: impact feel, initial direction, resultant direction, trajectory and relative distance
of each shot Valuable statistics are created
from combinations of these primary factors $34.95.
Golfsoft, Inc.
10333 Balsam Lane
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 941-2172
Home Health-Disk is a newly released pro·
gram providing current information on
emergencies, specific medical problems,
and ways to save medical dollars. The
program runs on an Apple II Plus with 48K
and disk Complete with a three week money
back guarantee · $79.95.
Brahman Software
P. 0. Box 331
Castleton, VT 05735
The Predictor for the new U.S. Football
League will actually " predict" the winners.
The entire season schedule is already on the
disk Previous stats and predictions may also
be printed on your printer. Written by Jim
Jasper, author of Sports Betting and Basic
Betting. Requires an Apple II or II Plus with
disk · $39.95.
Pickam Software
14411 Vanowen Street, Suite 209
Van Nuys, CA 91405
(213) 994-7944
Roadsearch is a computerized Road Atlas
for the Apple IL It can develop different types
of routes, finding the shortest practical route
between cities in its database. This program
also avoids toll or other roads if desired.
Another program develops routes which
may be longer, but more suitable to a user's
specific needs. Features include estimating
flying time between cities, printed outputs
(driving route, distances, travel times, and
fuel usage tailored to vehicle average miles

CR

PRESENTS

For Your Apple][, Apple] [+,Apple I le, Apple I I I & Franklin

The swikh-a-slot connects to any peripheral slot of
the computer through an 18" cable. The user can
plug up to four cards in the switch-a-slot. The
desired card is chosen by using a switch on the front,
and only the selected card draws power. Th.is
product is suitable for most peripheral cards. The
switch-a-slot is perfect for selecting between
different printer cards.
•
•
•
•
•

Holds 4 peripheral cards
Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors
All connectors are gold plated for reliability
Only selected card draws power
Works with most cards

The EXTEN D-A-SLOT brings a slot o utside your
A PPLE'" , allowing an easy change of cards . The 18" flex
ca ble is long enough to a llow placement of the card in a
co nvenient location . The high quality connectors are gold
plated for relia bility. $34.95

These products work well with all slow to medium
speed cards, such as Modems, Printers, Clock,
Music, etc. They are not recommended for high
speed data transfer devices such as alternate
processor and disk drive controller cards.
Th ese fin e prnclu c ts com e w ith a 6 month w Hrrnnt y
Available at your local dealer or direct from:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231 - A Add $2.50 for shipping,
Goleta , CA 93118
$5.00 outs ide U.S.A. &
(805) 685-1931
Canada. CA add tax.
VISA. MASTERCARD

acce pted

$1 79.50

Apple is a trad emark of Apple
Computers. Franklin is a lrademark
o f Franklin Computers.

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER

IMPROVED!

The tf1 Apple spelling verification program has been made even
better! We 've taken all of the features you liked from the original
and have added the features you requested to create the new
SENSIBLE SPELLER!

MORE FEATURES!
We 've added the features you asked for!* You can now immediately correct misspelled words by replacing them with the proper
spelling. The SENSIBLE SPELLER even suggests the correct
spelling for your misspelled words!
We've also given you more options for searching the dictionary,
including multiple-character and single-character substitutions.

THE CHOICE OF THREE OUT OF FOUR
APPLE OWNERS!
We still give you all the features that made the
SENSIBLE SPELLER the choice of three
out of four Apple owners buying a spelling
checker~· In fact, the SENSIBLE
SPELLER was the only spelling
verification program to ever
appear on Softalk's Top 30 list.
The SENSIBLE SPELLER still
includes the largest dictionary
available for the Apple computer
- over 80,000 words are supplied
with unlimited room to add your
own special words! This is a brandname dictionary, containing real
words from the official Random
House Dictionary - not a list of
words typed in by some programmer

- -

or made up from tables of prefixes and suffixes! We even throw in
a hardback copy of the dictionary to give you definitions and
pronunciations!
The SENSIBLE SPELLER is fast, a ten-page document can be
checked in just a minute or two. It is also extensively mer\U driven
to make it friendly and easy to use. And because each misspelled
word is shown to you in the middle of a small excerpt from your
document, you won 't waste time trying to remember how you
used the word.

MORE WORD PROCESSORS!
Each SENSIBLE SPELLER package contains multiple versions
for compatibility with almost all Apple word processors including :
DOS 3.2, DOS 3.3 (Apple Writer, Magic Window,
Screen Writer, etc .), SuperText, Word Handler,
PIM (Wordstar, etc .), and Pascal word
processors . And , the SENSIBLE SPELLER
works on all Apple lie, 11 +, and Applecompatible computers with one or two
disk drives.

Don't be spellbound-get the
profeHional solution! $125.00

4~

Sensible .
~Software, Inc.
6619 Perham Drive
West Bloomfield, Ml 48033 (313) 399-8877

Please add $1.25 for shipping.
Visa I Mastercard I Check I COD welcome!
" New features not available in ~le CPIM, Pascal, and WordHandler versions
•• ·..•Speller from Sensible Soltware glommed on to more than three.quar1ers
of !he mar1c.e\ !or proofreading programs.. .'-Soltalk Magazine, Augus11982

APPLE is.a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
SCREENWRITER-SIERRA ON-LINE, INC. SUPERTEXT-MUSE SOFTWARE WORDHANDLEA-SILIOON VALLEY SYSTEMS, INC. WORDSTAR- MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL, INC.

per gallon) and a modifiable database.
Complete with a database of 406 cities and
road intersections located in the U.S and
Canada Also included in the database are
about 69,000 miles of interstate and major
through highways· $34.95 plus $1.50 shipping and handling. 15 day money back
guarantee. Diskette provided may be backed
up for personal use. Requires an Apple II with
DOS 3.3.
Columbia Software
P. 0. Box 2235
Columbia, MD 21045
(301) 997-3100

Copy II Plus is a set of disk utilities that
feature Catalog with file lengths; hidden
characters and deleted files; Copy Files
which includes pattern matching by char·
acter and file type; Copy Disk; Copy DOS;
Delete Files, Disk, or DOS; Lock or Unlock
Files; Rename Files; Format Disk, Verify
Drive Speed, View Files; Track/Sector Map,
and more. It also has a sophisticated bit (or
nibble) copy program to permit you to
make backups of your software. It supports
synchronized tracks, half tracks, bit inser·
tion, nibble counting, apd track arcing. It
also includes a nibble'· editor to aid in
repairing blown disks · $39.95.
Central Point Software, Inc.
P. 0. Box 19730·#203
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 244·5782

Utilities

Thermal Scan, Inc. announces its PseudoDisc software for Apple owners with 16K
RAM cards. The software provides the use
of a fast, 62-sector capacity" disk· drive" for
only $34.95.
Thermal Scan, Inc.
Dept AO
1779 Bradburn Drive
St Louis, MO 63131
(314) 821·3482

GET STARTED
ON THE APPLE IN
ONLY 30 MINUTES ...
Yes ...

at last, computer instruction is
available on videotape.
If the computer " newcomers" in your family
are getting discouraged with all the technical
books, we have made it easy. We have ex·
tracted the most-needed facts and put them
into r n easy-to-understand form. W e
demonstrate how to:
• Install circuit boards and disk drives
• Install modems and game paddles
• Boot up
• And many more
Our series of " Introduction to ... " tapes take
the mystery out of getting started on the
Apple and let the newcomer begin with con·
fidence.
It's as easy as watching television!
Price? Only $60.00.
Mail and phone orders invited.

Lewis Video Productions
601 West End Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10024
(212) 496-0223
I want the D Apple II plus version
D Apple lie version
in the following format:
D Beta I
D Beta II
D VHS

~

MasterCard and Visa holders order toll free:

(800) 835-2246, Ext. 35
Kansas residents call (800) 362-2421, Ext. 35
For produ ct information, call : (212) 496-022 3
(New York res idents add app liu1bh..1 filx l
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Hyper-DOS 2 is a major new release
featuring fast load/ run, bload/ brun and
save/ bsave of programs (up to 5 times
faster); unused sector count display during
catalog; bsave of48K binary files; terminate
the catalog listing at any time with control·
C; Hyper-DOS menu. Utilities provided in·
elude Hyper· Text for fast reading of TEXT
files into memory; Hyper-Copy which can
write two copies from a single input master;
Hyper· Format that will optionally free tracks
1 and 2 for use by data; Hyper-Writer
transcribes the DOS currently in memory
directly to a standard DOS 3.3 diskette
without reinitializing it Comes on a stan·
dard, copyable DOS 3.3 format diskette
with easy instructions and documentation.
A menu driven install program makes
permanent BURT Microsystems· $29.95.
BURT Microsystems
14221 Matisse
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 559-5097

Bibliography will make the professional
writer's job easier. It compares citations in a
manuscript with the entries in a card cata·
log and constructs a bibliography of all
entries cited. Entries are added to the
catalog using a text·editor. Each catalog
entry has a keyname (for example, author
and year of publication), followed by biblio·
graphic information such as the author's
name, the title, journal, publisher and an no· ,
tations. The entries may be of any length
and format Bibliography can also copy
entries from the catalog to footnotes in the
manuscript, or replace citations in the
manuscript with numbers corresponding
to the order in which the works appear in
the bibliography. When preparing the man·
uscript, just type in the keyname for each
reference. Requires CP/ M, will work with
most word processors, including WordStar
Spellbinder, PeachText and SuperWriter ·
$125.00
Digital Marketing Corporation
2670 Cherry Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 938-2880
The Performer is an enhanced AppleWriter
word processing system. It supports Upper·
and Lower·case and the shift key modifica·
tion. It permits you to preview 80 columns
of formatted text You may switch between
the Editor and Formatter instantly. Other
features include versatile tabs plus decimal
alignment, auto-paragraph indents, preset
outline margins, flexible headers and foot·
ers, word countirig, footnotes, form letters,
help screens, chain documents of infinite
length, supports special printer features.
Includes complete documentation and
sample files. Requires an Apple II or II Plus
and Apple Writer 1.0 or 1.1 and DOS 3.3 ·
$39.95.
Kingbird Software
4735 Kingbird Lane
St Louis, MO 63128

Word Processing

BOOKS/CATALOGS
Texteditor uses randoin access techniques
to store data and information in ASCII.
Words can be examined and edited on
each line. The program can be learned in
half an hour. Printer Controller for Epson
printers permits condensed, emphasized
or double emphasized characters. It also
tests Epson printers for functions from the
computer keyboard through CP/ M to Ep·
son. Line Count program can indicate
length of each file before using T exteditor.
Compatible with Apple CP/ M and many
others. 8·inch diskette is $12.50 and 5 1/ 4·
inch diskette is $9.95.
Tang Data Corporation
100 Eames Street
Framingham, MA 01701
(617) 872·7520

Misco lnc.'s new 80·page catalog shows
more than 150 computer supplies and
accessory products. These include a new
line of glare-free filters that eliminate 99
percent of the reflections off the screens of
CRTs, a converter designed to transform
the return on a secretary's desk so it
supports a CRT at eye level as well as a
detached keyboard or personal computer
on a sliding shelf underneath, two or four
device share switches that eliminate re·
dundant computer hardware by simply
sharing resources. A simple, two-second
changeover is all that is required to share
printer, modems or CRTs with one compu·
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-------Voice

Machine Communications ·Inc."'--~FEATURES

VOICE INPUT MOD·ULE

No application programming necessary
Near perfect recognition 98%+
Unlimited vocabulary using eighty word/phra.se subsets
Recognizes anybody's voice ·
MUiti-lingual recognition ·
Allows simultaneous input of v0ice anclkey):>oard·

for Apple II® & Apple // e®

·APPLICATIONS
. The VIM is designed to aCld voice input
to ANY. existing Apple II applicatioil: .
;.«

.•
•
•
•
•
•

'"

Word ·Processing .
/ Programming ·
Data Input and Retrieval • ¥easurement, Inspection
Education
'
. and Testing
Business
• ·c ontrol Systems
Graphics
• Games and Entertainment
Industrial Autol}l;ition
•Aid for Han.dicanped

VIM FOltABPLE Il CONTAINS:.

DESCRIPTION

Voice Input.Module 2020C: with:

The VIM converts spoken words to commands or data for
your application programs. The Voice Input Module has
unexcelled. spoken word recognition accuracy at an unmatchable price.
For ordering or informatioq contact: .
VOICE MACHINE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1000 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705
Phone (714) 639-6150
·

• 16 channel audio spectrum analyzer
• 6803 high speed microcomputer
• 8K Bytes of RAM, 4K Bytes of ROM
Voice Utility Diskette with:
· •Vocabulary builder/editor/ • Rec9gniiion software
• Prompting vocabulary trainer •Vocabulary tester '
Microphone, Users Manual, cables and connectors.
Mastercard Visa Accepted

®Trade Mark
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Join t he club where you never have to
buy software again.
For ONLY $4.00 per program you can ·'test

1,__

drive" software in the comfort of your home from
over 200 selections from the major manufacturers
Games. Business, Educational Utilities.
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APPLEWRXTER
USER

XX

• AE·TYPESET™ makes it easy to select all of your
EPSON 's print options within Applewriter II.

from tNtph&sized PRINT
to cond1111td PRllT ~ to it•l ics,
to DOUBLE-W X DE,.
or back to normal-- RHYTHIH6
YOUR
EPSON CRH D0
APPLEWRXTER XX
CAN DO!

7

And save 25% on a charter membership. For
futher information and catalogs send $2.00 for

1
Ii

postage and handling to:

i=

ORDER TODAY from :

JOIN NOW

COMPUCLUB INTERNATIONAL
DEPT.

I

!iii

P.O. BOX 265 •YORBA LINDA. CA 92645

I

Name ----~----- · - - - - - - -.- - - -

Ii

~~

I

i

ii
i

i

You will receive great discounted prices on !
Software Purchases, PLUS Newsletters and much ·
mor:e.
=

"'
====

·==

AND

With AE·TYPESET™ you can create or edit text using all
fonts , widths, intensities, and line spacings.
• E·SETUP™ is a pre-boot diskette that allows you to select print options before runn ing existing software.
With E·SETUP™ you can pre-select any single print combination for VisiCalc, as well as your custom programs.
AE·TYPESET™ is $89.95. This includes E·SETUP™, a
$34.95 value, at no extra charge. (Massachusetts residents
add sales tax).

Softwre for Everyone
and S.till More

§:

!

I

MX

City

State

Zip

I
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JJf/. AGUILA CORPORATION
,(f~:J Innovator.sin Business Management Systems
P.O. Box 330
Pepperell, Massachusetts 01463
(617) 433·9502
,
(713)556-5316
._...,
......
MX is a trademark of EPSON. Applewriter II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc., VisiCalc is a
trademark of VtSICORP.

ter or for different computers to share
common peripherals.
Misco, Inc.
404 Timber Lane
Marlboro, NJ 07746
(201) 780·9299

the price. Books published by Apple
Computer, Inc. are not included since it is
assumed that they would be available from
your local dealer. The list is updated
monthly · $2.00.
Bob Broedel
P. 0 . Box 20049
Tallahassee, FL 32304
The colorful new 32·page Sybex catalog
includes photographs and descriptions of a
broad range of book titles for computer
users and programmers. Books cover
topics including general interest, program·
ming languages, assembly language pro·
gramming, operating systems, and hard·
ware and software. The catalog also includes
descriptions of self-study cassette courses
available from Sybex. For a free catalog
write:
Sybex
2344 Sixth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
(800) 227·2346; (415) 848·8233 (CA)

What IF . . . ? guide to microcomputer
modeling on microcomputers, is now avail·
able. It describes the wide variety of model·
ling programs available for users of micros
and indicates the program which is best for
any specific application. Provides readers
with a solid foundation in creating models,
showing what they are, how they work, who
can benefit from them and how to get the
most out of modelling packages on the
market today · $19.95.
The Book Company
11223 S. Hindry Avenue
Low Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 410·3977

DIAL-OUT is a newsletter covering the
rapidly-growing field of microcomputer
telecommunications. Each issue features
late·breaking news about national Networks
(CompuServe, Delphi, The Source, etc.);
Local-Area Services (GameMaster, Star·
Text, etc.) ; and Bulletin-Board Systems
(over 300 nationwide). The premiere issue
of DIAL· OUT features an exclusive in-depth
report of a new national network called
Delphi. Published monthly and sent to
subscribers in an envelope ·$25.00 a year
for 12 issues.
DIAL·OUT
175 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3371
New York, NY 10010
(201) 653·5775
The Apple Owner's Booklist is a listing of
more than 200 books, pamphlets, and
periodicals that relate to the Apple II
computer. Although the list is not anno·
tated, it does give such information as the
title, author, publisher' s name and address,
date of publication, number of pages and
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Reston Publishing Company has a catalog
of data processing books from elementary
level to advanced computer science. A
prominent section is included on micro·
computers including the Apple (Apple
Files, The Apple Logo Primer, Kids and The
Apple, Apple BASIC for Business: for the
Apple II, etc.), Computers in Education,
Word Processing, Hobby and Professional
Uses, VisiCalc, Individual Programming
Languages, etc. A business section includes
Data Procesing Management and Docu·
mentation, Mathematics for Data Proces·
sing, Systems Analysis, etc.
Reston Publishing Company, Inc.
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, VA 22090
(800) 336·0338; (703) 437-8900 (VA)

The Power Of: series of books is written
with the computer novice or experienced
user specifically in mind. The instructions
are extremely easy to follow. Applications
illustrate the use of basic functions and
commands of the programs. The user
follows step·by·step instructions, and easily
acquires the ability to apply the programs to
his own specific needs. Titles include: The
Power of: VisiCalc ($9.95) ; VisiCalc Volume
II ($9.95); SuperCalc ($9.95); MultiPlan
($14.95); VisiCalc Real Estate ($14.95);
VisiPlot ($14.95). The Power of: ES is a
magazine for electronic spreadsheet users,
containing information on techniques,
applications and expert commentary on
the capabilities of electronic spreadsheets·
programs such as VisiCalc, SuperCalc and
MultiPlan, etc. Subscription is $18.00 for
one year U.S., $25 in Canada, $56 Air Mail
all other countries, Air delivered, Europe
only, $40.
Management Information Source, Inc.
3543 N.E. Broadway
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 287-1462

Osborne/McGraw-Hill Computer Books
Spring '83 Catalog contents cover Data
Base Management Systems, Programming
in BASIC, an Apple II DiskGuide (for other
computers and systems too), User Guides
for most popular microcomputers, Assem·
bly Language books such as the 6502
Assembly Language Programming and
6502 Assembly Language Subroutines
and Technical Reference handbooks such
as Microprocessors for Measurement and
Control. The entire product line, which
includes general interest books, is described
and order information is provided.
Osborne·McGraw-Hill
2600 Tenth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
(800) 227·2895; (800) 772-4077 (CA)
K-12 MicroMedia has just released a free
16 page catalog describing over 75 critically selected educational software games,
simulations, and related books (grades K·
8) for the Apple, Atari, and TRS-80 Ill
microcomputers. All programs may be
ordered directly from the company and are
guaranteed.
K-12 MicroMedia
172 Broadway
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07675
(201) 391 ·7555

Notebook is just one of the programs
available in the second issue of Window
(Vol. 1, No. 2), the new magazine on a disk
with a focus on learning. Notebook is a
completely unique computer tool designed
for easy and immediate use. There is no
technical manual to read before using
Notebook· all of the instructions, and many
sample applications, are included on the
disk with the program. It can be a notebook,
an address book, a student file, or a holiday
gift list All the sample files have been tested
in homes and classrooms. Notebook's
usefulness is limited only by the user' s
imagination. The current issue of Window
with Notebook is $24.95. A full year's
subscription is only $95.00 for five issues.
Window, Inc.
Suite N
469 Pleasant Street
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 923·9147

MISCELLANEOUS
Info Guard is a magnetically shielded enclosure that provides inexpensive protec·
tion for disk transportation and storage. It
protects flexible disks from distortion, era·
sure or degradation of valuable recorded
data, such as could occur from a variety of

THE DEBUGGING TOOL THAT CHALLENGES THE BUG

SOFTSIGHT
WITH SOFTSIGHT THERE ARE NO SECRETS
ABOUT APPLE PROGRAMS, YOURS OR ANYONE
ELSES! SOFTSIGHT, THE PROFESSIONAL
DEBUGGING TOOL FOR THE APPLE LETS
YOU FIND BUGS THE FAST EASY WAY. FOR
SERIOUS ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMERS,
HOBBYISTS AND PEOPLE WANTING TO LEARN
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING.

SOFTSIGHT FEATURES
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

COMPLETE,CLEARLY WRITTEN MANUAL
USER FRIENDLY
HIGHLY TRANSPARENT
MINI-ASSEMBLER
DISASSEMBLER
MACHINE CYCLE COUNTER
RELOCATABLE
EXTENDED MONITOR FUNCTIONS
LETS YOU KEEP TOTAL CONTROL
ACTIVE BREAKPOINTS WITH
COMMAND EXECUTION

* FIVE WAYS TO CONTROL OUTPUT

16-SEGMENT ADDRESS WINDOW
FAST RETURN
FAST LOOP EXIT
BRANCH-ONLY TRACING
SILENT TRACE MODE
* SUPPORTS LANGUAGE CARD,
VIDEO CARD AND PRINTER
* TEXT OR PICTORIAL EXECUTION
DISPLAY MODE

DEALER AND DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED.
MARYLAND RESIDENTS ADD S~ SALES TAX.

OVERDRIVE COMPUTER CORPORATION
1131 UNIVERSITY BLVD .W. S-2102
SILVER SPRING. MARYLAND 20902
( 301 ) 643-5353

APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER.INC .

-

$40.00

causes: local severe electrical storms,
power generator equipment, electro-magnetic pulse, airline transport (X-rays), ambient magnetic pollution, etc. Available in
two models: 8-inch $14.50, 5 1/ 4-inch
$9.50.
Cline Products, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1278
1530 E. Birchwood
Des Plaines, IL 60018

The Copy Holder holds and positions
sheets, manuals, and programming information. Free your table top area of clutter. It
does away with eye strain when looking
from CRT to table-top. Now you can position material next to or above your monitor
or keyboard. Anywhere that is convenient
for you. Precision engineered spring system allows material to be placed at any
angle or any position. When not is use it
swings and retracts out of the way. Copy
Holder clamps to any surface and has a
strong clip for holding sheets, and a bottom
ledge for holding manuals.
Universal Industries
P. 0. Box 63188
Los Angeles, CA 90063
(213) 269-2117

John James Furnishings has designed a
computer furnishing system for the home
user. The nucleus of the system, the Comp-
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U-Corner, utilizes normally wasted corner
space. Choice of wood finishes and laminates, printer paper slots, adjustable shelves,
and a five year guarantee. In addition to
standard features, they offer options such
as a drawer conversion kit, a mounted
surge protector/ outlet run, and the Cable
Roundup, which neatly organizes the
myriad of wires required by today's equipment Each piece of furniture within the
system bolts solidly together in minutes.
John James Furnishings
9015-A Meadow Vista Blvd.
Houston, TX 77064
(713) 469-4508

The Walker Company offers desk top
computer furniture with solid red oak and
the finest grades of oak veneer plywood.
The Apple Stand offers a practical and
distinctive alternative to the practice of
stacking disk drives and monitors on the
computer. The Apple Stand's design is the
result of cantilevering the tiers from the rear
supports, thus creating an open design that
does not restrict ventilation and offers easy
access to the computer and accessories.
The Apple Stand is offered in two models:
the Two Tier Model - for the computer and
monitor, and the Three Tier Model - for the
computer, monitor and two disk drives
Other products include: printer stands
desk organizers, and disk storage boxes.
Walker Company
1801 Pepper Road
Petaluma, CA 94952
(707) 778-6642

Omni-Lock is an unobstrusive two or three
tiered computer security apparatus that
vertically integrates your system, allowing
increased ventilation and the maximizing of
desk space. Each level swivels 360 degrees.
The user has accessibility to reconfigure
the card cage and service the disk drives

without breaching the security system.
Each component is individually secured to
the tiers, preventing "snatch and run". The
simplicity of the one key allows the entire
unit to be unlatched, leaving a sub-base
assembly in one installation so the system
can be transferred intact to a new location
that is equipped with a sub-base assembly
to increase use of your personal computer
equipment List price starts at $439, including delivery and installation.
Micro-Metrics
908 S. Clarement St
San Mateo, CA 94401
(415) 342-8794
Computer Furniture and Accessories, Inc.
offers m any types of furniture for your
business or home data processing needs.
Attractive desks in the Classic Series include returns with data shelves for operator' s manuals and printout storage, plus a
new walnut finish 24 x 16-inch CRT turntable. Other designs include drawers or
space for a microcomputer. Two other
models have been designed to meet the
specialized requirements of the Apple II.
Fabricated with tubular steel legs, a sheet
metal modesty panel, and Formica high
pressure laminate top surfaces. They feature a riser section across the back of the
top to support the video terminal. The
computer fits below the riser with space for
printer options as well as storage of manuals. The Apple II desk also has a suspended shelf below the riser for mounting two 5
1/ 4-inch floppy disk units.
Computer Furniture and Accessories, Inc.
515 West 132nd Street
Gardena, CA 90248
(213) 327-7710
Information Management Station (IMS) is
a flexible and extraordinarily functional system, providing an efficient work area capable of handling sophisticated electronic
equipment in any office environment,
whether available space is limited or extensive. The units, of varying sizes, can be used
singly or in a wide range of configurations
to fit the needs of the office. Shown in the
photograph are two single tables joined to
form a 120 degree workstation.
Howe Furniture Corporation
155 East 156th Street
New York, NY 10022

1/;dafl/Ja//ind
GREAT INNOVATORS

In Italy in the 15th century Leonardo Da Vinci was a multit alented genuis. Leonardo's ideas and designs were endless.
He was always creating new devices to solve the world 's
problems. Pictured here are many studies for military arms
and armor and battlements.
Today Vista is developing many high technology computer
peripherals for use with IBM™ and Apple Computers.
• In t roducing Solo, a new cost effective solution to Apple Disk
st orage offering all the capabilities of the standard Apple
Disk II at a fraction of the cost.
If your needs do not demand the high performance of our
Duet, Quartet, or V-Series Maxidrives, then Solo will provide
you with what you need at the lowest possible cost.

The Vista Solo incorporates the proven reliability of the
Shugart™ 5 1/4 Drive. To date Shugart has over !'.me million
units in operation throughout the world.
Solo is also available as the Solo Plus, which comes with the
Solo Controller. The pair give you total compatibility with
Apple haFdware, and software.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shugart Drive
Totally Compatible
Cost Effective
35 Track Compatible Drive
143K Storage
Full Vista 120 Day Warranty .

Solo (Drive only) #3101
Solo Plus (w/Controller) #3111

Vis.ta.COMP~TER

Contact Your Local Vista Dealer or Call our Vista Hotlines.·

COMPANY INC.

1317 East Edinger I Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 953-0523 I (800) 854-8017
Di st ributors
California: Group Ill Electronics
(113) 973 · 7844 { ~08 ) 732 · 1307

Ten s: M P Systems
(2 1') 185'8885

California: Micro D

Jllew York: Computer e: Peripherals Inc. ·

111•1 s. I·0205

Louisiana: Oi9ltd1, of America Inc;
(SO•) •66·0894

(l 15) '76-666'

(5 I<) 8•9-6555

™ shugart is a r egistered trademark of Shuga rt Associates.
™ 1BM is a register ed trademark of-..lnternational Business Machines.
™ Apple JI is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer Co.

Eastern Canadiill: Peripherals Plus
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SUBSCRIPTIOllS
International Apple Core, 908 George St., Santa Clara, CA 95050
The International Apple Core makes individual subscriptions to "The Apple Orchard" available:
NAME

CITY _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
COUNTRY -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

STATE _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

- --

-

-

-

- --

ZIP _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

- - - - - --

-

- --

- - - --

Ann ua I Subscription Rate: $19.50 for 9 issues
Canada, Mexico, APO, and FPO addresses: $27.00
Overseas and other foreign surface postage: $36.00
TOTAL REMITIANCE ENCLOSED: $(USA) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make check or money order payable to "International Apple Core" and return with this form to:

International Apple Core
908 George St.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
TOTAL REMITTANCE ENCLOSED: $(USA)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM

.
•TAN OR BLACK COLOR• QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET
•INCREASED RELIABILITY - SAVES DOWN TIME AND REPAIR CHARGES
•REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS

ZENER RAY ™ TRANSIENT VOLTAGE SUPPRESSOR
INCLUDES FAIL SAFE WARNING LAMP SYSTEM
OUR BUil TIN ADVANCED DESIGN UNIT GIVES:
DRAMATIC COST SAVINGS - STOPS ANNOYING DOWN TIME
INSURANCE FROM VOLTAGE SPIKES-GLITCHES
DANGEROUS VOLTAGE SPIKES CAN JEOPARDIZE YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
PROTECT COMPUTER - DISK DRIVE - PRINTER AND MONITOR
NO CUTIING WIRES• WON'T VOID WARRANTY, JUST PLUG IN SUPERFAN II WITH ZENER RAY
"Registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
ONE YEAR WARRANTY• VISA/MASTERCARD
U.S. PATENT NO. 0268283

ELECTRONICS, INC.

AN UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SOURCE

$595

~'M
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CAN YOU AFFORD
TO PASS UP THIS OPPORTUNITY?
TO ORDER: Send 575.00. In a few days,
you will begin experiencing Quicktrieve
on your Apple II+, lie, or Ill.

QUICK. Quick trieve . Quickp lo t, and Quickstud y me rrode.morks ol Commodity

Systems. Inc .. Dow Jones

Mar~~!

Analyzer a nd VisiCa lc ore trademarks or Dow

Jones&. Comp a ny, Inc . a nd V1s1Corp., respec tively

Co111111odity Syste111s, lqc.
200 W. Palmetto Park Road,
Boca Raton, Florida 33432 • (305) 392-8663
(800) 327-0175•Telex 522107

--------------------------------CoIQIQodlty Syst£IQs, lqc.
200 W. Palmetto Park Road • Boca Raton, Florida 33432
(800) 327-0175 or (305) 392-8663 and Telex 522107
I would like to accept your offer to use Qulcktrleve on my Apple.
I have enclosed my 575 payment. Please rush materials to:

NAME
STREET _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
CITY
TELEPHONE (

STATE
ZIP
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

Tl. Professional, Commodore 64, and TRS-80 Models I and Ill
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Tu Do It Right.
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To make a Winchester disk for just Apple®II.
That's how we set out to design our hard disk for
the Apple®II. To understand the needs of serious
users and programmers, and to correct the errors
of our predecessors.
You want user-friendliness.So we wrote hard disk
versions of Apple DOS, CP/M® and Pascal that
are highly user-friendly and loaded with
useful features.
D Auto-boot hard disk
D Menu-driven utilities
D Single-keystroke program execution in DOS
D Disk search with wild cards, and many more

D File compacting to reduce the number of floppies
D Volume selective backup in all operating systems
D Automatic diskette sequencing to ease floppy handling

You want compatibility. We maximize compatibility with existing software and peripheral cards.
D 9K interface card leaves main memory untouched
D Interrupts are allowed
D Boot protected floppies from slot 6 without removing hard disk
D Automatic slot/drive to hard disk remapping

And you want support. We do that right too.

You want flexibility. So we made every
feature variable.
D
D
D
D
D
D

You want low-cost backup. So we wrote backup
utilities that m~ke floppy backup convenient.

From 1 to 16 operating systems on each disk
Operating system spaces grow as needed
Slot independence
Variable size volumes (to 400K in DOS)
Mountable and unmountable volumes (even in CP/M)
Custom DOS allowed

You want reliability. We use the leading drive.
And Corona's unique data protection technology.
D DataGuard™ 32-bit error correction code
D Fai!Safe™ read-after-write and automatic bad-sector reallocation
D 2-level impact-protection packaging

D Hardware depot service in every region
D Software theft-protection on the hard disk

Compare the features that matter to you;
And visit our local dealer or distributor for
a demonstration. You'll see the difference
specialization makes.

Corona Starfire™- The Winchester Disk for Apple II

$2

5 I 5 MB

$2

5 I 10 MB

(All software included. Pascal not needed for CP/M.)

$2195

$2695

- corona.
The Third Generation Microcomputer Company

L

Corona Data Systems • 31324 Via Colinas, Section 110, Westlake Village, CA 91361 • 213-706-1505
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